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SU}IMARY

Thls thesis is concerned with the propertles of dynanical systems with
ÌrarniltonÍans which are general quadratic combinations of classical or

QüânÈrrrn canonical variables or of' Boson or Femlon annihilatlon nnd _creatÍon

operators.

chapÈer r, consísting of six sectÍons, deal_s mainly wÍth sets of
canonícal foms for quadraÈic Hamiltonians under the action of the group of
linear canonÍcal transformations. By vlewing the group of C.C.R. Bogoliubov

transformations as Sp(2NrR), a full set of canonical Boson H¡míl¿sniang,

labelled by the Ínvariants for symplectic conjugacy classes, is obtained.

Since the conjugacy class of a real orthogonal matrix is deternined by íts
eigenvalues, there ís only one type of canonical fo:m for quadratic Fermion

Hamiltonians. Unlike the Femíon case, índefiníte Boson Eaniltonians can

not in general be reduced to a srn of quasí-particle nr¡mber operators.

However, it ts sho¡¡n how spectral Èheory ln Krein space rigorizes the full
reduction of a strictly positive quadratic Boson Hamiltonian for nhich the

sÍngle partícle space is fnfi-nite dimensional. In the case of infinite
degrees of freedom, Ëhere are various existence criteria for a gnitary

operator which implenents a given Bogoliubov transforrn¡tion and the equÍv-

alence of these is discussed fn Section 6.

chapter rr, consÍsting of seven sections, applies the techniques of
Chapter I to algebraic quantization. The Boson conmutatÍon relati.ons,

among fomal mode operators obtained ín heurístfc quantization, are shown

to be incompatible wÍth the canonical conrmutation relatlons among conjugate

varfables unless the Dotion is stable. segal quantization of any rear

orthogonal dynamics, according to FemÍ-Dirac statÍsËics, is shown to be

posslbJ-e. The orthogonal componenË, ln the polar decomposition of the

dynamical generator -Â, f" a complex structure which enables the classical



dynamfcs to be viewed as being unLtary. I,lhen a sympl.ectfc dynnm{sal group

has a etrl'ctly positlve generator Â, tn" corylex structure J Ís uniquely

dete::mined as the pseudo-orthogonal component Ín the polar decompositfon

of A vl-ewed as an oPerator on Krein 6pace w-rth indefÍnite fnner product

r B(','), B betng rhe s)'Bplecrfc roå. Equivalenrly, J = -f(r-2E(o)), E(o)

being the projection onto the maximar dynauically Lnvariant subspace on

lrhich íA is negatfve deffnite. Unitarization of unstable synplectic
dynanics is Ímpossible but for a large class of llaniltoníans, determined

in section 13, the unstable motion can be vie¡sed as being pseudo-unitary.

Chapter rrr is devoted to applications of the general theory developed

earlier. In SecÈion 14, fields with external potential, non-local fÍelds,
the SchrsÍnger nodel and the Thírring-Narnhofer model are consid.ered.

section 15 treats the rsing model and assimilates the theory of quasf-free

states of the c.A.R. C* algebra. A sÍnilar analysis of statistical systens

of Bosons Í.s discussed in SectÍon 16.
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CHAPTER I - CANONICAL TRANSFORMATIONS

SEGTION I - CI.AÍ¡SIC,AL UA¡fiLÎONIAN SYSTEMS

rt 1s generally accepted that the variety of solutions to a system of
physÍca1 dynamÍcal- equatlons should forn a dffferentfable rnanifold U. The

phase nanffold M can then be defined as the set of points z = G,p) in the

cotangent bundle T*u. This leads to a natural canonical symplecttc

structure on M, ,2 = fdnj ^dqj Given any classical observable H (a

differentiable function on M), a HamilÈonl_an flow is defined by the
HanÍltonian vector fiel_d

a

z = -GdH, (1.1)

where -G is the natural rnapping from the cotangent bundle T*/tl to the

tangenÈ bundle TM defÍned in such a way that a tangent vector E e T"M is
the lnage of the differential l-fom

É
T (1.2)R+

z
2

l+trt (n,å) (see, for example, chap.8 of tll).

In this-thesis, we shall be concerned almost entirely wÍth línear
systems, so that U is fl-at and we may ldentÍfy M with U e Ur e, is Èhe

dual of V) or nore sfmply, wíth R2N whe' DÍn U = N < -. ülhen linear
dynani-cal systems are described in the language of slmpJ_ectic geometry, the
noÈation r¡hích emerges is clearly defined (e.g. t2l). rn thÍs section, we

shall be dealing with a fínite number N of degrees of freedom. rn this
case we may always choose a basis {e, } so that a given synptectÍc
rorm B(.,.) oo R2N may be .*0.""".J,i;;'l'ä,.rr,

c = 
[ i å] ; r is the idenrity on RN and

(.r.) Ís the Euclidean inner product.

Such a basis, saÈisfyÍng BGTTSO) = 0

BG¡,&*r,r) = -ô¡t for alL j, k < N

jÌ: )
is called a slmplectic basls. For any such basÍs, {e

<N
and {å*t

j<N
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each sPan a Lagrange subspace' a maxLnal subspace on whlch the slmplectic

fo::m vanishes.

A general quadratic Haniltonian H can always be made honogeneous by

choosing the dynamtcal critical poLnt as the origin [3J.

u=*(r,

tl, ;] , ^ 
= Ar, F = Fr (rear symerric) (r.3)

Hz)

where z =
g and ll =
P.

then the Hamilton equations are

0-r
IO

-1z=-GHZTG= (1. 4)

or

-GHte z (0) (1. s)

(1.5) describes a one parameter group of s¡mplectlc transformations

generated by -Gf,, an element of the lie algebra sp(2N,R). The eigenvalues

of iGf, are knorsn as the frequencies of system (1.5). rf s Ís a frequency,

then so are the complex conjugate ã and the additíve ínverse -s. A real
slmplectic transforrna tion

Tc GC=G(CeSp(2N,R)) (1.6)

Preserves

(a) The form of Harniltonts equations

)'=-cfr.2,;û=cTûc

(b) The Poisson brackers

{zi.k), zi(z)} = -cp1, (1.7)

and
(c) The value of the Hamiltonian

A general linear canonÍcal transformatfon need only preserve the form of
HamilÈonrs equations. If C is relatlvely synplectic [4],

CTCC=gc,EeR-{0}, (l.g)
then(1.4)inpties ì,,=-cî"r,i=g-1cTûc. (1.9)

(t)z

I
zcz

K = å ,'r ft "' = ï ] fi z = a
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However, the PoÍeson brackets are no longer preserved

{rir, z'} = - g-l Guu

and the Hamfltonl.an is no longer a scalar quantity

(1. to)

(1. r3)

(1.14)

(1.15)

(1. l6)

=s-l tfr,z=s-l H

hlhen considering the

canonical transfornations
'assume that g = tl. If ûf

ct = lrl-'/, ", so that crT

(1. r l)

action of the group of relatlvely synplectíc

on s)rmmetric rnatrÍces H, it wtll suffice to
= g-1 cT û c wtth cT G c = gG, we nay define

GCr = e/lel G and fi*û, = lel/ectrûct. (1.rra)

l{e shall- fÍrst consíder the action of the symprectic group and then
the inclusion of anti-sSrmplectic transformations wÍll produce some mrnor

modiflcatíons. Each real 2N x 2N symretric natrix û is cootained in a

canonical orbít
.n^

{c'Hc;cesp(2N,R)} (1.12)

rn any treatment of the synplectÍc transformations c e sp(2Nrc), the
following facts are used repeatedl_y :

I = -ccTc
= GcT

is synpl-ectic.

c

-tc*G
I

c

Fron (1.14) -1c ê _eH2 =Q {-$r,) c

under the symplectic similarity transformatlon (r.16), and indeed under any

similarÍty transformation, the elementary divisors 1"-"r)Ni of the charac-
teristic pencil iCû - sI will be invarÍant [5,6]. The invariants deterníne
the eigenvalues s, of rcû tut because ¡üe are dearing only with a

(s¡mplectfc) subgroup of the slnirarity transfomatfons, they wíll uot
always determine the orbft of û unlquery. rn fact, it turns out that arl
eigenvalues of tGfi need to have non-vanishtng inaginary parts before the
elementary divisors are certain to have this abiltty. By sylvesterrs law
of Ínertia, all elements û withln a canonÍcal orbit (r.12) must have the

.t û,2
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sane signature. For example, if û = r, then iGû - sr and -icû - sr have

the same elementary divisors s t I and hènce +iGû and -tcfi have the same

Jordan canonical form. However, +û rs positive definfte while -û nas the

opposiÈe signature and so can not bel-ong to the same canonical orbÍt.

By (I. t6), rePresentaÈives -GK of the conjugacy classes for the Lie
algebra sp(2NrR) nay be pre-multlplíed by G to gíve representatív"" i = iT
of the canonícal orbits. The conjugacy classes of sp(2NrR) may be obtained

from Èhose of the group sp(2NrR). The latter were first obtained by

llillianson [7] and this work was expanded by l{all [g] to accorrmodate

symplectic sPaces over arbitrary dívision rings or fiel-ds. one should note,

in this context, that some symplectic transformatÍons do not have an

exponentíal representation [9]. In general, representatives of the algebra

are placed in 1-1 corresPondence wíth representatives of the group by means

of a generaLized, Cayley rransform tlOl: f (z) = u(z) + (t +u2 (ù)L/2, wirh u

an odd functÍon analytic at z = O.

Examples Ínclude u(z) = sinh z, f(z) = exp z,

the cayley rransform u(z) = -22/(t-22), f(z) = (r-z)qt+z¡-l (applíed to

Sp(2N,R) by Laub and Meyer [2])
and u(z) = , = |G-{L) (appl-ied ro sp(2N,R) by

Cushman ttll).

The canonical orbits were first obtained Ín a separate work by l{Íll-iamson

lL2l, ¡¿ho showed how to construcÈ canonlcal_ forms tor û. The list of
canonical forms, to which we shall refer, has been devised by Galin tl3l.

Theorem (1. t7) A real symplectic vector space with a given quadratic

û*) 
".r, be decomposed into a direct s'm ef pairwise skew

form H = å(=,
orthogonal real symplectic subspaces so that the form H fs a sum of forms

of the types jcr, ûr{2t)r) o., rhese subspaces, wÍrh i(2k) Èhe fundamenral
J

normal form of type j and order 2k lísted belor¡.
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i(zr¡ = [i i] ,

wlÈh order k eub-matrices as lLsted:

ifztl: A - F = þ 5. B =
-a
I -a

I -a
I

A=F-Os'B=

: A=F=O['B=

-a

o fz lI

-p
-p

I{

*rtoo't

iÍ'n' ,oi,

T2 I{
I2

; Vü=

t

-b
-a

-a
b

*j'n )

0
l0

I

iu
10

[=
-9

-p

p
0p

0

l'=
p

0
0

0
l0

I

0
0
I

l=-

I
, with p = tl;
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-p

*p

ftt2x(2k+1)l(o): A =
-p

*p
-p

(p): [ =

2

02a
02a

,wÍthY=g g = tl,

ß

F=b ArB as ln KO (above), with p = tl;.

Y

2

Y

2
b
0

-á4k) 0
I

Y

02
0

a02
a

, with C = -o[å 0
I

2þ= ol
rloz=

M

M
S= 1

2
0

some fnvariants assocfated with orbits containing *(zt¡
in the following:

TABLE (r.18)

, lrith 
"= 

|'0
[-u

M

Canonical
fom

rfztl

i(4k)

^ (2k)

iÍ'n,,0,

ir(z 
(zt+t)),0,

iu,onr,o,

Elementary
dÍvisors

(s+ra)l(s-r")k

(stiatb)k

s rs

2k

(stb) 2k+1

(stb) 2k

Frequencies

Èia

1latb

0

0

rb

rb

Geometríc
MultÍplicÍty

I

are listed

Slgnature

(k,k)

(2k,2k)

(k-1,k-1)

(t(t-p),%(L+p)) (mod. 2)
for k =Lr2

(l-p,1+p)fork=0

(2,2)fork=1

I

2

I

kk

I

I

In the above, the elementary divÍsors are those of iGH-sI. The

sÍgnature is that of H, expressed as an ordered pair (n*rn_), n1 befng the

nr¡mber of posttfve and negative elgenvalues.



7.
rn the general case' a canonical form i can be decomposed as a skew

orthogonal (íe with respecÈ Èo the syrnplectÍc forn) dfrect sum of indecom_

posabl-e canonlcal forns

EKK e "' 9 *<nl(2)(1) (1.le)

wÍth each componenÈ i,r, belonging to the above list. .Tn a coordlnate
representation of a symplectic direct sr-m

v = y(2t¡ ø vtzL) ,

the sun (er,...r9¡, pI,...,p¡) e (qt*tr...rgk+¿, pk+lr...rp¡+¿) should be

wrltten as (et,su*r,pj,pk+j). This reordering ensures that the basis {g,}
for [/ ís a synptecric ¡."i." 4 . 

=, 
= Guur where G = tl å] <r.ll

For some applicatíons, other auÈhors [l4r15] have found it convenient to
r.rork with the usual dÍrect s'm and ¡ü1th a symprectic form given by the
matrix

0 -t (zt¡

K

-(zt¡ o

-{21)
{2L) 0

However, we prefer to use a synpletic dÍrect srrrn l¡ (1.19) and to retain
(L.20). The normal forms for H given in (1.19) are

A1 B1
A2 B2

F
Bp

I
F2

B F
p

and the indeconposable components in (1.19) are
Aj

B
T
j

G

0

\

T

tf ,l
K

p

i,r, = 

[

rn table l'18, 
'rt(at¡(p), 

wirh p = tr, Ís the only listed exaupre of a

pair of dÍstfnct indecomposable canonical forms r¡ith the same elementary
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dLvisors and same sLgnature. To find an exÈra distlngutshfng fnvarlant, we

note that for every element Â = -cn of the Lle argebra sp(2N,R), ,there
fs a unique Jordan decomposf.tr-on Â = ô * ¡r, wtth ô se'i-sfnpre and ñ
nilpotent, such rhar tÑr3r = o. rr is well knowr that ô 

"rr¿ ñ are
polynomfals fn Â' Any zero order a"r-" in the polynoni4ls wirr be absorbed
ín the diagonalizable component ô. Therefore, Ñ is a li.near combinati.on
of terms Âj = -et(-r¡j-r tt a 

" 
... cn] with j > t. Thus, -G\

j-1 factors

H* slmmerric and therefore ô =' -GH" r

û c, (c'cc = G)

]{=

with r¿ith H" (= H - \) s5r¡nmetrlc.

Under a syurplectlc canonical transformaÈÍ.on,

H c1-à

li[ =

-GH+ -GC

so that

That ís, H* CT HNc+

-c\ -* c-l<-en*lc = -G.t4 .

(1.2r)

ïherefore, by sylvesterrs 1aw of ÍnertÍa, the signature of \ is invariant.
when û = rjak) col, û* rncrudes precisely rhose marrÍx eremenrs of H in
whÍch p appears. The only eigenvalues of -\, are l, -l and 0. The dinen_
síons of the eigenspaces ter(\ - Àr) can then be obtained by standard
GaussÍan elinination, fron which

sis \ = (2k-t + p(-l)k+l, 2k-t + p(-r)k) (1.22)

for all nembers H of the same canonical orbit as i'a4nr,or.

A full set of Ínvariants for conjugacy crasses of the g?oup sp(2NrR)
has previously been published by Cushman [ll], who nade extensive use of
the unÍque factorÍzatíon c = cs crr with synplectÍc factors cs and c¡l
being respectívely semi-sinpre and r + N, N beíng nfrpotent.

Ïhe invariants which r¡e have used above, namery elementary dfvlsors of^¡
ÍGH - sr, sfg.H and sig.\ read to a very practical detemination of the
canonÍcal orbit of H
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Having l-fsted the canonical foms for û under changes of symplectic

basis, we shall now ask how the canontcal orutts are nodifled by allowing,
1n addition, antf-synplecÈic transfor:mations, as fn (r.rra). ï,rrtth g = _r,
the transformarion (r.rra) ehanges. the slgnature (n*,n-) of H to (u-,n*).
Although the Índeconposable 

"arrorrlcal forms [(2n) - .
j '1p¡ wirh p = *1,_l belong

to dífferent canonical orbits, in each case J = 4r5 or 6, they are equÍv_
alent vÍa rhe rransfor.maÈion 1aw (I.lla) with c = i = l: 91. .o anri_l0 -rl,
s¡mplectic transformation' rn fact, no other antí-synplectic transformaÈions
need be considered, since eveïy anÈi-synplectic Ëransforration c uay be
expressed c = i cr with cr(= î c) synplectic. The effect of the symprectic
transformations has arready been accounted for. rn other words, the group G of
symplectíc and anti-symplectic rransforEations ís {I,i}, Sp(2N,R) . Sp(2N,R)
is a normal subgroup of G and the f actor group G/sp (2N, R) contains onry two 1ef t
cosets.

The anti-synplectic måtrix î ner.ty changes the sign of atl conjugate
momenta and nay be associated hrith time-reversal. As discussed by Kaellån
[16], under tÍme ÍnversÍon

õ.= -t ,

defíne Q(t) = q(t)

and P(E) = ,11aQl ,

Thus P(t) = -p(t) (r.23c)

AssrmÍng (I.23) and the H¡míf¡6n equations among e(t¡, p(t), we obraÍn

-gg
dt $* rrírh x=|{o,r)îr

(1.23a)

(1.23b)

rriËh
dE

H

In'lÍntnerts for:mulation [4], the anti-synplectic transformation i,
wfthout the assocÍated tirm_reversal , results in H befng pseudo-scalar,

_gq
dr = ãl (-H), as in (r.rl).

At first apPearances, it seens that our classificatlon of the canoni-cal
orbÍts contradÍcts Mal'cev's result [17] that conjugacy classes of the

'Ql
-És.
dt

-ëq.

û i [s]
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synplectic Lie algebra are completely deternLned by the Jordan canonical

foms, Just as if general sinilartty transformations were allowed ln (lr16).
However, Malrcevrs constructlon clearly adnlts complex synplectic transform-
atíons. Applfcation of this larger group lowers Èhe nunber of canonical

orbits. For exanple, the transfomation of f, under the anti-synprectic
t,ransformation

HI AB
T

F IH
l-e+ -IHI = I

LutB

B

-F

could have been achieved by the complex synplectic transfornatíon C = i î.
-Ta ^ TC- H C = Hl and C^ G C = G. Eence, under the action of Sp(2NrC), the
orbits containlnt r, {o) (p = +l and -t) merge, just as when anti-symplectic
transformations are introduced. The actÍon of the complex symprectic group

on a real syrnmetric matrix is the same as that of the group of real symplec-

tic and antÍ-synplectíc transformations.

Besides sp(2Nrc), there is another commonly used complex extenslon of
Sp(2N,R) namely rhe group

{c.cr,1c2N¡;cf cc = c}

Ttris is the group u(NrN) which preserves the indefinite conplex inner pro-
duct (å,ic!), with (-9.,-ç.) rhe comprex Euclidean inner producr oo c2N. This
grouP will appear later in our treatment of Bogolíubov transformations.
The extensions sp(2N,c) and u(N,N) of sp(2N,R) are anarogous to ¡þs famiri¿¡
extensÍons 0(2N,C) and U(2N) of 0(2N,R).

For practical applications of synplectÍc transformations, the folrowing
three theorems are often useful:

Theorem (L.24) (tfeierstrass Ilg]). rf, in the dynanÍcal marrix û ot
(1.3), the kinetic energy te:m F is positive definite, then û can Ue

eompletely diagonalized by a synplectic transfor¡ation.
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Theorem (1.25)(Moshinsky and l{lnternirz tr5l). rf û 1" to.rrrLanr rmder

the rotatLon, dÍsplacement and permutatlon subgroups of the canonlcal

pofnt transformatlons, which do not r¡ix canonícal coordinates with
their conJugate mo'enta, then H can be diagonalized by a canonical

transformation.

rt can easlly be checked that cfr, wlth û diagonal, can be decomposed

fnto a synplectic direct sum of 2 x 2 matrices Gû (j) , corresponding to

+ Bqj2); o, F e R.

An elementary calculatíon of signature and of elementary divísors,
followed by a comparison wÍÈh table (r.rg), shows that if Ej

independent subsyste'ns wiËh H¡rn{l¡e¡isr, 
"j = \Z@tl

r_s a

harmonÍc oscillaÈor Hamiltonian (c, Ê > O), then H . bel-ongs to the

same clas" r" rj2)(-I). rf c,, ß < o, Hj still generates sÍ-nple

harmoníc motion but now û, is Ín rhe same class "" Xj2)<*fl. If
oB f 0, then H has Ímaginary frequencÍes, so that it belongs to the

same clas" ." ftÍ2)j 'r sonetimes called the frinvérted oscíllatorr or
ttrepulsive oscillatortt class. However, such asystem, being e)<pon_

entially unstable, certainly does not oscillate. one realization of
such a system is a nassive object ln frictionless contact ¡¡.ith a

parabolic hilf in the Presence of a unifo¡m vertical gravitational
field, so that potential energy Ís proportional to y(-_¡2¡. If exactly
one of c and ß vanish, then û. belongs to the s¡me c1as" ," *f2) {o).
The free particle case, a > 0 and ß = 0, is associared with if2) C_fl.

Theorem (I.26) (Ittrittaker t3l). suppose rhat û rs posirive defini.re.
Then H may be diagonal_ized to ûO = diag.[s1r...rsNrslr...rs*J by a

change of symplectic basis.

Irllrittaker's s¡mprecttc basis consists of vector" 2-, t\r+ fJ and

[4tt4- Ql, where * = 
[tr] 

are independenr eigenvecrors corres-
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Ponding to eigenvalues - sn of f G û. Placed Ín an approprfate order, these

symplectlc basl-s vectors are the coh¡mns of the dlagonallzing synplectfc

matrix. By l{hittakerrs theorem, any posltive deffnite quadratic Hamiltonfa¡r

can be transformed, by a change of synplectlc basis, to that of a collection
of lndependent harmonlc oscillators.

I P.2
rn Newtonian mechanÍcs, the kinetic energy term ls 

i 4 
, which must

be positive definite, as specified in Íerstrass's theoren (t.Z¿). However,

one should beware of NewtonÍan notions in the general Ha¡niltonian mechanics.

For exa.uple, the classícal sleeping top can be described by a quadratic

llarni ]¡s¡{an [ 19] whicÌr conÈafns gyroscopic terrs Bf¡ qi 15 . I,Ie know Èhat

such a system has a stable equilibrirn point at which the energy is not

uinímal. Let us take such an çquilibríum point as the origin of our canonic-

al coordinate system. Since Èhe system is sÈable, iGû - sI must have element-

ary dÍvísors (s - sr), "j € R, (e.g. t20l). In canonlcal form

û = re ...e K- e.27)p

to= i, the only possible indeeouposable blocks i..
J

î(2),,, \ _ - 2Kì-'(11, rj ) = diag. [sj', t] .

SÍnce the stable equilibrir-m point (g,g) does noÈ minÍm.ize the energy, some

block ft. nust be - díag.t"l, IJ, corresponding to an índependent subsysr,em

wÍth Hamílronian th n3 - \, t3 cr2 , incfuding a negarive kineríc energy

term, which allorss no Ner¡tonian ínterpretation.

Consider noIù a quadratic Eaniltonian (1.3) 1n which the syrmetrÍc

matríx fi is ttne-dependent. Then we have

¿ = -cfi(t) z(t) ( L.2s)

If û(t) is to be reduced by a s¡rnpl-ectic transformation c to a canonical

fo¡m which allows sinple solution of the Earníl¡s¡lan equatÍons at all tlmes,

then we rnust allow C to be tlme dependent. In the case ttrat û(t) ls posi_-

tive defínite, the constructfon of C(t) by a perturbatÍon series r¡as first

are

(1.28)



lnvestigared by Lanczos lzlf.

suppose that c(t) is a differentiabre symprectic transfornation.
z(t) = C(t) z'(t)

* å(t) = -c û(t) g,(t)

13.

Then

(1.30)

(1 .31)

for some By (r.29-30)

-GH C(t) z'(t) -GH z(t)

Ã

È f.(t) z'(t)l

= ð(t) 2., (t) - c(r) cr(t) z'(t)

o'-cû c(t) = ð(.1 - c(t) cfr(t) 1r.32)

(since z'(t) is an arbÍtrary erement of phase space). rr is known [22]
that r¡hen..r"r ft(t) ana û(t) are contÍnuous over a crosed interval [arbJ,
there exísrs a solutÍon c(t) ro (1.32) which is dtfferenriable over (a,b).
Furthermore, if c(0) Ís symplectic, then c(t) Ís s¡mplectic for all t 1231.

This neans that any tlüo time-dependent quadratlc Hamiltonians are rerated
by some tfne-dependent synplectic transformation. However, we nay re_
express (1.32) as

CT EC- CT GC (1.33)

K=Kr

t)(z

K

From (1'33), Iùe see that, as Ín the case of relatÍvely synplectÍc transform-
atlons (1.1r), the HarnirtonÍan is no longer a scarar Ínvariant l2i-l.

K=rlzr,Tî.r, = åTcT-I c'ûc c-r,_rTcðc-L"

(1.34)

using the time-dependent slmplectic transformatlons, the Ínvarlants of,
for example, a hamoni-c oscirlator wfth time-dependent frequency, can be

derived l22l ftom the invarÍants of a ha¡:moníc oscil-lator rúith constant
frequency r¡r = l. t{ith one degree of freedom, equation (r.32) for c(t) can

be solved exprÍcitry 1241. However, with extra degrees of freedom, the
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dlrect constructLon of c(t) !ühich reduces an arbítary indeffnÍte q'adratlc
Hamlltoafan H to that of a collectfon of fndependent harnonic oscfrlators
may be no easfer than a dlrect assault on the Hamíl¡s¡{an equations gener-
ated by H.

For some purPoses' 1t nlght be necessary to list a full set of cênoft-
lcal quadratic Herniltonians which are not singular (f.e. for whÍch the
kinetfc energy matrlx F of (1.3) 1s invertfble). rn the next sectfon, we

shall derive such a set. Later, we sharl indÍrectly derÍve another set
of canoni'cal forns fn which the gyroscopÍc matrÍx B i.s skew-s)4metrtc. rn
the comon examples with F = r, a s)nmetrÍc term in B only serves to add

a total tÍme derivarive $ r(grt) ro rhe Lagrangran and thls is known ro
have no effect on the canonícal formulat.ion of dyn¡mics.



sEcrrolf 2 - RBcoNsrrrllcrrvB sIrBßERy oN srNgtr.aR EAr,trLToNrrÀìIs

Iüe recall that the general quadrattc Hanlltonian

\z G, e 9) + (9., s ¿) + rlz (p, t p_)

15.

(2.r¡

(2:2)

(2.3)

(2.4a)

(2.4b)

(2.4e)

leads to the Hem{f¡ett equations, which include
.Tg = B-g+Fp

Thl-s allorùs us to express p in terms of g and n

¿

The Legendre transform then produces a Lagrangian

L = (i"P)-n
J6 (g, w g) + (9, x g) + rlz (g., y _ö

H

G
I

F q)-BT

-1 Twhere IlI = A-BF
-1=-BF'

-1=F'

B

X

Y

In the case of a singular Haniltonian, F-l do"" not exist. Neverthe_

less, as discussed by DuffÍn [10], y need only be one of the generaLLzed

inverses satisfyfng FyF = y. Since F fs symetric, many such generalized
inverses exist, as can be seen in the basis in whích F is dÍagonar. rn
particular, the symetric matrÍx F must be nomal, FT_ F = F FT, and there_
fore, there exists a unique Moore-penrose inverse [25J satisfying

FyF=y, yFy=F and Q= (Fy)T_Fy= (yF)T_yF. (2.5)

AlternatÍvely, it is known from general consideratior¡s by Sudarshan and

Mukr¡nda [26] that a sl-ngular l[¡ml]¡enian may always be transforred to a

non-singurar one, although the transformations have not been given e:çtlcitly.
I{e shall now extract a non-singular Haniltonfan from each canonical orbit
and shall state the symplectic transforuatlon c which relates it to the
previously llsted canonÍcal fom.
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GLven any decomposable lfnear Eamiltonlan 6ystem, we could transfotr

each lndecomposable subsystem separatel-y to one of the canonLcal foms

already lfsted. The canonical transfo¡ratl-on whLch achÍeves this could

be constructed expltcitly usl-ng the methods of Laub and Meyer [2J. Ttren,

roiÍ2k),wewouldapply e= [ ' 
r ì r^

|.-'vr , 'u , )' 
so that 9] *t c has a lower

diagonal- (kinettc energy) block

-a

Uz

F

Ltt2

th -a

The same transformatlon C applted to i(4k) changes F to

-a

\z

0 -r¡,
0-a

t¡,

Vz 0-a

\z

-a

r¡,

Llz

0

and applLed to *j'n ) , Ít yields

I0

I
F

I
I
0



t7,
ro i(2k) G), we nay apply C = G =

0
I.

-I
o to obtafn

F

F

Flnally, the rnatrix

block.

-p
-p

witha=b -2

ir(zt¡ (p) already has a non-singular kfnetÍc energy

-p

The above transforûation c = G, applfed to iu(+t¡ (p), yiel_ds

0
0
0

0
0
t

0
I

0,

ct

0 I
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SECTION 3 - qUADRATIC trADIILTONIâT8 IN TEE SCENOEDITGER BEPBßSBYIATI(nT OF

qlranTr¡ùr UBCBANTCS

A most transparent account of the construction of statlonary states
for the general quadratic combinatron of canonlcar varÍabres

(q'p) = G, -ír), using tine-fndependent canonical transfo:mations, can be

found 1n a recent article by Moshinsky and l,,Iinternit z lL5f. Given a gener-

al quadratic Ilanirronian H = + t ît Z, rheir approach invorves rhe

following steps:

(A) Find the canonical forn K for under change of synplectic (3.t¡
basis. trle have díscussed this step in sectíon r. i r" " dlrect surn

of indecomposable canonicar forms i(2k)(p,a), each of r¡hich deflnes
an Índependent H¡rniltonian subsystem. Here, a denotes the frequency.

H

(B) Find the symplectic transformation C such that
be found by the methods of Laub and Meyer [2].

cTûc=r. C nay

(c)

K..
JK

Find a maxlnal set of corrmutíng serf-adJoint quadratíc invariants
Kjvz ' ¡shich conmute wÍth Kj. Then K. may be e:çressed as a

real- lLnear combination K_ ï
k=1

Yt Kjt . The Lte algebra of homogeneous

quadratíc expressions K(Zu) is Ísomorphic to sp(2N,R). ïherefore, this
step may be approached through classifying the maximel Abelian subalgebras
(M'A's.4.) of sp(2N,R) Ínto canonical equivalence classes. This step has

been developed by the Montreal group 1271.

(D) Each possibre deconposition (3.lc) leads Èo a block separation of
variables (see e.g. MÍller and Kalnins [2g]) Ln the Schroedinger equation

=-LoT22

Hr {,;

P,xqz

E rl,; , H'

-l-
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rf possíbre, the decomposition (3.rc) mrrst be chosen in euch a way that

thls separatlon of varfables allows an exact solutLon.

(E) Ffnd rhe unftary transformatlon U on t2(nN) such that U-l ttU = Hr.
Thls allows a dlrect solutLon of the original Schroedlnger equatlon

Hr úË = E vi.* H ú, E rf* wfth ún = u úi

In (3-1E), the existence of U follows from the fact that C ís synplectic,

so that Z' = C-L Z satisfy the canonical conmutation relations (C.C.R.)

l -ic G.z¡uv

Since, by the Stone-von Nerrmann theorem l1gl, all lrreducible represent_

aÈfons of the c.c.R. are unitaríly equivarent, there exists a unitary

operator u on f2(nN) such that

zt = Vz U+uu
2N

*zuvv+Hr

K
uv

2
(as in (1.7e))

t

lz'
u

zlv

I
2

1

2

I

\zU tt

¡r rv=l P

I
llrV

I
UrV

Uzl
v

¿
u' zl

u

ZUvvH
u

¡u' z
u

HU.U

For an arbitrary sympleetic transformaÈion C =

ation brackets .*lUlx't ín the ¿2(n)

presented by Moshinsky and euesne [30]:

[:l ï]' 
the transrorn-

.x lulxt > = t (2n)N¡ a"t c, I i-à

x exp l-L/2rt=t .it crë- d "i,ä,+ë,1 ",rrìrx,)1.

position representation have been

(3. 3)

I{hen c2 is singular, it ís possibre to express c as a product of two

s5rrnplectic factors 1n which the off-diagonal block is non-singuLar, so that
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(3.3) can be re-applied t301. Even in.the case of r.nfr.nr.te degrees of
freedom, the lmplenentatlng unLtary operator, l-n some representations of
the C'c'R'r mâY be obtained from the theory of Bogolfubov transformations,
which is discussed fn a later seqtion.

For general quadratic Har'íltonians with irreducible ¡locks i. of
J

order 3 or higher, the Moshinsky-lJinternÍtz progranî,e (:.f¡ has not yet
been compleÈed. There is much freedom ín the choice of M.A.s.A. in step
(3' to¡ ' This procedure is not to be confused with the construction of the
Cartan subalgebra of a sinple complex Lie algebra.

I'lhen the number N of degrees of freedom exceeds three, there is an

Ínfíníte number of inequivalent M.A.S.A. of sp(2N,R) and it is nor yet
known whether it is always possÍbre to separate variables in such a way

that the schroedinger equaÈion can be solved exactry. However, this is
possible when the i.ndecomposable blocks i, of t are of order 2 ot L.J
rn table 3'4, we list one representative Hamlltonian for each canonical
orbít with indecomposable canonical fo* i(2k)(prs) (k = I or 2), give aJ
complete orthonorm¿l set (c.o.n.s.) of eigendístributíons and lrst the
reference sources in hÍstorical order.

By the process (3.t¡r ê c.o.n.s. of eigendistributions for any quad-

ratic Hamiltonian in one or two degrees of freedom can be derived from the
eigendistributions listed in table 3.4. For example, for the repursive
ftoscillator!' Hamiltonian 

", 
= i e2 - e2), û = ¿iag. [_trl], which is ln

the same canonical orbit 
"" xf2) {i). rn the schroedinger representation,

the eígenstates for H, are [2g]:

ûi,*(x) = z-3h n-l exp l-G/4) n(iE, +rlùf (3.5)

x r(-iE, +r/z)Dts,_r/2(!2\z ery (3inl4)x) ; E, € R ,

Ou(r) is the parabolÍc cylinder funcrion t351.



of

E{anple Normal

2

form

(2)

c.o.n.s. of efgendlstributions Spectrr.n Reference
H-0 atry c.o.n.s. {0}
¡-¡p2lrreeparElcte) (-I,0)

"tE'À; k e RN
a

R' u {0}

(n+Ðs; n=0,1,2,...) Schroedinger [31]
(r926)

u - r¡ (p2 +"2Q2) rj2) {-r,") ü,r(x) =
2n n!

-t "*'ro,"L,e

- nth Henrite polynonJ.al

u - t tOl+C!+s(prQ2-p2Qr)) K-(4)
õ

(l,s) úg,rr(r,o) - (2nr') ô(r-rr)e
2 coupled osclllators wlÈh
eaue rlal frequency s

¡'- (2Er-2ns)L; ,r. Z; Et-2rrs > O

EreR

countably fnffnlte
degeneracy

Pals and
Uhleubeck [32]

( leso)

H--å (QlPr+Q2P2)

- | {orrr-orrrl
* adJolnÈ

u - -lrorrr+e2p2f

+ adjofoÈ

4

) = (r cosO, r, sLnO)

'ú¡, 
,rr(r, 

g) = 12r¡-lr-1 fn0
e

(a+bl), but r¿1th a-0

EteR

counÈably lnfinfte
degeneracy

EreR
countably lnflnÍte

Pais and
Uhlenbeck [32]

(r950)

Schroer and
Svleca [33]

(r970)

(a+bi)

-1À-b (Et-an)ir.eZ

rr(2) e *rrzl ." to. rj4)

E - -t(QP+pQ) *Í') (br) 9r,* - (2n) -tx. E?eR
2-fold degeneracy

Kalnlns and
llllLer [28]

E-- (QlPr+Q2P2)+LQ2Pr

i adJolot

'L(xr lxl¡

o+(r,o) - [u(r-e)1(-l)
t/, 

,(.stn o)-ta-l 
"1Ê "ot 

o

R ; degeneracy labelled
by R e R, for even and
odd pariry

unpublfshed but
derivable fron
Moshlnsky and
Wlnternltz [15]

x2
ir) l

functfonß-Er -bc; c e R; u-unft step
s - Q2pr rja) col {xr-y'¡ e1E'*lúp'"t (x1,x2) - (4nyt)

Et, yt e R

R ; uncountably lnffnite
degeneracy due to fgnor-

u-Lo(-Q1Q2+Pï)-a2Pl (p,o) ú¡,r, (x'xr) = 2 lv'l 6 (xr-lr )

able coordfriate

R ; uncouncably lnfinlte
degeneracy due t.o ignor-
able coordLnate a.2"ly'p*l , Ar(-(zy')-?J

t(y')2r2pEr r2y' xrJ)
Ai ls rhe AJ.ry functfon [34], y' e R

N

* adJofnt
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with N degrees of freedom, it is possible to solve the schroedinger

equatlon whenever all the Jordan blocks of fGû are of order L ox 2. This

is the case when the conditÍons of theorems L.24, L.25 or L.26 are satis-
fied.

To complete table (3.4), it was necessary to find stationary states

for the last three examples.

,,(4)Kì ' may be expressed bMl + M2 , (3.6)

r^t-ith Ml and M, conrmutíng Herrnitean operators

+i

M Q2

M, = -QrPt - QZPZ

tt
2

In the Sehroedin ger Lr(n2) representation and using polar coordinates

(xrrxr) = r(coso, sinO),

Ml=Í+irf,
M2 = -írsi o .o"o $ + i sin2and a

(3. za¡

(3.7b)e
eâ

wirhH=*jor=Q2p'
because Q, is a constant of

" = *Ío) (p) = r<i r?,- QrQ2)

the Schroedínger eguation,

It Ís easy to construct a eomplete set of sinultaneous eÍgenstates of M,

and M, because of the erementary form (3.7a) of. M, in polar coordÍnates.

the Schroedinger equatÍon is very easy to solve

the motion, [Q'ttJ = 0. Finally, with

- QZPf, Q, is a constant y of the motion buÈ

reduced to one independent vari_able x = xrr is
non-trivíal:

I-=Zee"+iye'+(-E-pxy)o=0 (3.g)

Suppose that 0(x) = u(x)v(x) (3.9)

then, substitutíng (3.9) in (3.8), the coefficient of u'is -p vr *iyv,
which vaníshes if we choose

v(x) = exp (í y p x) (3. t0)
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Then (3.8) becones

u,,+zu=0, where z=y2rkplt2yx (3.I1)
Now, in te:ms of the varlable z, (3.I1) becomes

.2'2Ot'$tuz=O (3.r2)
dz

After trying yet another substitution u(z) = w(z) ¡ z = u s wÍth ¡t and

v constant, (3. tZ) reduces to Airyrs equation
-2clwp+t" = o (3.r3)

-2t"when v = (Zy¡"ll and g = u-1.

ThÍs explains the appearance of Airy functions in the listed stationary
states.

the correct nor¡alÍzation of the listed statÍonary states úElv

vn,y 
2@ 

* üE'vr G) a* o(rr-vr) 6(Er-Er)

and the completeness relations

dy f u, *r,"@* úr,E(J.) = ô(¿-¿)

A, (x) cos a+. xt)dt

@æ

!_ -æ

nay both be verifled usi.ng the integral representation

(page 131 of t34l)
II

1f

(3. 14)

From table (3.4). we see that ¡¡s sínFrest cases of imaginary

frequencv (H = iÍ2) or Ê{+)) and of complex frequency (û = i(4)) gÍve rise
to a quadratic guantrrm mechanical Haniltonian with continuous spectrln. I{e

wlsh to extend this result to the general .""" fj2k)J=l o. 2. First, we

can gain much lnformation about the spectrrn of H by provlng that it ls
essentially self adjolnt.
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Propositfon 3.15 LerH=å
2M

i
U, v=l

H..-. Z-.2-., rirlth H real symetricuv' u v-

and{zr}r=r,...,r" t tottectlon of self adJolnt oPerators obeyfng the

c.c.R. in an frreducible representaÈion on Hilbert space F. Then H is
essentially self-adJ oint

Proof: I'Ie may work in any particular irreducÍble representation of

the C.C.R., since by the Stone-von Netmann theorem llgf, these are all
unitarÍIy equivalent.

Define z = (9)r by

f-aQj 2 (a
J

) (3.16)

P
_lz

-z l- -a
J

where a. are annihilation operators actÍng on Fock space.
J

(See e.g. i36-381)

fJe shall demonstrate that for al-l finite n, any n-particle st,ate

ú e fl(n) is an analytic vector for H. Hence, there exists a totar set of

analytic vectors for H, so that by Nelsonts analytic vector theorem (chap.

x of [36]), the llernitean operator H is essentially self-adjoÍnt.

*a.
l

("j t
)j

¡þ e fl(n)

HúeFo=g4(n)

ll 
#-ll =,-oll i H

!l'vl r. . . rU¡rv¡=1

= [ä.l- l ll ',, "',,r ll '

(wherec=max 
I )

H zuk'uk Ukruk

(triangle fnequality)

Let

then

'"n t lluk
z

v
zul I

H
uvIrV

< (4 n2c)o ((o*rn) !)tll {, ll
(sÍnce ll r: ú ll = 'ffi ll U ll - see sx.7 of t3sl)



Now

s

vector for H, as requÍred.

Theorem 3.16

xÍ2k) ,1,.I 'J

i ll nkvll *= i<au2o.rk=0 k=0

tt
llvll

eR.
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(3. I 7)

(3. Ie)

(¡. zo)

(3.21)

k ((n+2k) !)
k!

Fron Stirlingrs approximatlon k-k "k k! + I,

3 k0, v k > k0, ((n+2r) t)\/ur a (å+k+t) rk nnl? e'î/2 (3. 18)

usíng the comparison (3118), (3117) converges for some t > 0, provided

i . nlz+r k¿ k_-' - s- converges for some s > 0. This is indeed the case, since
k=l

l-n
lo

L+Tlz k dk converges for all s e (0rl). Therefore rf fs an analytic

proor: *Í'n) =+t lÍ'uru = -|,lro,p, * p,Q, * 
"i, 

Q"p"_l

Note that for rf to belong to the domaln of fr(Zt<), { must also belong to

don Qr. To show ttrat rr(2k) n"" continuous spectrrrm onry, let us assume

the contrary-. i.". rfzk) h." a poÍnt specrrún.

For all k, K
(2k)
I

E.
J

tJ., for some rþj e F E.
J

j

"rra 
rjat) have no point specrrun.

However, from the C.C.R.,

[uÍ'n', on--J
_roQr

Qr üJ (rj * ib)Qk új

Qo ts a raising operator which increments the elgenvalue E. by ib.

K
(2k)
I

However, the conplex ntnber E. + lb can not be a spectral value of the

essenrially self adjoint operator ffZtl. Therefore,

Qr új 0 for all j (3.22)
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This too, Ls contradictory, sfnce gt i" known to have no point apec-

trrû. Therefore¡ the origlnal assumptlon of the existence of a polnt

rly, the operator QZt_f - f QZk adds

Q.P. *Pr% *t"lr- Q2"-1P2" * Q2"P2"-l

. 
tï QtPt-z

By the same argum"rrt, rj4k), as werl as rfztl, lacks a poinr specrrLm.

Both of these, being essentially se1-f adjoint, must have a real continuous

spectrun.

So far, in this section, ¡¡e have considered the statíonary states of a

general quadratic Eamiltonian in quantum mechanics. Another point of vÍew

is that the quantr¡m mechanieal system is conpletely soluble if we can

determine the propagaror xft.lx;r) such rhar

v(¿lt) r(¡l¡;t) ve)-d:! (3.23)

The propagator uay be thought of as the integral kernel of the unitary

oPerator U(t) = exP[-iIIt], which fmplements tj-ne evolution. This fs the

sårîe operator' whÍch in the Heisenberg pÍcture transforms an operator A to
+A(t) = U(t)'AU(t). Horsever, for quadratic Eaniltonians, the Heisenberg

tine evolution has exactly the same form as the classical ll¡rnif¡sn

equations

ù, = i[H,z.,J = I -t.û1,., r., (3.24)u 'u ; "uv-v

Z(t) = exp[-cut]z(O) (3. 25)

Given any synplectic transformation C, the kernel for the inplenentlng

uniÈary oPerator U 1n the position representation can be constructed from

C using the techniques of Moshinsky aod Quesne t30l. Xn principle, the
1kerneL K(¿i¿;t) can be constructed ín this way for the one paraneter group

of symplectic transfo¡mations C(t) = exp[-GHt] given in (3 .25). Altern_
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atively' in Èhe rePresentation (3.16), U(t) can be consÈructed in terns of
creation and annÍhilatfon operators as in Berezinrs book t3gl. K(¿fxrt)
has been expressed in ter's or û uv Markin, Dodonov and r.fanrko t391, who

have also studied the lntegral kernel of u(t) in nixed representations, Ln

which the parameters x of (3.23) are spectral values of gne coryIete set of
coîmuting observables, while xr are spectral values of another such set
(e'g. the Ìleyl-Moyal mixed position-momentum representation). Alternative
paÈh lntegral expressions for the propagator expressed in ter¡s of û "r.
available 140-421. However, Marshall and pell [40] have poinÈed out that
nr]merical evaluation of these often ínvolves negotiatfng awkward ÍnfinÍte
series and products.

To conclude this section, we co enË on the euantrrm nechanical ana-

logues of the time dependent classical canonical transformations which ¡sere

referred to at the end of section l.

rn the case that H is time-dependent, û can be reduce^d -Èo any chosen

tine-independent canonical rort i by a tine-dependent synpleetic transform-
ation (1.33).

H'=u-l(t)tn-tZ, -tz'l u(.) (3.26)

When C does not vanísh' we can no longer assume that H and Et are related
by a unitary transforaation as in (3.to¡. For systen^s of one degree of
freedom and tíme-independent û, ß.26) can be written in terms of an

Íntegral transform [43] instead of a unitary transformation. rn the case

that H has canonical forn xr(2){0,"), rhen r¡e may choos. i = i(2)(0,",)
wirh l"'l = 0 or r. rhe rransformarion ca., = [:: :í] *, .i.r, u" chosen

so that CZ = 0. The integral t.ransfotm then reduces to a geometric trans-
fom [ 20b] T 2

rf, as ío (3.1D), we define n' = * { î z, rhen from (I .34),¿-

Tccc

c onl (R).

T
c û(x) * u(x) ú (e

c
(x)). (3.27)
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I{hen a 2N x 2N symetric tlme-dependent metrix û(a) t" positfve definÍte,
theorem 1.26 teus us that at each tÍ¡ne t, the canonical orbLt contalning

H(r) atso conrains a direcr srn of brocks *Ít'<-t,sr(t)).

Under these circumstances, H is equivalenÈ to a d.irect sr¡¡ of N copies

or r(2)(-lrl) by a tÍme-dependent symplectic transfornar,ion (r.33) imple-

nented by a tíne-dependent geometric transform l22b). rf, ¡o¡ sx¡mpler

*rt",a, changes from 5 = 5 (harmonic oscillator crass) at t = tl to j = r
(repulsíverroscillatort'class) at t = t,r then the spectr,rm of H(t) would

change from being díscrete to continuous and, there certainly could be no

l-1 correspondence between the stationary states of H(t1) and H(t2). The

tine dependent canonical transformations have not proved to be useful in
deriving the eigenstates of a quadratic llaml l¡snlan frou those of another

whose structure is vastly different. Once agaÍn, hre are forced to consider

the canonical orbits (1.12) separately.
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SECIIOI{ 4 - (IuEOP.ATIC BOSON AìID FßRUToùI EAMTLIONI]ANS

Models of systÞms of Bosons or Femions, in whLch the HanlltonLan
(4' t) is a complex quadratic comblnatlon of arurihllatl-on and creation
operators on a llilbert space, are ublquitous Ín quantlm statlstÍcar
mechanics and quantrr¡o fiel_d theory.

(4. t)
q¡ith

A=At, C=Cf.
(f will signify the Hermftean conjugate of a matrfx or the adjoint of an

operator and * wilr sÍgnlfy the complex eonjugate). rhe flanÍrtonían (4.r¡
nay be specÍfied by the dynauical rnqtrix D = (é Þl

t;+ ãJ *tti"tt ís a Hertitean
operator on the Hilbert space I e L, where L is single particle space.

H=+gt¿o; of - {"f,...,4,"r,...,aN) (4.ta¡

For systcms of Bosons, the constructíon operators obey the canonical coñmu-

tation relarions (C.C.n.¡

[a* arJ c 0

[".t...1] . o--i'-j (4.2)

[a'artJcorjr.

rn (4' 2), we r¡se an inclusion synbol because the Boson operators must be

unbounded in any representat,Íon. For systarns of Fernions, the c.c.R. are
replaced by the canonical antÍ-commutaÈio' relations (c.A.R.)

Q = [arrarJ* = [art,ar+J* = orjt-["r,"jf]+ (4.g)

A linear canonÍca1 transfolaation

a
T t

or: tJ ti *tri "J "i+ 
+Biir t, "j *.rj tr rj*

c

c
+

4

l

+Dt r DT

or o,=Iy + (4.4a)



preserves the relations (4.2) or (4.3) and mafntains Èhat cjt i" the
adjolnt of cr. Thls laÈter f.nposltion l_s equivalent to a restricted
structure for I.

T
T

tantl-línear and C is línear.

0

J 2 ô. a1St

ir

Tl,',
|.'i ;l
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(4.s¡

(4.0)

(4.n)

(4.t c)

(4.ta)

rn the case that single particre space [ ís a generar Hilbert space,
such a canonical transfor:mation may be expressed [3g]:

r z A@) = c(rlú) + ct{rr,i,)

e+(,1,) = c(rrú) + cr{rfv) ,þ e L

rn the fínite dÍnensi.onar case, this reduces to (4.4), since on L, c is

The Boson argebra, generated by the Boson construction operators

{"jr"jt}, ," Just one example of a para-Boson algebra, which in abstract
terms is the-free argebra generated by synbols {aj,"j*}j*, factored by

the ideal defÍned by the equations

r_'l
fi'[""'t.]*J- = o G.ta¡

a+-26.]

,"a*rJ-
¿

al
s

frI

þi,t""t,t.J

Fr*, 
Ia"+,a.J ,

in whlch the nlnus brackeÈs and plus brackets represent the conrnutator and

anti-conrmutator respectively. The equations (4.7) were found by Green L44)
to be sufficient to ensure the Heisenberg relations for a quantrrm nechanical
coordlnate operator expanded ln a Fourier series with coefficients a. and+Ja.' (the adjoint of ar).
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Suppose that the relatLons (4.7) are preaenred by a canonlcal transform-

atfon of the fo:m (4.4-5). Assr¡ming thar cl,c¡+ abey (4,7), fr follows
Èhat

Fr,lt.*,{rJ- = ror¡.d*zorncrt (4.8)

and

and

þr*'"'' m
c.",J-

zTt2IF

-2ô c -'olnTfr

Now assuming (4.4a) and using (4.8-9)

n

r-l

Jr.

(4.e)

(4. Io)

(4. Ila)

(4. rlb)

þr,t"],".rf

TtTt +

rl
Jr.2 T a+

s t'
+

a
s

. rL' TzTT
+

2I II
Ls "t

Therefore, if the para-Bose relatíons (4.7) are to hold among the operators

a, and ", 
l, r" must have

trtrt - trrrt

- ,rrrr

0

I

(4.ft¡ nay be conveniently expressed

I
0

+ (thatisr?eU(N,N))<F+ T fI= (4. tz)

The Fe:nion algebra' generated by the Fe:mion construction operators
(4.3), is just one exâmpre of a para-Femion algebra, given by the defining
relatíons l44fz

tar,tal,a.Jl = 2 6=" ". (4.rra¡
and

[ar,[a"ra.JJ = 0 14.13b)

(plus sinilar relations obtalned by assuning that aa+ is the adjoÍnt of aa).
(4.13) defines an ordinary Lie algebra, fn fact so(2ìI+r) accordÍng to [45],
and the brackets appearing fn (4.13) are not graded but always represent

the conrmutator.

0ì
-rJ

I



The deflning relatfons (4.13) among C
+

and C, tnply

c
s

rst

32.

(4. 144)

(4. 14b)

(4. 14c)

(4. lsa)

(4. r5b)

i

and

nrhlch may be re-expressed
+TI'=f

rÈ

+ ct
s

2ô -2ôrs t rt

2ô c+
rs t

T T +-2 (ST TS ) rt + z(sst+rrt)s

I

0

(? e u(2N))

tcl,tc",crll

tcr,tcl,clll

tcl, ic",cl:t

rrrf + rrrl

rrrl * rrrf

2ô c

c

-2ôrst

Assuming that arr"t "r" constructed fron c-rcl as Ín (4.4a) and that
n ' a- s

Cs,C; obey (4.14), we obÈaín

Iar,ta],a.JJ
dd

ïherefore, if the para-Fermr relations (4.13) are to hord among a andr
"1, r. must have

(4. to¡

In the case of ordinary Bose statístics or Ferui-Dirac statistics,
the relarions (4.r1) and (4.r5) which are equivalenr to the canonÍcal
character of. T, are well-known and they appear fn the tsro defÍniÈive books

on the subject by Friedrichs [46] and Berezin [38], after whon these trans-
fo:mations have sometimes been called rtthe FriedrÍchs-BerezÍn transforr-
atlonsrr 1471. The 1-1 relatÍonship between the automorphisms of the para-
Fernion algebra of order k and those of the Femfon algebra can be seen

nost clearly in the reducible representatÍon given by the Green ansaÈz l44f:

a
k

I -(i)ér Ij

with

Fit',"tÍ'l_=o,Lri*L

Ff '*,.FI,,,"j'f * j',]. - o I 0rs

Fi,,,^(L\s J_
and

r
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ou 
.,;!r 

t'uu o, on the concrete Para-
FertÍon algebra, ln this case resulte from an ldentical canonlcar transforn-
ation on each of the k copÍes of the FernÍon algebra , o(J) = 1, oo).u v:luv v'
J=lr...rk. The sltuation fs glrnll¿¡ fn the Green ansatz for constructing
a representation of the para-Bose algebra of order k.

Another approach to the automorphism group of the para-Fermfon algebra
would have been to begin with the obserrration of Ryan and Sudarshan [45]
thaË thls algebra is Ísomorphic to so(2N+r). rn the para-Bose case, the
procedure of constructing Lie algebras from particle construction operators

is weLl-developed in the Boson calculus t4gl.

The group of canonÍcal transformations used by Friedríchs was defined
as the subgroup of sp(2N,c) given by our condition (4.s¡. rn facr,
assr:ming the condltÍon (4.5), the defÍníng relatíons among TL, T2so that
? e sp(2N'c) are exactly the sâme as the defining relatíons for ? to belong

ro u(N,N).

Suppose that ? has rhe foru (4.5). I - V
u* Then

? e Sp(2tl) ...¡ f c r = I G ?T = c

<)vuT-uvT=0,
+ T*v'u - utv

.¡.Juu'-vvl
f r*vv-u-u

f eU(N,N) e I+;
+ T*é) u'tt - v'v = I ,
+ 'r*U'V - V-U = 0 ,

uû+-vTuf=0,
uvl-vuT=0.

U

v*

=0,

=I,

(4.t7)

Also

and

T=f,

and

e (4.17)

(4.18)
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Ilence, T
U

v*
v
u*

+ [?eU(N,N)<> 1l eSp(2N,C)]
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(4. te)

Therefore,

Sp (2N, c) I G.5) (4.20)

and

Sp(2N, c)/ (L.5) . Sp(2N,C) n U(N,N). (4. zt¡

To prove that (4.2t¡ is an equatlon, ler ? be an arurtriry element of the
rnatrix group sp(2N,c) n u(N,N). To show thar ? has the fom (4.s¡ is to
verify that

T?I T (4.22¡

where I ís the conjugation operator deflned by

*

u(N,N) / (4.s)

t

r u
v

[o r
Ir o

c i lo l.tvJ

It
g
v

t

r?r tçr?crl*
I

tGIG?T Il* (sínce ?eSp(2N,C))

^^[crcr

[?*]* (slnce tci¡2 = 12 = r)

T, which verifles (4.22)

By (4.2I-22)

Sp(2N,C) n U(N,N) sp(2N,c) / (L.s) (4.23)

The usual aÍm in applying a canonlcal transformatÍon Ís to achÍeve a
diagonal dynanical matrix Dt so that H is represented as a lfnear conbin-
atíon of ntmber operators, the specÈral propertÍes of ¡¡hfch are trlvial.
For finite N, the Stone-von Ner¡mann theorem l29f on equívalence of repre-
sentations of the c.c.R. ensures that for any C.C.R. canonlcal Ëra¡rsform-

??t I Il* (sínce ? e U(N,N))
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ation,

that

Èhere exfsts a unitary operator u on the Fock space for ê, gt such

"J = Uta. U; J = 1,...,N. (4.24)

SLnilarly, for finlte N, any c.A.R. çanonfcal transfomatlon can be inple-
mented by a unitary oPerator whose exlstence is guaranteed by the Jordan-

I,IÍnger theorem 1491. The set of quasl-partfcle numher operators 
"1 ".JJ

constlÈutes a comFlete set of conrmuting dyn¡rní cally invariant observables

of the system and so nay be used to dete¡:rrine Èhe speetrtm of H. The

unlÈary operator U in (4.24) may then be interpreted as achieving a basis

of staÈionary states of non-ínteracting quasÍ-particles. Chevalier and

Rideau [50] used this tectrnique. to sinplify the Marshak-t{entzel pair theory

[51] of nuclear forces, in which muon pafr creation terms and annihÍlation

terms were used to model a nuclear exchange force, the pion not yet having

been observed. In the case of Boson systems, such transformatÍons had

been used by Holstein and Prinakoff 1521. At thís time, the most corrrnon

name for the algebra automorphfsm (4.4) is the "BogolÍubov transformaÈÍon',

after Bogoliubov who applied such Èechníques Ín his theory of superfluids

ts3l.

In the early 1960fs, the Èarget for the armoury of Bogollgbov trans-
formations began to broaden from specific examples of (4.f¡ to the abstract

case. Thouless [54] who studied the vLbratÍonal states of nuclei, lras

able to Prove that Iùith N finfte, for any positive definite Boson f,emíf-

tonian, the dynamical matrix D can be fully dÍagonalized. since then,

detalled proofs of the sâme result have appeared Ín works by Tyablikov [55J,

Colpa [56] and likochinsky t571. The case N < æ corresponds to a finite
ntmber of states being avallable to a single classlcal partfcle and such a

situation occurs, for example in latËfce models of mstter with N large and

finite. The studies of Lieb, Schultz and üattls t58l of anti-ferromagnetlc

chains of Fermíons, also r¡¡¡dertaken 1n the early 196ots, produced dlagonal-

izatfon by a C.A.R. Bogolíubov transfortatlon in the general case of real
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D = D* and N flnLte. However, thel-r method of constructÍng a dl.agonaltzing

c.A.R. Bogoliubov transfomatLon ? no ronger produces a unftary ? when

complex coefficlents A, B and c are allowed in (4.1). The situatlon is
sÍnilar for Boson nodels, for which a real dynnnfcal m¡trfx can be charac-

terlsed by an lnvolutive natrfx F, which can be simplified by the method

of Shoon K. Kln t591. However, 1n the case that D ls comple:<, there Ls no

characteristic matrlx F that saÈisfÍes a polynomial equation and Kimrs

method Ís no longer applicable. Ttrfs defÍciency for Fernlon mod.els ¡¿as

rectífied by Araki [60], who demonstrated that even in the general case of

N 5 - and D complex, the off-diagonal blocks B and Bt c"r, be removed from

D so that (4.1) contains only nr:mber-conserrrlng te:ms. In the case that N

is finite, lt fs then clear that afÈer a sinple unltary transformation (4.5)

with rt = 0, H can be fully reduced to a flnite scalar nultiple of the

identity plus a linear combination of number operators. The concrete

approach to diagonallzation of the general quadratic Fernion Hanlltonian

(N < -) wíth a linear term added to (4. l) has been developed further by

Colpa t611.

At thls point, the reader should be aware that general diagonalizaÈion

theorems for quadraÈic Boson Eanlltonians are known on1-y in the case that

D is posítive definlte. Tsallis [62] (1978) has made a tentarive suggestion

on how D night be dÍagonaLized in the general case. In footnote 2L of 162),

he coments on his constructÍon of the dlagonalízing transformation,

"Ttris ís noË a suffieient conditÍon for the exístence of the

solution; therefore stri.ctty speakíng it guarantees nothing

beyond a strong suspiclou.tt

In Colpars Paper [56] of the s¡me year, the author adnlttea (p.345) that

the most unsatisfacËory aspect of that work was lts failure to treat even

eetni-ð,ef.inite matrices D.
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All of the above-mentioned general approaches fnvolved direct appli-

catlon of Bogollbov transformatfons Ín thel-r prinary forn (4.4-5). The

restrlction (4.5) 1s harsh because it does not appear 1n the definitlon of

any classical- rnatrÍx group. Therefore, ft would appear that the well-oiled

machlnery whfch constructs conjugacy classes for classícal groups can not

be used to find canonical fotms for quadratic Eaniltonians. However, Lre

shall show that Èhe subgroup of u(NrN) given by restriction (4.5) is

isomorphic to Sp(2NrR). This enables us to deduce a complete set of canoni-

ca1 foms for quadratíc Boson Hamiltonians, using the results of sectÍon 1.

For many quadratic Boson Haniltonians, the diagonalizÍng transforration

suspected by Tsallis does not exist and it is not possible to transform to

a system of free quasi-parÈÍcl_es.

II
and G

0-r
IO

(4.2s)

(4.zsa)

(4.26)

-,Let P 2

-iI íI

pipf=-tG

In Bose field theory, P is used in the coristruction of essenÈial1y self

adjoint Segal- fÍeld operators [35,63] frorn annihilation and creation

operators, as 1n (3.16). For any 2N x 2N conplex matrix F, define

p (F) PFP t

P is r¡nítary and P interthrÍnes I and -iG,

Propositlon (4.21¡. p defined in (4.25-26) Ís an isonorphism rhar

(a) naps the C.C.R. Bogoliubov subgroup of U(N,N) onro Sp(2N,R)

(b) maps the C.A.R. Bogoliubov subgroup of U(2N) onto O(2N,R).

Proof: Let 7 be of the fo:m (4.5)

P(?) = PIP+

S +sI I1
=

2

i(s2-s;) l
s2+st 

I

*

which is a real matrix.

-r (s l-sT)
t Sl,2 = Tl t T2 G.28)
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(a)

(b)

Conversel-y,

Let

Nowsuppose ?e U(N'N)
Iâ

T,TT = I
+=à tp(?)l' c p(?)

+ p(f) e sp(2N,R)

c, by (¿ .25a)

(since p(?) is real, by (4.28))

Suppose ? e U(2N)

Since P fs unitary, P(7) is unitary.

Since p(?) is real, p(T) e O(2N,R).

c be a real maÈrix.

-1P '(C) =
Tt

E?r)[:r
trl
'i.lri

where

-1Thus, p (C) has the forn (4.5).

(a)

,,,, å t.r t c+ T rc2 + ical

Suppose C e Sp(2N,R)

cTcc = c

-l + ^ -r+ P ^(c)' r P '(c)

(4.2e)

I (bv (4.25a))

(b) Suppose C e O(2N,R) (a real unirary natrix)

Since P is rnitary, p-l(C) must be unitary.

since p ís a similarity transforoatÍon, p is a homomorphlsm and by the

above results it 1s bfjective. Therefore, p is an isomorphism.

Note that proposítioû (4.27) resulted from the existence of p satÍsfy-
l-ng unita.ity 1rt P = r), the intertwining property (4 .25a) and rhe condit-
ion that P r P+ is real, provÍded f has the fo:m (4.5). p could have been

replaced by any other natrix satfsfying these properties. For exanple,

another possíbÍl1ty is
fIIt

IrtP
t

2+ I
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This transfomaÈfon was used by Lamczos [21] to represent a classLcal

llnear canonl-cal transforratfon in u(NrN) lG.5). since then, it has

become known as the Bargmann transformatlon [64].

Recently, van Hernmen [65] has considered Bome slpllarfties and differ_
ences ln the Processes of diagonalization of quadratic Boson and Fenaion

Hamiltonians. The dlfferences must be traced to the exchanged role between

symnetrization and anti-s¡mmeÈrizatlon fn the concept.s of Bose staËistics

and Femi--Dírac statistÍcs. This difference in symetry Ís not obvious in

the groups U(N'N) and U(2N) which respectlvely contain as subgroups the

c.C.R. Bogoliubov transformatíons and the C.A.R. Bogoliubov transform-

ations. However, by proposltion (4.27), these groups are respectively

Sp(2N'R), which Preserves a skew-s¡rrnmetric for¡n and O(2N,R), which preserves

a s)mmetric fo:m.

Let Ds be the real vector space of complex Hermitean 2N x 2N matrices.

,s fs left invarÍant by the Bogotiubov transformations (4.4-S). Therefore,

by proposition (4.27), we have a representation of either o(2NrR) or

Sp(2N,R) on Ds. It is easily verified that

Ds = ol ø n?r, (4.30)

where elements D D ot nl, n| have rhe fomIr 2

1
D or = ol, (symetric) (a.31)

o, = oI, 
", = -"I (skew-symerric) (4.s2)

Br=n!+=37

+A)

Dz

D a(D)I
c*+A

(¡+¡T)*

B+B
T

(c

B-B

*
- (A-c )

(4.33)*
I

=
2

I
22

D
A-c

*

B@)
-(B-B)

* * (4.34)
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(4. 35)

To Ínterpret (4.35), we recall the convenrLons adopted by Källen [16] for
time reversal in ordinary quantrm nechanics:

û(5,t) *û'(ë,r) = úoe,-t) . (4.36)

*
D

I
o'r,, = +lt = [î ällo

I

*
ü'G,t)

rn addition, lre can defÍne Èime-reversed conslruction operators by

o

H

Proposi tion (4.3e) (a)

(b)

(4.st)

f
a

a :li;l (4 .38)
I

since time reversal fnterchanges arurfhilation and creation. Therefore,

[: å ] 
,-[Î å] is rhe dynamical marrixwhich gÍves H* , con"rrucred

from time-reversed oPeraÈors accordÍng to (4.f). H* is the Earniltonian

which generates tenporal evolutíon in a time-reversed picture. AccordÍngly,

DL,2 g|u"n by (4.35) are respectively even and odd with respect to time

reversal.

rt 1s easily verified ttrat al ar.ð, Dl are invaríant under transform-

ations of the type (4.4-5). This means that the representati_on of the
group of synplectic or orthogonal transfor:mations p (?) on Ds decomposes

according to (4.30).

O (A!) f s the real vector space of real slmetric
2N x 2N matri-ces.

p (Ds) is the real- vector space of purely irnagÍnary

skew-s¡rnmetric 2N x 2N matrices.

Proof: Conslder D, and D, of (4.32-32)

p (Dr) LI
2

K1

L
T
I

IThen

Ml

(4.40)



\ù'Íth Kl rMl E

K L

tAlrBtl + [artnrJ*

4r.

(4.41)

(4.¿+z)

(4.43)

L f[A1-81] - 1[A1-BI llo

L = -1[Ar*Bf] + l[Af+Bt]

Kl, LI and M, are obviously real. Since A, is Her¡nítean and B, is s¡metrlc,
K, and M, are synmetric.

p (Dz)

A,2+Bz- lai *nil Í(A2 +A; - rlz+B;t)

-i(Az +At+ tnr+øll> e,r-l'2- 4roii-Bi

which Ís purely irnaginary and ske¡s-symetric, sínce O, = OI and B, = -BT .

Conversely, let H be real and symmetric,

*

for some real s¡rmmetric K MIr I
1

-1 fThen p (H)=P HP=

where AI

T
I

P DzP+

\L

= åa*r*Mt-

+[

H
t
T
I

ttJ
^i,l

At
J.

B I

Al

T
B I

D?,

A2

TiLt -íL I )

and B I

Therefore, p -(H) e Dì

Now 1et iA be purely imaginary and sker^r-s)rmetric.

å,*,-Mr*tl+i'T)

f or some real skew-synnetri o K2IMZ and real L,
2

-LT

L2

Mz

K
A

-1 +(iA) P iAP= *.B
2

p €

where A2, Bz ='4$T ! Lz) + 4 t(Kz t M2) = ol, -rl

The linear non-si-ngu1-ar transfo¡mation p is a vector space isomorphism.

D|¡.12 
"o,tespond 

respectlvely to the s¡rnrnetric and antisymetric tensor

representations of o(2N) for the c.A.R. case and of sp(2N) for the c.c.R.
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case. The reductton (4.30) can not be further decomposed with respect to
the group of BogorLubov transfomattons. rn the c.c.R. case, D, contri_
butes a real number

+

Hz {- } r' A2)r, (4.44)

which is a finite scalar nultiple of the ídentity for arl D2 e D;

with N ( æ . sinilarly, in rhe c.A.R. case, D, contrÍbures |ct, ar)r to
the quantr¡m mechanícal Hamiltonfan. Therefore, the problem of findÍng

canonÍcal forms for all Boson and Femion quadratic Haniltonians Ís reduced

to the problem of finding canonícal forns for D, anð. D, respectÍvely under

the actfon of Bogoliubov transfomatlons.

In recent years, several authors 156r57r62J have investígated the

specíal case cl(D) > 0, for which diagonalization is always possible. I^Iith

the aid of propositions (4.2t¡ and (4.39), it is nor{r easy to demonstrate

that this result is equivalent to the diagonalization of a general posítÍve

definÍte real s¡rmmetric matrÍx by a change of symplectic basis, which

appeared ín trrhittaker's treatise t3l of 1904.

Theorem (4.4L) (Thouless [54] and orhers). rf D, is a posirive definire
2N x 2¡ matrix belonging to class Df , then by a transfornatíou of type
(4.4-4.5), .DL can be reduced ro díagonal forn

D, = dias.t |rrl,..., IrNl, lrtl,..., lr*l l
Ihe frequencies wj are eigenvalues of î ,r.

To show that theoren (4.41) fs a consequence of theoreu (1.26), suppose

that DI e D! and rhar D, > 0. By propositfon (4.39a), rhis is equivalenr

to o (Dt) being real sSznmetric and since p fs a sinilarity transfomation,
p(rl) > 0. Therefore, by theoren (1.26),

(r c, e sn(2N,R)) cf o(a1)c, = dlag.t"f,...,"1,1,...,11

=+ (¡ c e sp(2N,R)) cr p(Dt) c = diag.tl"ll l"Nl,l"rl,...,ls*lJ

+

a

a

I
1



(e.g. let C=C I C, where c, = diag.!1", l'\,...., l"r14 ,l"Il , \
43.

l"N I t)t...t

(3c e sp(2N,R))

ptcTrrrr+cr = t+ dfag.tls1l,...,l"Nl,l"rl,..., ls"llr
= diag.t Is1L..., |"N|, |"I|,..., Is*II

+3 c e sp(2N,R),p-1(c)+ Dr o-t(a) = diag[1"r1,,..,r"*1,1"11,...,1s*lr

+

-tFinally, p (c) ís the matrÍx for a c.c.R. Bogorlubov transfornation by

proposition (4.27a).

The converse resul-t, that theoren (1.26) follows from theorem (4.4I),
nay be proven ln an analogous way.

To obtain a ful1 list of canonical foms for quadratic Boson Hamil-

tonians, üre note that by proposÍtions (4.27) and, (4.3g), there wlll be

exactly one canonical class of Boson Haniltonians for every canonical class

of classical llaniltonÍans and we can derive normal forms for D from the

correspondÍng no:mal forms ror û. corresponding to the nor:mal forn i of
^(1.19) for H, rhere will be a normal fo¡m.A = p-I(i) for ¿.

I

-1A=g (K) (4.42)

NMt

%

I'r2

I=-
2

Nz

NpMiNi

Mi

4r.r$

N;

where M.
J

and N.
J

theorem (1.17).

oj*rj-tuj

oj-rj+18.

+iBT
J

+ i BJT , rù-ith OJrtJ and F. as llsted in



Proposftion (4. 43) :
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Let H - å ** Ð c be the quadratic Boson Eaniltonlan
of (4' f). There exists a Bogollubov Èransfo¡mation whtch reduces H to a

srrrn sf terils I tr o!'L) t , corresponding to fndependent subsystems, wr.rh

the l-ndecoryosable canonlcal forms AQL) belongfng to the followfng list:

AQL) = å [i- il-J, with the orderl,natrr-ces MandN givenby

0i
-i0

-f
If

i
0i
i.

-t
0

0

-10
0
f

-2a

, with q =

.01
0-2a0
10-2a

, N=

-2a I
L -2a

I
I

-2a
I(2L)

A : M= N=it

0 i
0-l-

a
-I

I
a

-I

oQL¡ ."3 [=

(4L)

AGL): M = i
I

-2b
2b
0

0

-I
I
a

0
2a
0
I

2a
0
I

I

:

N=i

0

-i iI
i
0

'i
t

i
0

0

-L
0Í
i0

-i
0
L'
p

-p

0
I

p

-p
-p

-i

0
-t

-f
0-i

-1
-p
-p

-p -p

\f=
p

A
4

(p) : ]r{ =

-p

-i

-p
-p

wlËh p = tI.



2
4s.

-p (l+b
+

2
)

r- 4 '0 -Í
-p (t:b¿) -i O

,!¡"Ithp=tl;
,$'¿*lo> 3 M =

-1
0
I

+
(l+b

-p (l+b
-i+

)

'0 -r ,N=

0-i
-f 0-f

0

0

2
) 0f

A

M

N

1 (r+b

[ot' ,or: wÍth p = rI

0 -i(1+b2)

)oo
00

i (1+b2

P/a2

00

o -a2p

p0

i (l-b2)

0

0

-i ( r+b2)

2

2

plv

0

2

0

p

0p

)

0

i (1-b2)

-p0

-b

0

0

i (1+b2

-p0

0

i (1-b2)

p/a2

pla 2

0

p

0 0

-p

0

pla

í ( 1-b2)

0

t2p

)

-i(r*u2)

0

0 2

0

0

r ( r-u2)

i (r-r2)

0

0

p

0

p

0

0

p

p

0

0

p

0

2
b 0

p

p p

0

The single particle frequencies o. of a system of Bosons, with quadratic

Hamiltoni.o u = å gt ¿ 9: are defÍned as the eigenvarues of i nr, with D,

defÍned as in (4.35). since p of (4.25) is unitary, the sÍngre parrícre

frequencies o. may be identified as the classical frequencies s. of ther-^j
classical dynanical system wlth dynanicar maÈrix H = o(Dr). sfnce

^Ni^P r P = -fG, the elementary drvisors (r-rJ)"J or -i r, - rrrr may be identi-
fÍed wíth the elenentary dlvisors of the pencil ici - t¡I. The sÍgnature of
D, will be the same as that of i = p D, pt. Hence, the fnvariants associ-I
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eted lrrLth a clessical dynanical matrLx H are fnvariants of a system of

Bosons wlth quadratlc llanÍltonian H - gf o-1(n)o, r¡nder the actl-on of the

grouP of BogolLubov transformatfons. Tabl-e 4.44 ltsts Eome fnvarlants

associated wfth orbits of the group of C.C.R. Bogollubov transformations,

contafning índecomposable canonical forrns AQL) .
J

TAsLE 4.44

Frequencies

+ia (L,L)

+ia+b (2L,2L)

Canonícal
form

^(2L)^l

^(4L)o2

oQL),.3

oÍr", ,r,

a[z<zt+t>> ,0,

otot, ,0,

Elementary
divisors

(rrrtia)¿

(o1Íatb)

LL
0¡0

L

OJ

(urtb) 2L+r

(trrtb) 2L

Signature

0

0

rb

+b

-lrn addition,.the signarure of D* = p '(q{), T,rith H = p(Dt) ana i\ as in

2L

(L-L,L-L)

,å,t-or,]{r*o)) (nod 2) ror L=r,2

(1-p,1*p) for Z=0

(2,2) for Z=0

absent, then T DI =

(1.21), is gÍven by (1.21) when D, is equivalent to ajak)(o).

Contrary to PoPular bel1ef, a wide variety of quadratic Boson Hanil-

tonÍans can not be reduced to a linear combination of number operators by

a Bogoliubov transfornation. If the off-diagonal blocks, corresponding to

paÍr creation terrm and paÍr annihilatÍon terrs Nl. ". a.. arer-J 1 j'
, with A, Eernitean, obvlously has real eigen-

values and linear elementary dÍvisors. This severely linits the types of

orbits to which DI *t belong, ln comparlson wlth the full range of table

4.44.

Just as it is lmpossible to block diagonaLLze D, fn the general case,

so Èoo Ls it inpossible to avoid the use of the complex field. rf D, is

ui5 "{ rl

[t' - lr]



real,

then P D P

N
M

Dr=[f rùith M and N both real symerríc (bV (a.31)),

47.

(4.42)

I
I MN

NM
I

2
II

-iI iI It Ir
IiI
I -tI

N
M*

M

N

rarr+

0
If-N (4 .4 t)

This means that D, must have real eígenvarues and linear elementary

divlsors. However, rùe can show that the s)rrffnetric off-diagonal block N

of D, can always be chosen to be real.

IfD with M Hemitean and N real s¡rrnmetric,

IN+ (t'l +ux¡ I t{" - "o¡2

I-N+ (t"t + t'l*

I

then o (Dr)
- | t(u-r'1*¡

2

since M 1s Hernirean, the off-diagonal block of û = o(Dr) fn (4.42) is real

skew slrmetrÍc. Conversely, if the real syrrmetric û nr" an off-diagonal

block B which Ís ske¡¿ symetric, then the off-díagonal block of p-l(n) i"
real. Jackiw and Rossl [19] have reminded us that when F = I in (1.3),

the off-diagonal block of E can always þs ¿ssrrmed to be anti syrmetric

since the remaining symetric te::m then contributes a total tÍme deriv-
ative to the Lagrangian. rf B = B(") + ¡(s) witr, g(a) ariti-s)¡metric and

n(") "yrr.tric, rhen by (2.4),

r.,= - å ,*,(A-BBr)s) - (s.,l(')-i.) *å G,Ð -* å (r,r(s)s) G.43)

It is well-known that neglect of the last term, a total tine derivative

has no effect on the Lagrangian dynanlcs. If we Ígnore this last term and

then re-apply the lnvolutory Legendre transform (2.3), we obtain the

adjusted Hamíf¡snl¿n

H=+ (g,A1g) + (s,¡(")p) +å (p.,s), (4.44)

where Al = A _ BBT _ ¡(")n(a) = A _ B(")r(") + ts("),r(")¡
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lrlhen F is allowed to be a general s¡rmnetric matrlx, lre can still derive

fron the canonical fo¡ms llsted ln sectlon l, another complete ltst in
which the gyroscopic te:m B Ís always antL-syrnnetric.

In the cases |QL), wirh j = I ,2 or 3, the dlagonal..blocks are absenr,

K.
J

cTK. c
J

B

o
; B=r(s)*r(a)

, (a)

, (s)

trIe may then apply the synplectic transformation Ç =

to obtain
-, (s)

_u (a)

-p
-p

p0

0

-1

B

0

-1

II

å'JI

I
I
z

The canonical orbit containing rjzt¡ is that for ¡¡hich zero is the only

eigenvalue of cû and for which this eigenvalue has geometric multlplícity
1. One representatl-ve of this orbit Ís

-p

H

p
p0
0

and thís exanple has trivial anti-syrrnetrlc off-díagonal blocks.

To K(2(2dr)), we may apply the symplecÈic transfor:maÈion c =

to obtain, in the off-diagonal block,

-1-b*r r

|, -åo'

I
0
1

I
I
2

I
0

Fina11y, to rj4n), ne rìay apply the symplectlc transfo:mation



c = diag. la-',a\,. ..,b-4,bk,vu,a-4,. . .,uL,u-%l t
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to obtaln a skew-

symmetric gyroscopic block

I

B b

We have now shown how to explicitly construct a fuLl set of canonical

forms K for H, 1n which the off-díagonal block Ís anti-synmetric. Frorn

thls set, hre may construct a full set of canonical forms p-l <rl , repre-

sentlng Boson Hamllronians (4.1) with D = p-1(û), in which rhe off
diagonal (pair creaÈíon) block Ís real.

In the historical introductíon to this section, it was recalled that

Bogoliubov transfor:matÍons were infÈÍally used as a device to transform

the interaction terms away from a quadratic Boson HamilÈonÍan. In the more

general case that diagonalfzation is not possÍble, the approach of Solonon

[66] is to exPress H as a linear conbination of opeïators which satisfy
the connnutation rel-ations of fundanental basis elements of a spectrum-

generating complex senl-sínple Líe algebra. A Lie algebra automorphism

then maps the lla¡nil-tonian to an element of the CarÈan sub-algebra and the

spêctrrrm of H fs deduced after evaluating the Casimir invariants for the

particular representaÈion in use. Since, by the correspondeuce (3.16),

H could have been expressed as a quadratic expression in quantrn canonical

observables, thís approach ís closely related to that of Moshinsky and

Iüinternftz, discussed in section 3. rn the latter approach, one atteppts

to rePresent H as a linear combination of basÍs element.s of a (non-unlque)

maximal Abelian sub-algebra of the real algebra Sp(2N,R).

01
-1 0

-1

I
0

0

-l

I{e have deduced the canonical foms for quadratic Boson HamiltonÍans
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fron the conJugacy classes of sp(zNrR).. For the quadratLc Femlon

lfam{f¡enl¿ns, the single diagonar type gf canonlcar form Í.or D, could

have been deduced fron the single type of canonÍcal form for the skew

sYmetric generators of O(2N,R). . E:rplicit construction of the slnplifylng
orthogonal transformation will appear Ín a later sectlon on the Fermion

analogues of classical mechanics. Thfs work will later be used fn

algebraic quantization.

The constructions which have been used in this section to produce

canonical foms for quadratic Boson taniltonians, are applicable only to
systems of a fínite nrmber of degrees of freedom. In the next section,

the equivalent diagonalization theorems of l.ltrittaker and Thouless are

shown to follor^r from a general spectral theory of pseudo self-adjoint
oPerators on a sPace with indefÍnite netric. Recent advances in this
spectral theory enable us to extend these diagonalízatÍon results to

infinite degrees of freedom.
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SBCTION 5 . DIåGOI{ALIZATION VIÂ SPECTRAL MEORY IN KRBIN SPACE

In the case of finlte N(= Lin [) and Dl t O, the dÍagonalizing U(N,N)

matrix ? was constructed in such a rday [54-57] that the co¡.wrs of ? were

[ii j
a complete l-orthogonal set of eigenyectors and

1¡r_J I = I@-r on I e L (s. l)

n¡
V:_J

satisfylng

I

u.-a
v.
-J

v*
- ¿uÎ_J

v._J

ll:_J
v.
-

,rI

,I

'jI

tt

tt

It

Lri<.
Yk

*v-
-lc&
Ir[

ll irnô., =
JK

+N
I.

J

(5.2)

=-$ j

The frequencies o. are eigenvalues of the matrix I D, which fs not always

HermíÈean. Nevertheless, ì ,r, is pseudo-H,erniÈean on the indefinite lnner

product space (L e [, (.rî.)), as we shall discuss below. Therefore, we

should enquire r¿heÈher the diagonalfzatíon of quadratic Boson Haniltonians

could be a direct corollary of a more widely encoupasslng abstracÈ spectral

theory of pseudo-self-adjoint operators on an indefinÍte Ínner product

sPace. This poínt of view Iüas expressed by Araki at the end of his paper

[60] of 1968. However, Ëhe required spectral theory was largel-y nndevelop-

ed at that time and it seems that Araki was not yet femifis¡ with Thouless's

successful diagonalizatfon of posltive definite D, in the case of finite N,

albeit as an isolated methematical task i541. It is uow time to re-exanine

the state of spectral theory wíth indefinite metric to see whether Arakirs

general results on quadratic Fetmion llarríltonians and infinite dinensional

L can be extended to Bose fields.

suppose that (ff"r.'r.>) is a complex Hilbert space and that ¡ is a

self-adjoint involution on H",

k+Nk

+
n =n=rl -1 (5.3)
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Then n 1s the metric or Gram operator for a particular tndeflnite fnuer

product f . r .l on fl" .

tl,_ãl = <Ç,rp (5.4)

Definition (5.5)

A densely defined operator M on fl. has n-adioint M* defined by(a)

"*9 
= 9¡ provided I¡[,MXJ = [g,X] for all X e don. M.

(b) M fs self n-adjoínt if M* = M;

(") a self ¡-adjoint operaror M is ¡-non-negative if [g,M]Ll > O

for all ¡[ e dom. M.

If, 1n additíon, tg,M.lll = 0 =+ .ü. = 0, Ëhen M fs strlctly

n-positÍve.

Propositlon (5.6)

(a) M* = nMfn ,

(b) M fs self n-adjoint if and only tf M = tD, where D Ís self

adJoinË on fl. ,

(c) M is ¡-non-negative if and onry if D given Ín (b) Ís non-negative,

(d) M is stricrly n-posíÈive if and only if D is strictly posirive.

Proof: (a) on*-g. = -{.

€VXedom.M, igrnM&

<tVXedom.M, <nErMX>

eutnj = ng

enMtnj = lt

19., nl{i

<ll-'Å>
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(b) M*-M

<+tV -X e dom. M, <g,nMX> = <Ig,.& ê, j- e dom. M and g = Mg

e E e don. ¡M and np = nM{J

e nM is self-adjoint.

M = nD, for some self-adjoint operator D.'

(c) V-ú. e dom. M, g,nM{> > o

<Ð V9 e dom. D(=¡M), A,DE> > 0

(d) as for (c).

(5.7): E is an n-orthogonal projector on fl if E Ís selfc

¡-adjoint with donain tl- and E is idenpotent, E2 = E.c

rf E is an n-orthogonal projector on fl", then it is easy to verlfy
that

V¡[' ¡[ e H. [Eg, (r - E)g] 0t

DeflnÍtion (5.8): An n-spectral fr¡nctÍon defined on the interval (arb)

wfth a < 0 < b, is an operator vaLued function E(t) on (a,b) satisfying

(a) E(t) ts an n-orrhogonal projector on fl. .

(b) E(s) E(t) = E(min {s,t}).
(c) In the strong operator topology,

lim E(r) = E(s) for a1I s € (a,b)
t+s+

and (d) In the strong operator topology,

IÍn E(¡) = 1 and 1!n E(t) = g
t+b- t+a*
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Ttreoren (5.9): Let M be a densely defíned strictry ¡-positive
operator whose resolvent Bet ô(M) is non-empty. lhen f fs a direct Brrmc

of M-lnvarl.ant n-orthogonal subspaces H, and, H, such that

(a) Mt=M /Ht t d El(t) (converglng ln rhe strong ropology)

æ

æ

(b) rFo

for some n-spectral function E, (t) .

M0

all ¡[ 2r, n don. M ,

l-t
= 

J 
t ' d E2(t)E (eonverging Ín Èhe srrong topology)

for some n-spectral functíon Er(t).

(c) tg, t ul is posittve definíre on Ej (Ë) Hj for r ì o .

For bounded operators M, H2 *y be negleeted, and, in this case, the

above spectral theorem was founded by Krein and Smul'jan [67J. A clear
discussion of this subject, including the uniqueness of Er(t), nay be found

in [68]. The extension to unbounded M has recently been achieved by

Harvey t691.

rf M is allowed to be a general n-non-negative operator, theu theorem

(5.9) requires sone modíficarions t6g-691. Namely, (5.9a) becomes

I È d El(t) + S ,M

æ

(s. r0)

where 52 = 0 and S(E(t) - E(r)) = 0 if r < r < 0 or 0 < r < r .

rf M Ís lG-non-negative (û = tGM > 0) and has zero as an eigenvarue, then

(5.10) restrlcts the index of nilpotency of the nilpotent part S of M to be

I or 2. From section 1' 1f û u"" zero as an eigenvalue, then the classlcal
systÞm with llaniltonian i ¿ û z tncludes one or more independenr sub-

systems for which rhe natri* û 
""r, be reducea .o ij2¿) o, îÍrrt) , (¿ < N).

îa(zl) has eigenvalues 0, I and -l witl elgenspaces of dimension 2, L-L and,

Z-1 respectively. Therefore, lf û ls non-negatLve, indeconposable canonical
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blocks rjzZl appear only in the trlvial .case {.=1, so rhar

The index of ntlpoteney for -çiret¡ Is 2L, since -tt*[zL)

0
0

K3

- sI has el_enent-

0l
oJ'

ary divisot "ü. Therefore, lndeeomposable canonical blocks KQL) result
from positive seni-definLte quadratic Haniltonians only in the trivÍal case

1-1 î.Ø -(t olr=r' Ki-' = [f 0,J. The HarnilÈonian for the correspondlng classical sub-

system is + ":, 
which 1s in rhe same canonicat orbit * ïnl, rhe

IlaniltonÍan for the classical free particle.

Naturallyr the sPectral resolution of a n-non-positive self-n-adjoint
operator M follows from theoren (5.9) applÍed to -M. A ulnor extension to
(S.g) woul-d then accommodate the direct sum of a ¡-non-positive self-adjotnt
operator and a n-non-negative self-n-adjotnt operator. However, a

n-indefinite self-¡-adjoint operator can not necessarily be decomposed in
this way and there is no possible exÈension of theoren (5.9) which guaran-

tees that the spect¡rrm ef such an operator is real. on the contrary, it
was realised long ago [70] that the frequencles of a classícal- linear
Hamiltoniaû system (efgenvalues of rcû) could take any complex value if
the Hrmiltonlan were lndefiuite.

For physical appllcations, ít has been convenient, followÍng Dírac

t71l , to íuÈerPret the spectral decouposition of an unbounded normal

oPerator Q on Eilbert sPace as the existence of a complete orthonormal set
of eigenfunctions. In some circumstances, distribution theory rfgorously
justifies this notion. rn particular, by theorem 6 in chapter rr of L721,

if there exists a dense space .g of c- vectors for M(,g = o ! * don qn, with

N the set of natural n'rmhg¡s), then there exísts a nuclear space fl which

is dense Ln ^9 and fl" can be continuously embedded in the rígged Hilbert
space consisÈing of Gelfand triplet /tI c H". /yt, w-ith the dual space /1lt

being the space of continuous linear frnctlonals on /t/. It then follows
(theoren 5 ín chapter rr ot l72f) that there exists in /i/r a complete

orthonormal set of eigendistributlons rlo for Q. rn the case that Q i_s
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There-

æ

belonging to the dorneln of

which ls a subset of S.

I (r tQ)n (see e.g. secÈion x.6 of t35l)r
n=0

The formal expanston fl", V_ = I *" a(a) do(a) wíth S a ser of,s
spectral indicies and o an appropriate measure, has the following meaning:

ir 0 e/r/, (9,Ð = (g,E) = J v.o(E> a(a) do(a) (s.rt)
s

I'-Iith íntuitive physical applicatÍons in nind, ne now refo:mulate theorem

(5.9) in terms of eigendistributi.ons.

Proposi tion (5,L2): Ler M be as specified in rheoren (5.9). Then rhere

exists a dense nuclear space N c H" such that /v, contains a conpl_ete

n-orthonomal set of eígendistributíons jlo for M.

Proof: Define v+ (r - Er(o))flr u (r - E2(o))H2

and Els)HruE(o)H,v

By (5.9c), the inner product lg., r n.!Þl is positÍve definire on 2,.
fore, (V+, (., t n.>) may be completed to form ltÍlbert spaces ff* .

Now consider a sequence fuLs] rn z* which is a cauchy sequence in H*.

Given e > 0r3N such that

r,s ) N = ltAr-gs, -ûr-Asll . .
*.-Lr -.0F, Ar - -[st = I lqt - -0s, r({, - Es) f I

= I t-{' -gs,{r -Esl lalrn({r - Es¡,n ({r - E") I lä
(by the Schwarrz inequalÍry)
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The second factor, in the right hand side above, equals l.A:s,n(Sr-Esrl%,
slnce n = n* = n-1. Therefore, the right hand sfde is ltA-g",Er-g"ll,
whlch is less than e. Hence, {0s} nust al_so be a Cauchy sequence in the

orlginal H" topology. Ttrus, we see that the completion of r* in the fl*
topology is nothing more than the completion of r* fn thê H" topology.

since M = M*, the restrictions M* of M to fl* must be self-adjoint. This

aIlows us to aPply the spectral theory in ordinary Hilbert space. There-

fore, there exists in H- a dense M-invaríant nuclear space /I/_. SimilarJ-y,

there exists in ff* a dense M-invarianÈ nuclear spaee 1t/*. Hence, there

exísts Ín the duar spaces fff a cornplete n-orthornormal system of eigen-

dÍstributions of M*. These eigendistrÍbutions r,(t)l,È,; "t" considered to be

labelled by the discrete spectral values k and continuous spectral values

9" of a complete set of cornmutinB self-adjoint operators {

rÍt), tjt),. ..1

,t<u,¿> ùftì

++Ki, Kt,. ..;

0 <ü (-)
kt rlnü r>

(s.13)

(5 .13a)

(s. r3b)

+with m G.,¿) ?0,
(+)
k,L

ô&,k' ô(Å- g') ,rfli,> = -.*Í-ì= .'l:ì, n úk
(-)

n ,)Lt

To obtain theorem (I.26) (I,Ihittakerrs reduction of a classlcal

Ilaniltonian system wÍth positive definite quadratic Haniltonian to a

system of índependent ha:ruonic oscÍllators) from proposition (5.12), we( o _irltake J = ic = lii 
^ô.J, A= iGH, H real syrr¡metric and posiríve definite

and fl" = 2N dimensional EuclÍdean space. Then, by (5 .Lz), there exists in
H* and H-, a complete ÍG-orthonornal set of eigenvectors I, of ícû corres-

ponding to positÍve and negative eigenvalues respectively.

icHq = "uS (u=1,...,2N)

-icûuo = a rr*n u -r (5' 14)

*^
4., is an eigenvector of iGH correspond.ing to eigenvalue -q,,.

<+

e



Now by (5.14), rre Íray choose Í, (J =t,...,N) so rhaÈ the corres

el-genvalues aJ are negarive. By the properry (5.I3b)r the \ =

may be normalised so that

gj,rcq) = -ojn

58.

(s. ls)

(1' 5) - (=¡, å.¡ = t ojn

A1so, by (5.14),4i i" an eÍgenvecror of icû corresponding to eigenvalue

-0, > 0 and fron (5.15),
J

Ç, r t Joi) (s.16)ojn

rn addition, there ís a well-known property [73] of pseudo self-adjoint

operators on an lndefinfte inner product space that eigenvectors q, go

corresponding to eigenvalues c., ctk are orthogonal unless \ = 
"T

{cu - ol) .Qk, Aj, = o (s.17)

Fron (5.13) and (5.t0¡, we have

,*
Ji. O (jrk = 1r...,N)

Nonr we are able to construct a real basis

deflned by

q 2
_r,,

(s. I8)

{0. }1 u{+Nrj }
j=lr... rN j=lr...rN

(s. 1e)

(s.20)

(gj,

9**:

(q,

G

-r2

)

Frorn (5.14-18), we observe that (5.19) constitutes a real synplectlc basís

(gu' G 9"r) = Guu ,

and that fn this basis, û i" diagonal, as requlred.

t E,H ) lcr lo' u' uv

To obtain theoreur 4.41 (diagonalizatíon of a positlve definÍte
quadratlc Boson Hamiltonian) from propositLon (5 .L2), we take

J r*o
o

I
-h , N < -, A = I DL, DI ^ positive definite m¡trix Ln



D! and H = E2N (5.L2) rhen provldes a complete i-orthonormar ser of
eigenvectors lL, ot î n

,or\ = rr.
"a

I
o

I

59.

(s,zz¡

ü.,I1

c.
J

c.
J

<t

<à

e

ÚIaîri
i l'oIr

rl
o)

c.
J

,*yjå],,[i

u,-f
v.
-J

By (5.22), rre can construct a basis

and å = S*¡

lo
l.rJ

-0ä11', [iI

,¡I-a

*q

colr¡nns of a matríx T e u(N,N) of the forn (4.5) such that r+ o, r i,

of eigenvectors of

I and these basÍs vectors form Èhe

diagonal.

For field models, the single particle Hilbert space L is infinite
dimensÍonal and the rnatríces ArB and C of (4.1) become integral kernels of
operaÈors on 

_L 
(see [38,45]). rn order that the operator H has a self-

adjofnt extension on the Fock space for {a(0), "*(O); 0 e L}, o, even that
the donain of H includes the vacutm rlg for a(0), it is necessary that B fs
of the Hilbert-schrnidt class C2() and thar c is of the rrace class CI (t).
Arakirs method succeeds in producÍng a unitary transforratfon I on L e L ,

of the fom (4.5), which diagonaLlzes ß(D) . D;. However, one can nor

assume that A belongs to the trace class and can therefore not assrme that
the component H, of H, due to a(D) , Dl,r ls nerely a scalar nultiple of the

identity, as in (4.54). NeverÈheress, the off-dÍagonal blocks 81, nl or

c(D) are sy¡metrÍc (Bl = nff) ana so, by the c.A.R., they do nor contribure
to the Fernlon Hamiltonian H. after diagonalízation of ß(D), H contains

only nr-mber-conserving tetms and ín this sense, the off-diagonal blocks of

D have been removed.

5q*¡

åw: lÌ
D, for which * = S*¡
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So far, the most general conditlons for block diagonallzabfllty of a

quadratfc Boson Hamlttonian, with L fnfinlte dirnensLonal, have been pro-

vided by Dadashev and Kul-fev l7q. However, they, like Berezin, whose

results they generalized, considered. only the real case Ð = D*. Although

Il'rveyts work [69] was carried out in a purely mathenatical context, our

reformulatÍon (1.12) ín terrs of elgendistributl-ons can be directly applied

to linear Bose fields in the case of complex D.

Proposi Èion (5.23): For a Boson ltanilronlan of type (4.1) with A,B,C

arbitrary oPerators on a complex llil-bert space L such that H is essentially
self-adjoint' a suffÍcíent condition that H can be reduced to the forr

H Dtl (Dtt block diagonal) ,

by a Bogoliubov transforration is that o(D) has a strictly posítive self-
adjoint extension ãtl).

a(D> > eI > 0 on Le L

H

Proof: Let D, = u(D) > eI > 0 . LetM=ID I

belongs to the resolvent set of M

slnce u+u=nl
+ olU+t'l¡ g (e2r-)

o(M)çC-N(O,e) (Í.e. spectral elements of M have

modulus no snaller than e)

Now M is self i-adjoint and stríctly i-positive on L e L and the resorvent

set ô(A) is non-empty. Therefore, we nay apply proposition 5.12, with
H^=Le Land.f =i. Justasinthc

able to construct ar, î-orthonomal b

elgenvectors of i l, , satisfyfng

e

2
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rre can now construct an l-orthonomal basis

(tJ to) ,

of elgendistributÍoirs of I D

u.-f,
v.
-

tJ
u.-f
v.a

irrt

lo
Ir

un
v-{ I

The transformation to thÍs basis 1s a Bogoliubov transformation ? which

dlagonal-izes Dr. the off-diagonal blocks of the transformed D, component

of D remain anti-synmetríc and by the c.c.R., theymake no contrlbution to
the HaniltonÍan H. Hence, by the decompositÍon (4.30), , has been effec_
tÍvely block dlagonalized.

Berezinrs work (theorem 8.1 of t38l) involved dynamÍcal natrices of
the type

wÍth the extra condition

AtB>eE>0.

, wirh A = At = A*, B = B* = Bt, llall. - (5.24)

(s.25)

(s.26)

ÀI ,

À(g + n)

r(g - v)

f=
24, B

t
B o

In this case, we have

a(D) =
B

A
A
B

rf til
spectral value À, then

Au*Bv = Àu

Bg+

which inplíes

(A+B)G+*')

(A - B)G - .rr)

is an eigendistribution of c(D) correspondlng to real

Bg

(5.27)

sl-nce u I v do not both vanish, (5.25) then requires À > e > 0. There-

fore, c(D) > er > 0 and the conditlons of our propositr-on (5 ,23) appLyr so

that Berezinrs theorem a¡rd íts extensÍon [7] to r¡nbor¡nded D .are cororlarles.
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Slnce publlshtng thts appllcatton .of Bpectral theory fn lçeLn space

[rr],wehave found a report by Kuliev [75], orfgtnarly publfshed Ín the

Russfan language, of a very sfnllar pÌogra¡nme aimed at extendlng the

results of Dadashev and Kuliev to'allo¡¡ complex D. However, it appears

that they were ûot a!ùare of any extensÍon of the Krefn-ShultJan spectral

theory to unbounded n-non-negative operators.
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sEC¡TroN 6 - I'NTDIRY DlPr.B.rBnasrLgIT oF Bocot.rlnov rRANSFoRxatroNs

tJhen the drmension N of the slngre particle space L is finite, the
grouP of one-parameter contínuous unitary transform¡tions generated by a
quadraÈic Hamiltonian on Fock spaêer. rs equivarent to the group of
Bogoliubov transformations. The dyn¡mlsg of a linear system of Bosons or
Fe:mions 1s specified by a quadratic Hamiltonian of the forn (4.1). As

discussed in section 4, it follows that Dl and D, contribute nothing nore

than a real multiple of the identity to H in the cases of Ferni-Dirac
statistícs and Bose statÍstÍcs respectively. Then, using Friedrichsl
first sinilarity rule 1461,

írH -itH 2N
e 0e I 0 (6.1)

v=1

where
for ¡ = 1 (Bose statlstics)

for i = 2 (Fer-nÍ-Dirac statistícs)

For a general Bogorfubov transformation (4.s), the implementíng unftary
transfo:mation U, such that

v (6.2)

vu [.-ttr'r 
t 

1-uv

0
'2Nyu = u-' o, u = 

ul, 
tuu

has been given expltcitly in t3g] and in t631. ThÍs has been achfeved. even

for those c.c.R. Bogoliubov transformatlons for which, correspondÍng to
the non-exponentÍal synplectlc transfo:mations mentioned in section l,
there is no logarithn i i Ar.

when L Ís infinite dimensíonal, there is a continuum of inequivalent
Írreducible representations of the C.C.R. or C.A.R. L761. The represenr_
ation of the c.c.R. or C.A.R. obtained by a BogolÍubov transforaation (4.6)
may no longer be uni-tarily equivarent to the original Fock representation

+
{a(O),e'(o),F(L)} over L. Fron (6.2), it is clear that Íf u exisÈs, then a

vacuum ûf satisfying c(+){,ð = 0 for ar1 g e L, may be obrained fron the
original vacuun rf' (annihilared by a(O)) according ro,l,ð = U-l ü0.
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ConverselYr ês shown by Berezfn t381, r5 Vð exists, Ëhen the transformatLon

? must be r¡¡ritarily inplenentable.

In the general case' lt can noE be assumed that qró exists in the sane

irreducíbJ-e representatLve space as û0. Both ûg and úf exist Ín a repre-

sentative sPace which is reducible ínto a direct sum of many copies of the

Fock space, the vectors ú0 and rli contained in dffferent orthogonal irre-
ducÍble subspaces. This phenomenon was discovered by van Hove [77]. In

field theoretfc language, the clothed vacuum üð *t be relaÈed to the bare

vacuum úO by a procedure of Ínfínlte renormalizatlon.

The well-knom result that ? 1s unitarily tnplementable if and only if
the off-díagonal- block T, of. ? belongs to the Hilbert-Schmidt class C2Q),

appeared in the books by Friedrichs [46] and Berezin t3gl and has since

been rediscovered nany tÍmes.

If the one Parameter group of Bogollubov transformations ?(t) repre-

sents time-evolution of a Fernl--Dirac fteld, then ?(t) is usualLy assumed

to be eharge-conse:rrlng.

?(t) has m¡trÍx

rr (r)

rr(t) 12(r)

r, (t)* r, {t)*
on LO L

Ilowever, L - L* e L_ , ¡shere L* are the spaces of slngle partleles

wÍth positlve and negatÍve charges respectively. For a charge-conserrring

transformation ?(t),

0I s, tt)

Io

Io
I sot.>

s, (t)

s3 (r)
and r, (t)

0
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Ttren the matrlx for ?(t) may be rúritteû convenLently as

s (see e.g. [78,79])

ltre condition for unÍtary implementability nay stlll be expressed succfnetly

as

sg

sz

st

s4

u exisÈs * T2 e Cr(L) * s3 e Cr(L*,[-) and sO e Cr(L_,¿+) (6.3)

In the Process of second quantization, the dlrn¡mícs of the quantized

system follows from the dynanÍcs of the corresponding classlcal system,

whose H¡rnlltonian is deternined, according to sectÍon 4, by the generator

Ðt of. the one Parameter group ?(t) of Bogoliubov transformations. There-

fore, one often bases criteria for the unitary implere,ntabilíty of ?(t) on

the properties of Dr. one important result in this direction is the

Lundberg criterion [80] for unitary inplenentabílity of C.A.R. Bogoliubov

evolutions:

Theorem (6.4): suppose rhar ?(t) = exp [it DrJ, with orG ol) bormded

and self-adjoint on L . L. rf. D2 has an off-diagonal brock which is in
the Ë1lberr-Schmidr class C2(é), rhen so does ?(t), which Í.s r-mítarily

lmplenentable.

I{ith 
"(t) 

charge-conservÍng, the Lr¡odberg criterion could be expressed

as the llllbert-Schmídt condítion on p* DZp_ and p- D2p*. To prove theorem

(6.4), Lr:ndberg ft."a deoonstrated tha
fe^ o ì [o,D^ = | ¿ |uo = 
|., _^;) and D2= 

[_ri
t

serfes ?o(r) =-io*r(r), where no(r) :r, Ro(r) =tf'. 
t" borrr-rotisDg 

Ro_r(s) ds
D=U 

0
for n 2 1, withabsolute convergence in the llilbert-Schmidt norm. ThÍs
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devfce had been used earlier by Bongaarts [29] tor the electron-positron
fleld. $le note here that Lrmdbergrs proof carrLes over, without any

signlflcant nodification, to the c.c.R. Bogoliubov transfor'ations.

r) = explir r Dl],with Dr(e Dl) and

= Al and B, e Cr(L). Then rhe off-

diagonal block of ?(t) arso belongs ro cz(), so that ?(t) fs unltarily
Ímplementable.

Proof: tet ?0(t) = exp(-it iao) .*llit iar), wirh Do =

Di-fferentiation of ro(t), followed by íntegration, yÍelds

ro (t) ¡t
t 

F(s) ?o(s)ds ,

;l

I 
lt 

t, 

] 
, ,, e cr(L) and exp(-is rDo)

At

0

I+í (6 .s)

(6 .6)

(6,7)

(6.8a)

(6.8b)

where F(s) exp(-Ís Ir0)[Dt-D.J exp(Ís rDO)

is unÍtary. Iteration of (6.5) gives the þson series

F(s) e CzQ @ L), since (or-Do) =

T no(t) ,0
(t) È

where RO(t) = I, Rr(t) = i
J.

F(s) Ro_r(s)ds for n à I
0

To show rhar (6.6) converges in rhe Eirberr-schnidt.norn ll ll2 , $.7)

i
n=0

inplies 
t

ll Rr(r) ll r= ll t f r(")dsllz < lt I llr(t)ll2
0

t
ll nr(t)ll2 = lf r(s)ll nr(s)llra" I = + ll F(r)ll;

0

ll Rn(r) ll2 = +11 ll r(t) ll; (6. 8c)
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Nowff P=

o
on L e L, one off-diagonal block of ?(t) fs

P "r 
t r Drlr-r) = P el l 

t'o ?o(t) (r-p)

= .1 t r Do p ?o(r) (r-P)

whl-ch belongs to the Hll-bert-Schnidt. class, as requl_red.

One lnteresting aspect of the unitarily 1npl-ementable C.A.R. Bogoliubov

transformations is the fact that Èhe new vacuum úó = U-1,1,0 may have an even

or odd charge, as ¡nay be seen for example from equation (6.2) or [63].
Carey, Hurst and OrBrien have recently shovm that trilo C.A.R. Bogoliubov

transformations ?, and I, are connected by a continuous curve of inplernent-

able transfomations if and only tf the thro corresponding vacua rli(l) and

Úð(2) have the same eharge t81J. Thís r¡ork enabl-ed a full resolurion of

the converse to the Lundberg criteríon.

Theorem (6.9): Suppose that ?(t) = .í t D2 l" a tmiformLy continuous one

Then ?(t) is uniraríly Ínplementable for all t if and only

7f D2 1s bounded and P D2G-p) , C2.

An explicit example ín [81] shows that a strongly (bur nor miformLy)

continuous one-Patameter group of implementable C.A.R. Bogoliubov transform-

ations may have a generator D, which has an off-dÍagonal block outside of.Cr.

since a Bogoliubov transforoation has a matríx T on L e I of the

structure t = [Ti if] a"" ir, (4.6)), rhe group or Bogoriu-

bov transformatlons leaves invarlant the real subspace L e [* of L @ L, con-

sisting of elernents of the type û e V* wlth rf e L. Using the transfomati.on

P : [1.]* r-t [-Tai-ilr] ", ,o.zs),we nay identiry rhe grouporBogollubov

transfo¡nations wíth the group of synpleetic (prese:rrÍng rn(r|rrú2)) or

orÈhogonal (preserrríng Re(úlr{r2)) transfornations on L, consídered as a

real space. Following the results of Segal [82] and Shale [83], it soon

beceme wel-I-known that such a s¡ruplectic transfo:nation C is r¡nitarily
implementable, if and only tf cTc- r- e cr. For the c.A.R. case

0I
o

pararneter group.
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the analogous result, due to shale and.stinespring [94], fs that such an

orthogonal transfornation C 1s unitarlly lmplemenÈable if and only ff
Gc-c G e Crr where G = 

[l ä] These condfrlons are quoÈed everywhere

in the llterature on this subjeeE but, wlth the exceptlon of seilerrs

discussíon of the K1e1¡-g6adon field n¡ith an external clãssical potential

[85]' it is very hard to find a proof of the equivalence of these and the

previously mentioned criterion p ?(t-p) , C2. llith the notation Ëhat we

have set up here and in section 4, this task wÍll be straight-forward but

not trívial.

Prooosi tion (6.10): Ler ? be rhe maËrÍ.x (on [ 0 l) for a C.C.R.

Bogoliubov transformation. Then p ?(l-p) e C, tt and only if
p(?)T p(?) - I e C* wirh p defined in (4.26).

Proof: Let f=
(

I trì

'i.l
T

+IT

*
Tt

The pseudo-unitarity T+ f-I = I

T;

T
2

T;

T

IO
o-r

implies T+
2 (6. 1 la)

and (6.1Ib)

Fron (6.11a), it is clear rhat Tl has a bounded inverse t3gl. (This

contrasts with the c.A.R. case, in which T, may have a kernel, the dimen-

sion of whÍch ís related to the charge of the vacuum t63,gll). Suppose

rJ',
tr* t,

I
3

c

C

cz

c4

-r:-ircfc,

tc = P(I) = P ? P

Tc C-I€C
2

t

satisfies

Tc c-r

By (6.12-13)

,+clcr-r clc, + clco

cr * clc¡

.1.

.1. T
2

cz + c
4 -IcÏ

(6.12)

(6. 13)

rcfc r*cïcg +cÏc4 I -i t crrc 
r+croc rJ-t cTrc 

r+croc o--l.- c, (6. 14)
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I

T

=+

-

e
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(6. I.sa)

(6. rsb)

(6. 15c)

.f .o - .rt

aot a, - art a,

Conversely, suppose

T
T
I

trt tt
'rt 

t'

,l 
"o

c2
4

c (6.lsd)

From (6. 15) and the relatíonship (4.2e¡ between C and f, the expression in
(6.14) equats + tf rro.

Thus, T T

T C, (sinee T, has a bounded fnverse)

,Cz
*

2

*
2

T
I

TZ , C2, as requfred.

T

Then T, fs bor¡nded by (6.lla).

+ T eC
2 2

C,€
2

=+ t c]c r+cf cr-r I - t clrc r*cf,c o-r l -r r cf cr+clco I -i r clcr+cf c r) e c, (6. 16)

Simil¿¡ly, we have, using (6.15),

,trr, = r c I c, *c 
I 

c, - r r + r c I c r+ croc o-rt*i r c I c, *c 
I c 

o 
r - i r cf c r+ croc r) e c, (6. 17)

The addition or subtraction of the EÍlbert-schnidt operators given ín
(6'16r17) nust result in another ltÍ.lbert-Schnidt operator, ¡shence it follor¡s
that the four bracketed terms in (6.17) are separately Hilbert-Sch¡nÍdt.

These four Êe:ms are just the four operator-val-ued entries in the måtrix
Tfor C-C - I.



Proposltlon (6.18): Let !=

a C.A.R. Bogoliubov transformation.

c p(7) - p(")c , C2.

70.

be the matrix (on [ @ [) for
Tr T2
* riT
2

Then P ?(1-P) e C, tt and only if

Proof: c p(7) - p(T)c e C,

€) cP?p+ -prpt e. C

t t
P GP T - TP GPeC (since P ls unitary)

t cp = i t)

2

2
ë

e

<>

<)

IT-TIeC, (sincep

fo

l-"
Tz

o 2
eC

Tz € cz

The work of Carey, Hurst and OrBrien [gI] on the topologícal structure of
the group of unitarÍly inplenentable c.A.R. Bogoliubov transfor-mationsr mâkes

use of the fact that 7 is unítary on I e L. However, in the case of Ëhe

C'c.R. Bogoliubov transformations, I ís pseudo-unÍtary. Nevertheless, it
can be shown that 1f ? ís unitarÍly implementable, their ?, as well as being

pseudo-unÍtary, bel-ongs to the group u2([ e L) of operators on L @ [ which

are unitary, modulo the Hilbert-Schnídt class.

Proposition (6. 19) : Ler ! =
1

T

ri be the matrix for a unitarily

implenentabl-e C.C.R. Bogoliubov transformation. Then T, = U + K, u-ith U a

unitary operator and K a Hilbert-Schnidt operator on L.

Proof: T, must be a Hil-bert-Schnidt operator. t, e Cr(L)

+ TFron (6.11a), T T .I T
2

c2(L)I

rhat Ís, {lrrl - r)(lrrl + r) T

2
T

ri

,TrI €

T-Tf
212

+ lrrl -r=rIrIr (lrrl +r)-1 ecr(L)
(sinee lTfl f I must have a bounded inverse)

(6.20)
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(6 .2 t)Now applyfng the theorem of polar decompositlon, Tl = lfrlU ,

where U is a uniquel_y determined isometric operator.

rn fact, u must be unitary, sínce by (6.lta), T, ís invertible.

SubstÍtuting (6.20) 1n (6.2L),

T =U*KI
where r = rfrltcltr | + r)-lu e cr(L)

Corollarv (6.22): Under the condiÈions specified in proposition (6. 19),

T = U i Ã, where U is unitary and K is a Hilbert-Schmidt operator on [ 0 ¿.

Proof Take IJ =

and [=

UO

o )
,*

U

K

ri
Tz

K* with U and K the unitary and HÍlbert-

Sihnidt operators established in proposition (6.19).

If the Bogoliubov transforrations are restrícted to be unitarily imple-

mentable, then this naturally restricts the class of Harniltonians to r¡hich

a given llarniltonlan nay be euqÍvalent. For example, for a free Bose field,
þ = [t 3), 'rrn A posÍtive derÍnite.

Prooosi tion (6.23) :

H = å ot D a , w-iÈh D =

Suppose that a Bose field has Hemíl¡sal¿¡

Ii. T] ' (rhat is,

l-E = lt*tu,v)at(u)a(v) +L(u,v)af(u)a+(v) +L(u,v)*a(y)a(v)
I

+ M(u,v)a(u)at(v) I ¿o(u) do(v) ,

where K(u,v) and M(urv) are the integral kernels of self-adjoint operators

K and M' L(urv) Ís the integral kernel of a sy''o'etric operator L and do(u)

is the sPectral measure derived from some complete set of conrmuting self-
adjoint oPerators on single particle space L.) rf H i-s r-rnitarily equivalent
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to the llamiltonian of a free lÍnear Bose fLeld, then

Proof: There nust exíst a Bogollubov transformatfon

and

T
m-

D=Tt

Now f Do m-

(1) K Ís lnverttble

(2) r*r-t e Cr(L)

(3) MK-l eCr(L)

I Tz

riri T, e Cr(L) , such that

wlth DO having the fo:m DO =
o
o ;A>O

A
o

Dor '

rler,
L

r[rr,

(z) L*r<-l = rl o tr ri

tfer,
¡rtA12 *

KL
-n-- L/-

M

(1) since T, is invertibre by (6.11a) and A > 0, K ís inverrible.

I A-1 T-r+

(3) M K-l t

= rl rit* eC

-m AT Tt
2 2

2(L), slnce t, e Cr(L)

ana fll is bounded, by (6.fta).

I À-1 r-lf

e Cr(L), sfnce tZ ti e Cr(L)

A T2 T;1 ¡,-1 . Cz{G) (by sinilarÍry),

,2 , Cz([) and rll is bounded.

I
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CHAPTER T1 - ALGEBRAIC OUANTIZATION

sEcrTror 7 - EEtrBrslrc DÍ)DE spACE QItA¡yIrzÀTIür

rt 1s wel-l-known from Èhe theory of honogeneous lfnear systens of
ordfnary differential equations with cou,srant coefflctents [g6] that each

solutfon of the l-fnear llarniltonLan equatÍons can be expressed as an expon-

entÍal polynonial

-l
z (r) b vtk'L

L iskt
te (7. ra¡u

N.rn (7.la), the k-sLtrr'atlon accounts for all elementary divisors 1"-"¡) k

of -iGH - sr. since z(t) is dete:mined by its initial value, there are 2N

índependent paråmeters âmong the coefficÍert" burkr¿ . To quantize (7.La)

in the Heísenberg seheme, z,(t) is replaced by a time dependent operator

zj (t), while the coefficients b beco¡ne constant operators B. This

straight-fon¡ard substitutíon follor¿s for quadratic HamÍltonians since fn
this case, the Heisenberg equations have the same form as the classical
Hanilton equations, even though the use of Eeisenbergrs equaËions is
problenatÍcal for Herníl¡snlans of order higher than three tg7l.

Nt

I
k

i
IF0

z (t) is*t
I
k ¡1 'ft'^l t eBI

L

L
u (7.lb)

(7.2a¡

rf there is a slmplectic transformation ¡¿hich reduces the system to a

collecÈion of Índependent haraonlc oscillators, as Ín the case of a free
Bose field, then for each k r sn ís real non-zero and Nk = l. For example,

ir û = r(2) 
"rra 

H = + (q2 + p2¡, .h"o rhe erenenrary divisors of ÍGû - sr
are s t 1. Then (7.1a) reduces to

q (t) (7.2a¡

p (r)

orr, .tt * or, , "-t'
or,, .tt * or,, "-t'

Since q(t) and p(t) are real variables,
*

b
*

or, ,Iot,,
1

and or,, (7.3)



Now the Eanlltonlan equatlons are

p and -q

Substituting (7.2) ln (7.4), we obrain

fb and -1blrl

By (2.3,7.5), (7.2) ls sinplified to

q (t) . -it -* irþe +b e

q P

L12
o2,,

,whereb=b

74,

(7.4)

(7 .5)

(7 .6)

(7 .7)

or,,

-íb e-it + íb* eit rr2

or in the quantized versÍon,

Q (t) *Be -ir
(7 .8)

P(t) = íBl "it - iB e-í

Assuming the C.C.R.,

tzu(r), zu(t)J = -t auu , Q.g)

it is r¡ell known that (7.8) irnplies [lrtr+J = t, tt. canonical cormutation

relation between the lowering and raising operator of a quantum nechanical

hamonÍc oscillator. In exacËly the same rlay, we may deduce that the mode

oPerators for a system of N independent harmonic oscÍllators obey the Boson

cornmutation relations

I (7. 10)

The problem which motivates thls section is that the c.c.R. (7.9) nay

be incompatible with the Boson corrmutation relations (B.C.R.) among an

independent set of mode operators BurkrZ. tùÏren this problem arises, ít i.s

not clear whether the B.c.R., c.c.R. or neither shoul-d be retained. For

exanple, for a charged repulsive ttoscÍ_llatortt,

E = p+p-Q+Q (7.11a)

p (r)

Bl elr

rBj, {l ô..
JK

(Qr2 + Qrz)l*rrr' + P22) (7. 1lb)



hrlth 2 (a - fQz)

+ rP2)

a

P

_r,,

-4
I

I
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(7,L2a)

(7. I2b)

(7. r3)

(7 . L4)

2 (P

Aecording to (7.lb),

Q (r) Ae *Be t

From Hanll-tonrs equations, Ö+(al
AH

âP
t P

Therefore, from (7.13).

P = -Af "-t
+r

If we choose to assune the B.C.R.,

[A,A+1 = I +

+B e

IB,n l=I
and all other coilmutators erno¡g ArA+rB and Bf vanish and this results in
the following cornmutator relatlon:

-1 + J
tQl'Q2l = 2'i[Q * Q'' Q - Q']

+
= i[Q' ,Q]

+-
= l_LA e Ae-t+¡etl

= -2i cosh 2t (7. ls)

Con¡mutators of the type (7.15) are the finite dimensional prototypes

of a-causal non-vanishing commutators âmong field operators ó(x)rQ(xr) with
(x-x') space-like. Sudarshan, Arons and Dhar [88] have used this a-causality
in the quantized imagÍnary m¡ss Klein-Gordon system, to model a tachyon

fie1d. In fact, the classical imaginary mass KleÍn-Gordon system, based on

the equation

0 = (ta2 - v2 - ^2) (x) (v2 = rhe Laplacian operaror) (7.L6)

nay be anal-ysed as a set of independent harmonfc oscÍllators together l¡ith
a set of independent repulsive t'oscillatorst' [g9], in the same rray as a
free massive Klein-Gordon field nay be treated as a collecÈion of Índepen-

dent harmouic oscillators (e.g. 146,7Lf). Schroer Ig9J quantized this
system using the other approach, namely to asstme the C.C.R. among Q, and p.

+ Bt et,



arid to deduce Èhe comuÈatlon relations among the node operators.

Assunlng

0 tQj, Qkl [tJ' fô 1-tQ P. l
K

P. l
K
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(7. l6)

(7. lec)

jk j t

(7. r3-14) tmply

tr = [Q(r), p(t)] = -.-2t[a,et] + [A,B+] - [B,Af ] +"2t[n,tr+] (7.r6a)

o = tQ(r) , pf (t) I = 2[A,B] (7.16b)

0 = [Q(t), Qt(t)] = .-2t[A,Af]+.2t[g,gf]+[R,n+]+[B,Af] (7.16c)

Fron (4.16), we deduce the followÍng connutation relatfons among the mode

operators:

e = [A,A?] = [B,Bf] = [A,B] (7.17a)

å tt = [A,B+] (7. ub)

Let us now'assume the existence of a normalised cyelic vector rfo satisfying
A{, Br/ 0 (7. 18)0 0

<B +
(7.leb)

<A +
<ìj, tn

I.le shall ínterpret lfnear combinations of staÈes ¡+ú o and Bt úg as berong-

ing to a space H(1) or srngle mod.e states. The modes can no longer be

interpreted as síng1e partieles because of the explosive behavlour exhíbited

Ín (7.r3). on single mode space, we then deduce the inner product

<A+ ü0, Af ,1,0t = .ü0, [ArAf] úO> = 0 (7.19a)

+

f

û0, I

û0, B

0Úot

) = !t2'
I

,B']úot 0t úo

rn the basis (a+ û0, ¡t úo), rhe merric tor fl(l) is g = + , which

has eigenvalues !+. The necessity for indefinite metrlc in thls case

arises from the fact that a single mode evolves r¡-lth complex freguency + i
and therefore the Hamrltonian on single uode space has complex eigenvalues.

H = t+p_Q+Q
¿¿

-2 lA' B + B' Àl , by (7.13-14) (7.2o)

ål
0

-t_

¿
HA,Ú

0 =fA + Vo by (7.I7), (7 .zr¡
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In fact, en -operator H which fs self-adJoint with respect to an indefinlte

complex inner product nay have an eLgenvalue o € ç - R on_ly if the correa-

pondlng eigenvecto. üc has zero nor:m [68r73J, as tn (7.19a).

0 - <üo, H Úot - .H Úo, úo>

*,(cl-q)<ûo,ûo>. (7.2L)

The next questlon ís whether the lndefinfte metríc is necessitated only by

complex frequencies. lJe shall test the sinple exarple û = ru(+1,-tr, for

which the el-ementary divisors of -fcû - sr are (s t a)2. such a sysrem can

not be canonically reduced to two independent haraonic oscillators, since

the fnvarlant eLementary dívisors would then be lÍnear.

-2-a

0

0

I

-1

-a

001
2-a 0

0

0

H = iá0, (-r) =
2

0

0

0

H = Iz'z-

Q1

Å, = -T ,"-' o1*l> * Qr Pz 2

I

iat -iate

-La
Íat -1 t -iatA e *1a A e

(7.23)

(7.24)

(7.25a)

(7 .25b)

te (7.25c)

t

a PQ2 I

The Eeisenberg equations are

2
a

å"),Z = Q2+a-P,

and these yield the self-adjoint solutions

Q, (t)

Q, (t)

Pr (r)

P2 (r)

Ce

¿
+AlAe

I

iat * af "-lat + a-2 iat -2 + -iatAI e + a A

t -iate
ÍatAte-iaCe fat *iaC - l-a-1

*la -1 At
e-íat (7. zsd)



Fron (7.25>,

tQt(t), Qr(t)l = o+ [A,At] = o

tpt(r), p2(r)l = 0 + 2íalcccfl + 2ia-lt(t.l,ctl + [c,rt]) = 0

o = [c,cf] = [A,ct] + [c,A+]

tQI(r), rr(t)l = 0+ [A,C] = 0 (using 7.25-2 )

iQr(t), rr(t)l = ir+ [A,c+l = it (using 7.25-28)
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(7 .26)

(7 .27)

(7 .28)

(7.2e)

(7. 30)

Assnming O,l0 = B V0 0 and using the relations (7.27-29>, the HermiÈean

metric on single mode space, in basis (At ü0, ct,1,O) again turns out to be

( o i/z)g = l-ti, 
-O-|¡. In this case, the metric on rnodal Fock space is ín-

definíte, even though the system is devoid of non-real frequencies. The

indefinite Detric in thls case ís necessítated by the fact that the

(pseudo) self-adjoint Harníltonian does not have a complete set of eigen-

vectors. From (7.23-25),

-r+++H = -2a' A' A + 2Ía(AC' - A'C) .

HA+úo

HC+Vo

+-2a A. t/l

-1a

0

-r++' 
^' 

tlt' - 2a C' {l0

-2
Therefore, on H(1), II may be represented by the ,naËrlx

which has only one independent elgenvector.

-2a
0

-ia
-2a

I,Ie recall from secÈion 4 that a general quadratic quantum mechanical

HaniltonÍan H = ï t iZmay be reviewed as a quadratíc Boson Hamiltonian

Dl 9 , w'ith DI = ptûp. However, the otal nunber operatoru=*of¿-
N

N = I "rf"* night not coÍrmute wÍth ¡þg f,¡miltoníanì This can be
jlrJJ

rectified by a Bogorlubov rransfo¡marion a = T L ,t = [Ë-]), 
only if rhe

H¡rnif¡e¡ian belongs to the same canonical orbit as that of a collectÍon of

índependent harmonic oscÍllators. othensise, H must contain c, cu terms

T
c.' c.JJ

N
Nf = ij=l

which can not commute with
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In splte of the posslble lack of a time-lnvariant quasf-particle

number oPerator' tt nay be possible to defl.ne a time-invarlant mode nunber.

Assume that each operator BðrkrL in (7.1b) can be expressed Ín terrs of N

independent operators Br and their adjofnts BJ. Assume the extstence of a

normalized cyclic vector üO satisfying

Brt 0 for all r (7.3I)0

DefÍnftion (7.32): A mode number operator N must satisfy

fomal Hermiticíty Nt = N(a)

(b) Núo = o

(c) tN,BIl = B+

(i. e. rhe

(d) '[N,E] = o

¿
B+

forallr=1r...rN

are creation operators)

rn the example of (7.20), we may rake N = zitetn - ¡tel and in the

example (7.30), we lnay take N = 2i[¡,fc - cle]. Although ín each of rhese

exauples, a mode ntmber oPerator exists and rl' is an eigenvector correspond-

íng to a real eigenvalue of the Eamíltonian, the síngle mod,e space has

Índefinite metric. t{e can show that this problem remrins whenever the
Tlamíltonian does noÈ berong to the same canonical orbit as that of a

system of independent harmonic oscíllators.

ProposiÈion (7.33): Ler H be a quadratic Eanllronfan H = it;2, wírh

Zu obeYing (7.9) . suppose that the formal single mode space for the node

operators of (7.31) has posÍtive definiÈe metrlc, with respect to which

time evolution is unitary. Suppose also that 
" 

úO Ê üO for sone ß e R.

Then -icû has real diagonal Jordan canonical form, so that the system can

be reduced by a symplectic transformation to a collection of independent

harmonic oscillators.
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Proof: Assume that for some real symetric û of or¿er 2N, there exists

a sfngle mode spac. tl(l) wÍth positfve àefinite + ' +metrlc grj <Ai úg, Aj rpo>t .

aj (0) ' Pj (0) may be expressed as lLnear conbl-nations of the mode construct-

ion operators A. and A]. This defines a representation of the c.c.R. on-JJ
the Fock space F1¡1(1)) over fl(l).

Define a complex-valued sesquilinear form ..r.tM on real

symplectic space (M,B) 1=1n2N,c¡) by

2N 2N

'L,ÞM = 'ul, Eu zu(o) úo , u!, 
Eu zu (o) r!6>t (7 .34>

(7.35)

(7.37)

(7.38)

Assr¡ne that <ú t|i 1. Hence,0t 0

1

6 <!,g>¡,{ = -i G!-,9 l,l-.5,glrv)

I
}lrV

t-u 8., .ü0, tzu(o), zv(o)l úot=--
2

I=--
2

(5, G E) (by the c.C.R.) .

where ( , ) is the Eucl-idean inner producÈ. By (7.34) and positivity of

the metríc i¡, ¡1(1), Re. .L,ÈM must be a positive definÍte s)mmetric fo:m.

Re. <e.,Ð¡¡ (c (7.36)

Tine evoluÈfon ín the Heisenberg picÈure is given by

i=irroE)K

zu (r) zu (0) e n = * z(o)rz-
iHr

e -ÍHr û 
'col

t

2N

I -GHt
t l (0)ze

v=1 uv
v

(7.38) reflects the simple correspondence between the Heisenberg

equations and the HanilÈon equations for quadratÍc Hprniltonians. It may be

proved directly 142f, using the conrmutation relations or may be shown to be

eguívalenÈ to (6.t¡, the first sinilarity rule of Friedrichs for BogolÍubov

transformations.
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However, fron (7.38)

2N

i ça(0) zo(t) =
cl=l

z (0)
Ê

ç0(o) zß(o)

81.

is unitary,

(7.3e)

(7.40)

-1ß t rl,0 and because.tfme evolutlon in H
(l)

0

0

,2N2N
å 'ul, Çr'r(t) vo' ul, Eu zu(t) úo>1

t"

2N

I
c=l

çc (o)
cß

I
cr E=1 þc-cu>t1

2N

Êa

HGt
E(0).2(0)

Therefore, by (7.39) ,

'f .""ct z(o).2(0) ú0, "HGt 
z(o).2(o) úg>1 = 0

d HGt

-<edt z(O), ""tt a(o ) =Q= l,l

d
dr

(eHGt z(o), i e z(0)) = g
HGt+

+

+

HG

KHGGHK

is skew-s¡rumetric wÍth respect to (., K .)

(7 .41)

ConditÍon (7.4L) greatly restricts the fo:m which H may take. Since i
ís positÍve definite, it may be diagonalised by a change of synplectic basÍs,

according to:theoren (1.26). There exists an ordered s¡rmpleetic basis

(9t.rrr.92¡) for the symprecric space M = (R2N, G), such that for
j = 1r...'N 

'

E = z-\%*dr
-4-2 i (w.

-
(7.42)

t;lwhere (l) rr.1 is a complex eigenvector of fGK corresponding to

)
*

Iú.19*"

efgenvalu" oj>0.



*
w.
-

= -(u.
-

* *(+j

lü has
0

rovided

82.

*
0

(2) q' v.) +
-

-tG )v.a) t

In the basís deplcted fn t{hittakerts theorem,

K = dfag. [a1r..., dN'o1r..., oN]

Nor¡ let I,Io be the complex efgenspace for eígenvarue a of iGi.
basÍs {q, r;. . . i %,u} , where rhe w r¡ âJre the w. of (7 .42) , p

fGK HG w ic(c H K) s^. by (7.4r)n

ct =cl If Id_^. denotes the elgenspace for eÍgenvalue -c, then ll-0, - *t 
-q

j

Lenma (7.43): ^Let Â be the spectrum of fGK. The for all cr € A ,

\ ís ûc-invariant.

Proof: Let

€
CT

{ = CIù

Now

I{

Tü-{ !T

íGKw --0

n

€

-iHKw -{
H G(iGK) w-a
aHGw{

w
ct

HGw+ -{
Now define

V=!lqc

From lenma (l .43), Vc

slmplectic basÍs

ot{
-(l

Ís HG-invariant. From (7.42), Vo has an ordered real

(9o,r;...; $,2") t

obeyíng

Q'¡ , c(2U) $'t) G..
JK

vc is an HG-invaríant s¡implecÈic subspaee of (M, B) on which i = ol .
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Then by (7.41)

HG-GH 0onV (7 .44)c

+ (7 .45)

The synprectic transformatfon G exehanges the role of qj and p.

Therefore, (7.45) is equivalent to the Born-Green reciprocíty [90] of the

classícal Harniltonían system defined by the restriction of û to vo , in
basis (7.42). In this basis, \üe conclude inrmediately that ieû is Hermitean.

(icH) +

i c H by (7,44)

Therefore, iGH - sI,

aeR Iloweverrby

symplectic direct strm

restricted to Vo , has elementary divisors (S 1 c),
(7.42), the whole synplecÈic space M decomposes into a

M vc'
where

+ I

AnR'

Therefore, ÍGIt has real dlagonal Jordan canonical form. The only non-

trivial indecomposable blocks for û allowing rhis possibility 
"r" tr{2) (=1),

which must lie in Èhe same canonical orbit as û=tdí^g.l"r2,Il , corres-

pondingtoE=+l 2 2 ?

Z @:- * "j- O:-), which generates simple harmonic moÈion.

I'Ie have now established propositÍon (7.33) by exhibitÍon a symplecÈic basis

in whfch GH is skew-symnetric.

3Ce

cTnc H

iHG

+

^

e
ct€

A

is skew-s¡mmetric

is skew-syn'metric

(since C e Sp(2t¡rn) =+ c CT = C-l c).

To relate thís to the theory of classical stability, hre quote the followÍng:

Theorem (7.46): (Sz. Nagy, DaleckÍi and KreLn 12ü)

Let A be a bor¡nded operator on sone Hllbert space H. In ord,er that the

Sp(2NrR)rC CT û C

C . GH C+
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Atco¡mutatfvegroup K-{e t e R) is.bounded, lt is necessary and fs,

sufficfent that A fs sLnflar to a skew He:mÍËean operator B.

rn order for the linear f,emlf¡epfan system (1.4), to be sÈable about

Ëhe origin, 1t Ls necessary and sufficfent that the comútative group

{e-cllt} is bounded on Euclidean space. By theore m 7.46, this is equLvalent

to -GH being sfmilar to a skew-symetrÍc Datrix.
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SECTIOI I - SECAL QIIAüTIZATIG Or LûEAR SrySTIX.fi¡

In sectlon 7, we heuristically constructed the nodel Fock space, slnply

by postulating the exlstence of a cyclic vector ûO which 1s annulled by each

mode annLhilation operator. Iftren êacþ classfcal mode is stable, the nodal

Fock space has positlve definite metrfc. A llílbert space F(ff) with all_ the

ProPertles of the modal Fock space can then be constructed by the well-known

method of Cook t371.

F (ff)
oc

e
n=0

g(") (8. t¡

(n)where H = C and the space fl consists of the closure of all symetrized

tensor products to 9t B ... I $ of n vectors of H. Here, so is the

s)rmetrlsation operator

I I o,

(0)

Sn n!
oePn

¡shere P- is the group of permutations of the n syilbols 1r... rD. Ttren

constructÍon operators are then defined by

a(0) sn Ar I ... I q = oL ro 1$.,irrr gz e ... s q for n > I

a (ó) 1g(o) ¡ = {oi

+ t4
(Ôn+r) So 9r s oó*rt (n+r) so+r 9r I ... I4 I ifl*r (8.2)

rn cookrs construction of Fock space for a Ferni-Dirac fierd, the

n-particle states ,jr(t) . fl(t) "=. antÍ-syrmetríc, rather than synmetric.

The annihilation operaÈors a(ç) and their adjoints, the creatÍon operators
+

a' (_É) satisfy

t"G.) , "l(E) l* = <L,?, r (8.3)

+ fta(g), a(t)l+ G.), (ã) l

d

Ia

where + and - denote cornnutation or anti-cornmutaÈion appropriete to Bose

statistÍcs or to Femi-Dirac statistics respectívely.

0a
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For systems of Lnflnfte degrees of freedom, there exlst uncountably

many inequfvalent irreducible represenËations of the C.C.R. Eowever, it
would be falr to say that the only representations which have fou¡rd r:nt-
versal favour among Particle physicis.ts aïe those which are unftarfly
equívalent to the Fock representation.

rn a r¡orkable scheme of quantizatíon, a physically approprlate repre-

sentation of the c.C.R. should be construcÈed in some rsell-defined way from

the classical representative space. The bridge between classÍcal nechanics

and approprlate rePresentations of the c.c.R. Ís usually associated with the

work of Segal t9fl. Given the classícal phase space (,1,1,8), quantization in
accordance with Bose-Einstein statistÍcs ínvolves the construction of a tleyl

system:

M)Ç -> !r(å), (s.4)

r^'ith I,I(Ð r:nitary operators on a complex Hílbert Gpace (Fr<:r.>) saÈisfying

the canonical conmuÈation relations in WeyI form

I^IG) !,r(E) = exp[äi B(g,E)J w(g + E) , (8.5)

and weak ray continuity of {W(rË) ; t € R} for fixed E. The Fermion

analogue of the above involves the construct.Íon of a Eilbert space repre-
sentation of Èhe canonical anti-corÍnutation relations ín Shale-Stínespring

form [84]:

tR(Ë), R(å)l+ = s(ç,Ë)r , (s.6)

with 6 and 6 arbttary erements of a real Hilbert space (T/,s).

In the second quantizatíon procedure, B(E,E) (or S(årå)) appears as a
scalar uultÍple of rng,p1 (or Re.r,-årr), wirh 6 and ! bel_ongÍng ro síngre

particle space, a complex Hilbert space (fl, ..,.>l) and c(t) Ís unitary.
Although for infinite classfcal- degrees of freedom, there is a contÍnurm of
inequivalent representatlons of (8.5) or (g.o), there fs a natural way of
definÍng a unique abstract C* algebra A of second quantized operators. In
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the Boson case, ,4 is the lrleyl C* algebra of conceptual obsen¡ables which

was defined by Segal [9I'92] while 1n the Fer"mlon case lt is the Clffford
C* algebra over H which was deflned by ShaLe and Stinespring tg4l. The

ninl-nal c* algebra contaÍning unltary operators tJ(Ð, satÍsfying (g.5), was

detemined by Slawny t93l

Gíven Èhat a complex Hllbert space structure on the cl-assical space U

allows algebralc second quanÈizatlon to run so natural-ly, the next question

is how to select a physically approprlate HÍlbert space representation of á
in a direct abstracÈ mânner. It is now well-known t94] that uniqueness of a

linear functional E on,4 can be guaranteed by the following conditÍons:

(8. za¡

(8.7b)'

(8. 7c)

that the generating function E(I^I(Ð) is continuous;

that E is time-invarÍanr; E(lI(Ë(r))) = E(I^I(ç(o)));

that Ín the G.N.s. representation n, of ,4 induced by E, there

exi-sts a conÈínuous one-parâmeter ünitary group u(t) with

positive generator and implementlng tíme evolution in r4.,

irN -irN

n"o lü(ç(t)) = u(r) [n_o !ü(ç(o))l u-l(t)Ã .B;

A1so, it was shown by Chaiken [95] that condítion (g.7c) is equivalent to
the existence of a self-adjoint number operator N satlsfying

(8. 8)

(I^IE(E) are the bounded l{eyl operators nro üI(E)), and having the ser of non-

negatíve íntegers as its spectrum. This settles the unÍque specification of

the vacuun state functíonal.

In the Gelfand-Naimark-Segal representatj-on Tg given by the unique

functÍonal E satísfying (8.7), there exfsts a cyclic vector Vo e F such that
E(A) = <üo, nU(A) ûot. Then rlo may be Ídentified with the vacuum in Fock

space F(H) over fl, which has a eonsistent physical ínterpretatÍon.

e wr(g) wr{.itg)e
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For Bose fierds, the generators of .the contlnuous ray \(t!) are

ldentified wfth the unbounded essentl-aIly self-adJolnt Segal fleld operators

(section X.7 of t38l)

oG)

which satisfy

-4 ta(g) + at6)l (8.e)

tO(g)ra(E)l- = L ln<!,!>l (on a dense domafn tn F) (g.10)

Fora6¡,

exp[Ícro ( E) ] exptico (!) I = exp [-% i o2 rr. g,g>1 I exp[ íoe (l) + ioo (g) ] (8. I t)

Thus' lJ(ç) r expliqo(ç)J provides a weyl system, conforming wíÈh

(8.S), provÍded

rn 15,g>t = - o-28(8,g.). (8.12)

For FermÍ-Dírac fields, the operators ÕG_), constructed. as in (g.9), are

bounded and self-adjoint, and satisfy

to(ag), o(aÐl+ = o2 *".g,E t (g.13)

R(L) = O(cg-) conforms with (8.6), provided

Re <!,!>1 = o-2s(E,g) . (g.14)

Since the above procedure of rigorous second quanÈization runs so

smoothly, we are motivated to ask which classÍcal systens (M, B (or s), c(t))
can be viewed as complex Hilbert spaces (H, ., tl) with unitary dynanics

C(t) arld with the inner product satisfying (8.12) or (8.f4). On classical

space M, there nust exÍst a complex structure J, a real linear operator
tsatisfying J- = - r. sÍnce 1å,ått must be a J-sesquilÍnear form,

<Jg,{>, = .!,ått . (g. 15)

Fron (8.12' 8. f4), this inplies that J must be slmplectic in the Boson case

and orthogonal in the Feruion case. The J-sesquilínearity conditfon

I'JË>l = i1Ë.,5>t then dete::nines 18,Ã>l unlquely as

€,grt = -c-2n(_q,Jg) - o-2in(g, ç¡ (Boson case), (g.l6a)

'-€-,Ë>t = a-2s(å,Ð - a-2rs(6,JÐ (Femion case) (g.r6b)

2
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In order that the above sesquillnear foru exÈends to a positLve defÍnite

lnner product, 1t is necessary that - cB(gr{) fs strlctly positlve (Boson

case) or that c > 0 (Fe:mfon case). I{e requlre that C(t) Ls a one paraneter

group of unitary transfornations * { = (M, J, .. r.tl). Thls condition

reduces to [c(t),J] = 0.

Given that fn M, there are no non-trívial l-nvariant vectors v such

that C(t)v = v and that C(t) has a positive generator on H, the unÍqueness

of J, when it exÍsts, is known fron the work of lleinless 196l, For the

Boson case, this result was rnade more expllcit by l<ay lgn. More recently,

sparzanÍ and Gallone [98] have proven that if there exÍsts any group

{C(g); g € G} of synplectic transformations ¡vhich is an irred.ucible G-

represenÈatlon on the real space such that C(g) are unftaïy on complex

space fl = (M, J, <'r'ÞI), then J is unique. For exampre, the real solution

space of the Kleín-Gordon equation (al - v2 +r2),0(ë.,t) = 0 carrÍes an

irreduclble unltarÍzable representatfon of the rrrfrorog.rreous restrÍcted

Lorentz grouP. Therefore, the unitarization can be effected by only one

complex structure J on M. Ttre existence of J for the Klein-Gordon system

is related to the unambiguous separatlon of [{ into particle solutions and

anti-particle soluÈions t911. However, in some cases, the couplex structure

J does not exist. For example, it has 1-ong been known [96] that unitariz-
atÍon of the l-nagfnary r¡ass KleÍn-Gordon equation (l.tø¡ is Ímpossible.

Although the existence or non-existence of J has been sett,led for isolated

cases, the existence problen still requires a general resolution, as poínted

out qulte recently by Gallone and SparzanÍ t9gl. lJe alm, in this thesÍs,

to Peg back the current le¿d of uniqueness results over exlstence resr¡lts.

To this end, we first discuss, in section 9, the problen for finite degrees

of freedom. Ttris restriction enables a simple and complete chaÌacterization

of the classical dynanical systems whlch are and are not rnitarizabLe. I,ltren

J fs rurique' IJe derÍve an expressÍon whfch enables its elçltcít constructíon.

To see how this can be extended to infinite degrees of freedom, J-t proves
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to be 1llun{natfng to flrst flnd an expqession for J 1n the FermLon case.

Thls fs done 1n sectfon 11. However, before that, ft is necessary to

discuss the Fernlon analogues of classical mechanics in Section 10.
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gEßrAgE I - @'IøLEE sm¡tqntaEs roB glr,pIrEcTIC I'IüAUICS

Glven a 2N-dinensl.onal synplectic space (MrB), a suiÈable choice of

basie {e..} reduces rhe synptectic fo:m B(Ë,E) to Ç,c!)r wirh c = tg -ll_il E_,_¿/, ,¡Lr¡ v _ 
lf OJ

I{e l¡'ish to find a cmplex structure j on M wtrtch allows M. to be viewed as

a complex llllbert space H(1), to be Ldentiffed with the single parricle

space in the Cook construcÈion. h M, there wÍll be speciffed a synplectic

dynamical flow

E(r) = "-GHt E(o) (9.r¡

The r¡nita rízing complex structure J, a linear operator on real space M,

must satisfy

J .I (9.2a¡

(e. 2b)

(9. zc¡

(e.2d)

TJ GJ

IJ, cH]

In the Cook construction,

t(t) = "t (E(r)) û'o

o(E(r)) úo

2

-GJ

c (from (8. f2,15))

0 (positiviry of rhe merric (8.f6a))

o (unitarity of .-GHt or, fl(I))

by (8.e)24

2
,4

,-â 2N
2 I Ev(O) [.HGt]

lúu
tH) vo

,,1lrt"-tntlru 
Eu{o) o(a) úo

Urv=l

,2N
= 24 ï tv(o) e-iHt o(q.,)

=l

(wtrere, .ln accordance H-ith (7.38), U = ¿ j
Iru=l

= ,4 "-tnt o(E(o)) "t". úo

iHr
e úo

tg) [-cHc]uv o(å))

In the case that H úo cr rJro with o e R, (9.3) becomes

r+(_ã(t) ) úo e-i(H{û). 
"+(å(o)) úo

(e. 3)
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and by the same reasoning, this extends. to n-particle space

r+{år(t)) ... a Ç(t)) rfo = .-i(H+o¡t rï{gr(o)) ... r+{q{o)),1,o

Before additlon of the vacuum eneTgy.cr, H may be seen to be the exact ana-

logue of the classical HamiLtonian

2N
H = L¿ t ît Z, where z G

v=1 uv

(z obey the C.C.R.)
u

7- for some arb e R.

I t(å)
u

rn a Hamiltonian system of one classical degree of freedom,

J e Sp(2,R) = SL(2,R) and J2 = - I.

Therefore, ,4

J=
t (ab-1)

-a

b

+ (ab-l )
(e.4)

Since J in this case is specified by only two real parâmeters, it is easy

to determine the conrmutant or ûc, to which J must belong, by (9 .2d), rt
l^

turns out that H must eirher be trivial (tt = 0) or definÍte (H > 0 or H < 0).

In these latter cases, the Hamiltonían H can be transforned by a synplecÈic

transformation Ëo that of a har-monic oscillator, H = t4(p2 * 
^2 

g.2).

EvÍdently, the other one dimensionaL systems, which rnust l-ie in the same

canonical class as either the free partlcle r¡ith seni-defínite Haniltonian
,

H = !4P', or the repulsive 'roscfllator" with indefinite HamiltonÍan

H = Þr(p2 - ^2 
q,2), cannot be unitar ized,. Thís rsas first exhibíted by

Sparzaní and Gallone [99]. lrrhen conslderÍng arbitrary finite degrees of

freedom, ext,ra compJ-exity arises because the frequencies (eígenvalues of

iGH) nay be nÍxed eomplex, not just pure Ím¡gÍ.nary as for the repulsÍ_ve

t'oscill-atortt, and even if the frequencies are real , ÍGû' may not necessarily

have a complete set of eigenvectors, due to the non-trivial Jordon canonical

blocks.

By the followfng result, the exi.stence of a unitarfzing complex

structure J for the symplectic one-parameter group c(t) = expl-cnt), ensures
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(9.2a'¡

(e.2b)

(9.2c)

the existence of sone unltarizing complex structure J, for exp(-GHrt) where

H ., is any member of the Bâme canonical orbLt as H.

Propositlon (9.5): Suppose th4È J 1s a complex structure which uni-

tarizes C(t) = exp(-Cttt) and that û, = CTûC *i.f, C e Sp(2N,R).I

Jr= -1c

Then

JC fs a complex structure whfch unitarizes cr(t) = exp(-GHlt).

I
J2 C=-IProof c

2
IJ

J, is a product of slmplectÍc matrices and is

therefore symplectic

-tG Jl = G C 'JC

= cT cJ c , by (r.14)

tc tt'Jtl = te cTûc,

> 0, since G J > 0 (by Sylvesterrs law of inertj.a)

-tc JCI

-t= [c * GHc, c ^Jc]

-l= c. IGH'J]C

=0
The following 1s a dÍrect consequence of (9.5):

(e.za)

Propositfon (9.6): Suppose rhar the dynanical flow !.(t) = exp(-cHt) g(0)

is stable. Then there exísts a r¡nitarizing conplex structure given by

J = C GC-I, where C ls the transformatiou, given intheoren (1. 26), foxwhich

C- HC is a symplecticdírect sr¡m of irreducÍbLe 2 x 2 couponents +skl, with

"k 
t o'

Proof: rf the given slmplectic flow ís stable, then by theorem (7.46),

fGH ts similar to a Hernitean matrix and therefore it must have real eigen-

values tsUr with correspondlng LÍnear elemeutary dÍvtsors s 1 sn of iGû - sn I.
From the canonfcal fo:ms listed in theorem (f.17), it Ís evident that thÍs
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ProPerty unl'quely deternl-nes the canonical orbit contalntng û. In particu-
lar, there exÍsts C e sp(2NrR) such that cTûc is a synplectic direct sr¡m

of 2 x 2 matrices tsnr wLth sn > 0. As l-n theorem (L.26), 1et c consist

of coltnns

Gt,...,\, JLt,...'&r)

where ëu = 2-tGL * gri)

\r= z-biGt - efi)

t;lwith r¡-* lndependent eigenvectors of -fGH corresponding to

positive eigenvalues s

*
v, .lL - \/. . lL
-1(' -rc -K -lC -i (which ls always possible [3J)

rt ¡(2) ís'a 2 x 2 marri* ar¿ û
(2) (2)

, the conditíons (9. 2a-ð,)

impose relations anong the maÈrix element" of .l(2), givÍng a solution
,(2) _ ^(2)v-l¡Ì , uhich is unique when no frequency si fs zero. It follows that

Ëhe complex structure whích unitarizes expt-cûrtJ, with û, = ct û c

n and no::malized so that

*

"kr

(2)

(2N)

(= slmplectÍc direct sr¡ln s I CII e
"Nr ), is

sI are s t b, b > 0. The eigenvectors correspond.ing

[ ; ]. 
The normarizaríon condition ís

rüe mây choose s = (2b)-!4. Eence, J = CGC-I,

That is,

(2)
s s

J
1

7,
b'0
ob\

=6(2), o c(2)ss

Hence, by proposj.tlon (9.6), J = cGc-l is a unit arízlng complex structure

for exp (-Cttt¡ .

As an exanple, for the harmonic oscillator, E =
b
0 , the element-

2

îl
ary divisors of -iGH -
ro b are sb = o 

[_lrJ =

VU* - r¡*u = -1, SO that

0 -b-'l

where Q =

J= b0 (e.7)
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In order to find the full class of 
. 
dynarnÍcal system.s for whfctr J

exists, as 1n the case of one degree of freedom, we shall first deduce the

structure of J and then flnd which elements cfr of the Lie algebra Sp(2N,R)

connute r¡ith J.

Prooos ítion (9.8): Every synplectfc complex structure satisfying
(9-2a-e) must bel-ong to the same synplectic conJugacy class as G.

Proof: Fron (9.2a,b), GJ = -JT c = (CJ)T

Therefore, the m¡tríx i = -c.l is synmetric and by (9.2c) r is posi-tive

definite. Therefore, by theoren (1.26), there exlsts a syuplectic rnatrix

c e sp(2N,R) such Èhat cTic = D = dias[sr,...¡s¡r 
"r,...,"N] for some

s. > 0 ; j = 1r...rN .
J*

T-1 -1ThereforerJ(=GK)=GC DC

I= C GDC by (1.13-ls) (e. e)

2 2Then J = -I implies (CO¡ = -I from which we deduce that s landD=I.j
-1Thus, (9.9) beco-es J = CGC , as required.

An alternative well-known proof (e.g. t97l) ís that gÍven any ñatrix

Jt satlsfylng (9.2), the system (MrJtr(',.>r) wittr..,.r1 defÍned as in
(8.16a), constitutes an N-dinensional complex llÍlbert space, whích ts

uníque uP to unÍtary equivalence. Given any two such complex structures J,

and Jr, Èhere must exist a transformation c on M such that for all E.M,

C Jf t = J2C t and C must be unitary fron (Mr<.r.tl) to (M,..r.r¡), with

<. r.)2 constructed from J' as in

¡¡<6,!>l = Jm<årå>2= -u-2 B(å,å),

(8.16a). Sínce

C must be symplectic.

Proposition (9.5) effectÍvely reduces the questfon of existence of J

to an inspecÈion of the canonicaL forns for i. This was conpleted in our

Paper [III]. Here, we shall demonstrate, by a ¡uore concise method, that J
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exlsts only ff i U.toog" to the Bame caqonical orbit as that of a collectfon

of lndependent subsystems rüith qâm{Itonlan 
"J 

= 0 or H, = tUþ3 + ,l +l),
wlth s. > 0. In an appropriate syrnplectlc basis, each variable g, exhibfts

simple harmonLc motion.

Proposition (9.10): Suppose that there exfsts a complex structure J

whích unitarizes c(t) = exp(-cir). Then û 
""r, be reduced, by a change of

synplectic basÍs, to a slmplectic direct sum of 2 x 2 components

-I or H.
J

00

000

10
Ej 2

j

Proof: Suppose rhar J sarisfies (9.2a-d).

By proposition (9.8), there exists c e sp(2N,R) such that c-l.rc = G.

By (g .2d) , IGû, c c c-11 = o

+ c-l tcû, c c c-llc 0

=à cEc, cl 0

+

-,|[c ^

tc crûc, cl 0 by (1.14)

+ tcT Hc, cl 0 (e. 11)

As dlscussed at the end of Section 7, the condltion (9.11) ensures that

iGcT ûc r" HemÍrean. Therefore, by (r. 14), c-I(icû)c is Herrirean. As

discussed in the proof of propositlon (9.6), this facÈ completely deter-

mines the canonical orbiËs to which H may belong and hence, proposition

(g.tO) ls established.

From proposirÍons (9.10) and (7.33), we obsenre that segal quantiz-

ation is restricted to the sane class of finite dimensional systens as

those whlch have a positive definfte heuristic sfngle node space. In this
senser Segal quantÍzation is a rLgotlzed version of heuristic mode space

quantization.
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l,le now proceed to solve a problen w.hfch is inverse to Ëhat of
propositlon (9.6). Namery, given a complex Hlrbert space (MrJr<.r.>1),

with (MrB) a 2N-dimensional real slmplectic space, the problem is to derlve

the quadratic Hamilronfans U ¿ ît.z for whlch exp(-cût) has a posiríve

definLte self-adJofnr generator on ,<ft.

Proposítíon (g.tZ): Let J= CCC-lw.ittr C e Sp(2N,R). Thenûsarisfies
(g.zd) if a¡rd only if û = CT

_tC', where

Proof: Suppose that J sarisfies (9.Za-d) .

As in (9.1I), [cTûc, c] = o. The matri* cTûc, being symetricr mây be

-1^
H

o

ûo = [l l] forsomeK=-KT,L=LT

, wiÈh L and M syrmetric. Then (9.11) inplies M = L

red. Ihe converse follows from (9.5).

Given an arbitrary synplectic conplex structure J, proposition (9.L2)

characterizes the LÍe algebr" {cû}, of a subgroup G, of sp(2N,R) which is
isonorphic to u(N). rn addition, a one parameter group of orthogonal

transfo¡:mations exp(Ât) on E2N is a subgroup of Sp(2N,R) n O(2N,R) Íf and

onry if Â = -cû = -ÂT for some real s5rnneari" û. This reduces ro i = -do,
where û^ frr" the fo:m specified in proposftion (g.L2). Sinceo

-ccûo cT = cT-1{-cno)cT, by (r.14), if c e sp(2N,R), the Lie argebra

{ctt}, 1s isomorphíc Èo that of sp(2N,R) n o(2N,R). conbining rhis info:n-
ation with (4.20-2L), the relevant chaÍn of group enbeddiogs which we have

encountered so far ís

G, = U(N) = Sp(2N,R) nO(2N,R) < Sp(2N,R) = Sp(2N,R) nU(N,N)

= U(N,N) / (t+.5) < U(N,N) (e. 13)

If tÍme evolurion exp(-GHt) = exp(-Jt-JcHlt) ts to have a posirlve

definite self-adJoint generator -JGH on H , rhen by (8.16a), -cJ(-JcH) >0

(e. t4)+ H>0

(1)
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Comblning this with proposition (9. 12),

-ttHc
o

c I

K
L

H

^with H
o

L
-K

>0;L=L T ,K=-KT

+P *ûor>0, + II
.iI 1IwlthP=2

+ L-IK oì
r+iKJ

>0
0

c(t) = exp(-cHt) has a positive definite self-adjoint generator on

ff(l) - (MrJr..,.r1), wiÈhJ=.GC-I, Íf andonlyif û=c Il IJ.t,
wiËh L and K the real and imagÍnary parts of a positive definite Heraltean

matrix.

In propositÍon (9.0) we have an explicft construction of the complex

structure J for any unitarizable one-parâmeter symprect,ic group exp(-cût).

The explicit determinatÍon of J which allows quarltization according to

Femí-Dírac statlstÍcs will be more easily generalized to lnfinite degrees

of freedon a1d thís will shed some light on Bose fÍelds. Therefore, the

next section l-s devoted to the Fe::nion analogues of classical mechanics.
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sEcrroN 10 - lEB FEax'frG{rc ÁNAI.OGIIE 0F cLAssrGAL uEcBAt¡rcs

Before !üe can dlscuss quantizatLon accordÍng to Fernf-DLrac statLstfcs,

we need to deflne the classÍcal analogue of a Bystem of Fernfons. In fact,

Ëhere 1s more agreenent on the strucËure of the quantlzed Femlon system .

than on that of fts classical cor¡nter?art, which must be.deduced. as

discussed fn Sectlon 8, there l-s a weLl-defined abstract C* algebra A of

classical observables which follows straight from the c.A.R. (9.3), which

reflect the Fe:m1-Dirac statistics. usuall-y, Ín praetÍce, there Ís a

dlstinguished conjugatfon on single particle space fl(l), for example,

charge conjugation on the solutíon space of some wave equation. Then the

N-dimensional space H(1) may be identified with a 2N-dinensionar real space

V e V, with U the real space of self-conjugate elements of H(1).

Now we define the self-adjolnt operators

z(s e 
=) 

= []Jt ,"t *'tG) -ita(g] -.+q9l (r0.r)

for all g, v e [/.

rn thfs section, we do not assr¡me fi = 1, sÍnce we need to consider a

classLcal ltnit h + 0. In Shale-Stlnespring form [84], the C.A.R. become

tz(g e y), z(g' e -r')J+ = frI[te .g, g'rl + R" .g, ]lttll . (f0.2)

The operators Z(u e v) and r, obeyÍue z(!-e g)+ = z(g e v) and (10.2),

generate the clifford c* algebra A over real Hilbert space (U,s) e (U,s) ,

with s(g, g') = Re <g, ll'>l . When dfr fl(I) = g[ ç -, by a suitable

choice of basis {glr...r-e,2¡}, (u,s) e (u,s) nay be taken to be Euclidean

"p"". E2N. The C.A.R. reduce ro (4.3) and

lzr' zu)* i6 I ( 10. 3)uv

where ZU = ,9r)

(f0.1) may then be expressed Z = Pc_, as in Section 4.

The dynamics of a lÍnear system of Femíons fs specifted by a quadratic

FemÍon Hamiltonian of the form (4.t¡. Then, the Heisenberg time



evolutLon Dåy be aeen to be a contl-nuous one-parameter group of c.A.R.

Bogolfubov transformations as ln (6. f).

2N

100.

(r0.4)e cle i
lHr -fHr I -lrDte

v=1
u _t

0tv
uv

where H =, t o, c * real constant (fron Section 4)

( 10 .5a)

+whereA=-ÍPD P (real anti-syumerric, by (+.49b)) (10.5b)2

Therefore, substituÈing in (10.4),

= Uí Z' A Z + real constant

&
a=P'z

iHr -iHr 2N1

ul, [' 
to]uu 

',e z
u

e

or z(t) e
IA z(o) (10.6)

By analogy with Boson systems, we shall asstme that the self-adjoínt
generators Zu correspond to classical- Fernionic phase variabl"" ,u, which

are self-conjugate with respect to sone fr¡nda.mental complex conjugatlon

and that anti-cor¡mutators correspond to symetric brackets of the general-

ized Polsson'type

{f, I^1, g} f.
6 +

â
(10.7)z

u

w
u vðz oÞ

v
a

s)'metric Poisson brackets were flrst introduced by Martin t1001, in thÍs

very context of Fe¡mí-Dirac quantízation. Later, Duffin [10] introduced

rhe ptus-Poisson bracker t" = [? ä] in (10.7)) rn order ro exÈend

Ilaniltonian mechanics to disstpative systems. The general poisson bracket

was then moulded into the dífferential geoneÈric framework by llroz-Víncent

t 10il.

If we adhere to a strÍct Femionic analogue of the DÍrac correspondence

ruJ-e for linear observables, we have

lev zr, Ev zul* = f, {Çl tv, I,l, 6v zu} (10.g)

for all E, E. n2N
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Then by (10.3), I{ = I . The bracker' appearing in the Dirac

rule and fn (10.8) are respectively tmagÍnary skew-sJrmetrÍc

(ïù = -iG = [-Ï I J, and reat syrnrnerric (t{ = r) and rhese rake a specral

signiflcance in the work of Droz-Vfncent tfOIl. In the generaLlzed,

classicar meçhanics involving the Poisson bracket {f, wr.'g}, a couplex cl
fr¡nction f.(z) of the real phase variables defines a Hamlltonian vector

field
0 (I,rI, f )

af â

ðz àzvu
I^I

uv t (10.e)

which generates a phase flow. Droz-VÍncentrs fundarnental transfom 0 Ís

defined by

00(W' f) = 0(I,ü, f*) (t'.lo)

rt turns out 0 is an adjunction over the operations of cornmutatíon or anti-
commutation if and only if I.I is llemi-tean, a ciretmst,ance which is satisfied

by I{ = -ÍG or [rI = I.

The symmetric bracket (10.7), with I{ = r, is presenred by the group of

real orthogonal transformations, whieh will be the group of linear canon-

Ícal transformations for the Fermi-onic phase variables z.

From (10.5),

år{t) = Âuu zu(t) (1o.rr)

= rl|r lH, zl . (10.12)

However, íf we asstme that the classical phase varlables zl a:re ordinary

con'muting varÍables, then the the classical Hamiltoni art L"i t O t_ corres-

ponding to (10.5a) must vanish, because of the anti--symnetry of Â. To

avoid thÍs difficulty, tùe may take zu to be antl-cornmutlng first order

elements of a Grassnann algebra

l"r, "ul+ = 0 110. f3)

The Grassmann technique was first ernployed tn this way by I'fartin tI00l.
Also, Casalbuoni tl02l poinÈed out that thls Grassnann algebra is the

classical (h + 0) lfnÍt of the quantuñ mechanÍcal Cllfford algebra (10.2)



and then proceeded to develop the technlque further.

fteld theory were ^de by Berezin and Marinov t1031.

I02.

Other applicatfons to

The Grassmann variables themselves have no numerfcal signlficance and

therefore do not contrlbute to physl-cal predictions until quantization is

effected. However, the Grassmannian algebra of classical observables

supports a naÈural deflnition of spÍn t 1031 and facÍlitates the construction

of the quantum mechanl-cal propagator via a simple one to one relationship

with a Grassmannian path integral whích is analogous to the Feynman path

integral- in nany ways [103, 100b].

The cl-assical- analogue of (10.11),

z (t) Â
uv

z (t)

...I + ...

(10. 14)

(r0. r5a)

(r0.lsb)

( I0 . 16a)

(10.17)

u

can noliü be fornulated as a generalÍzed llamÍltonian equation
<-+

å,,(t) = -í {2,. r, H} = -í 2,, *# " ,u u- - u orv , 
v

¡¡here

H=iz z

In (10.15), the l-eft and right derfvatives are defined on monomials by

[103, 97aJ :

È = [ô

Au u\) v

àz
U

z z^z0þY

*tdd
à. A=vu

vcl

ãã-A" A"uv

tg'\ ...1 - [roðußry

ßv
z^ô )-1...2 ô

Cl Þ0,V '^(

z I +... (ro. r6b)
ct

Definitíon (10.16) is extended linearly to polynonials. From (10.f6) it

follows that

+-
a¿ e 

- 
= 1... Z'B's àz'v

If the varlables zu rùere ordinary nunbers, it would follow from the argu-

ment of Duffin [10] that every Poisson bracket-preservlng canonical trans-

fomation must be linear, while ordinary skew-symetric Poisson bracket

'npchanics is noÈ so restricted. However, Dufffn thrlce r¡-sed the identlty



v u

{, 2
J

and creation operators.

relatlons

{f, I, g}

('j t ",**'
L= 2'í("j trr**,

The variabl-es rþ. , nn obey symetríc bracket

¿2
ðz

u
zv

r03.

(10. 18)

( I0 . 19a)

(10. r9b)

a

which must be repl-aced by (10. 17) when Grassmann varlables are employed.

Duffinrs argumenÈ would then mereJV.esta!.lJ-sh Ju = Jv, rather than

J, = -Ju - g (Jv being the derivatfv"s f J of the Jacobian marrix J
v

of a canonical transformation). ThLs further supports Èhe vler¿ that an

exact Femlon analogue of the classical observable algebra is achÍeved

only wlthln the Grassmann framework.

Now the symneËric bracket appearing ln (10. f5) can be related to the

plus-Poisson bracket. To see thÍs, we first defíne conplex classlcal

variables
-k

1T.
J

L üj

In ordinary Hanlltonian mechanics, the Poisson bracket. was extended

línearly to complex functÍons by Strocchf t1041, who for¡nd it convenient

to have classÍcal analogues for Èhe non-self-adjoint Boson anníhilation

{út, I, nt} = i ôuk , (10.20)

Q = {,lro, r, {,O} = {nu, I, nk} ,

which correspond to the C.A.R. among conJugate non-Hemitean Fe:nlon fields.

Now
<-.>_Ðâ+-'èzèzËuu
raú,f

"Li- E d

' ârln azu I ¡ ,nn

Antl 
IArl,o

-, 

t-

àz I laz
UJL U

+
â

ãÇ
.â*o i 'l

s*arua'1tl

=i[.ã ã-,8 ã f I= i. 
|.t q* r * t q* rl , by (lo.te) (10.21)

= Í {frg}+, , the plus-Poísson bracket with respect

toj[andn.
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Therefore, the Fe:mlonic correspondence.rule (lo.g) nay be e:çressed

lEv zv, tu zul+ = t, {tu ,u, r, tv "v}

= ifi {r, "r, Ev zu}*, , (Lo.z2)

whtch nolt aPPears to be exactly analågous to the Dirac correspondence rule
for ordinary Poisson brackets [105].

The canonical foms for the GrassmannÍan llamiltonlan (10.I5b) are

detemined by representative" Â of the conjugacy classes of Èhe Lie algebra

consisting of real skew-sSrmetric matrices, which generate the orthogonal

group o(2NrR). rt is well-known that these conjugacy classes are

completely determined by the positlve eígenvalues or rÂ. Therefore, we

may choose the canonical forms to be of the type

td1

,M
0

A
o 0-(0

0

(10.23)
L

-LûM

where o. : j = 1r..., M are the posltive eigenvalues of fÂ.
J

1o construct the rxritarlzing complex structure J described in Section 8, we

will need to explicitly construct an orthogonal transformatlon C ¡¡hich

reduces A to A
o

since iA is Hernitean and purery inaginarY, it follows that

iAv r¡lV<¡iAy* = -ry* (10.24)

2NLet Â- _ be subspaces of Ct¡-ro spanned by eigenvectors of íA corresponding

respectively to positive, negative and zero eigenvalues. Since íA is

c2N .

0

uÂ
o

He:mitean, A* u A



Lenrma (10.25): There exists a basls {Vl ,..., Jì{} for A*, such that

{YT,..., gfll ls a basl-s for Â-.

105

Proof: Obtained directly froni (10.24).

From Lenmn (10.25),

dín. 
^

2N-2M (M = din. 
^+) 

, which Ís even.o

Len¡ma (10.26): There exisÈs an orthonormal basis of real vectors for A

Proof:
^

and By (10.24)
o

Define

o

Let !ü. €_I

WTeÂ
-Io

"t

Yt

Consider ZL. ,,,.

-,K. = 2'(ZtJ - '=2

z-'4 l"rl-t (w, + gf¡

= -z-%íl"rl-t (gr - gî)

I^I, # 0_I

xt and Y, are real vectors in ao and at least one of Èhem is non-nu11.

From xrr !l , r\re no!¡ choose zL to be a non-nuIl real unit vector. This

procedure may be reiterated. Given nutually orthogonal real unit vectors

Lt,...,ZreÃo, choose

l_

Z2a Eiven by 1-ema (10.26). IÞffne

$..1 . Ao n {Zt ,.. ., z.r}

By the above procedure, construct Xr+l ard yr+l and choos" L*t
Eventually, thls Gram-schnidt process produces a basis of 2(N-M) real unit
vectors for A

o

Lernrna (LO.27): In Âo , there exists an orthonormal basis

{8r,..., å, ;4,..., tsT} (L = N - M)

Proof:

J-I + i Zzi) for j = 1,"',L'
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By lemas (10.25, 26), there exlsts fn c2N, an orÈhonomal basls

{Ir,..., q' i 8r,...,5, ¡ Iq,...,IT ; S,...,IT} ( r0. 28)

such that

r Â v. = -r,¡. vî
-J J_J

Define U to be the r-rritary matrix wÍth coltmns given by the above vectors

in the order specified in (10.28)

I (10.2e)

where

fAV.a

iÂr._J

utiÂu =

>0V.a o.
J

KT-a 0A

(¡) .
J

f

D

diag. [ur1r. .. , 0M, or. . . ro, -\r..., -rl]

Furthermore, U D U l_ A . whereo-I t

-1 -t_

2-a -1
-1

-1

Combining (10.29) and (10.30),

A
o

DI
I

1 ( 10. 30a)

(10.30b)

( 10 . 3la)

(r0.31b)

-a
l_

UI

a

c
I

cA

where c = Wt (with U and U, unitary, defíned above)

c-l is obviously unitary and the columns of c-l "r" -z-u<yf+ v,3),

-2-'q * å) , -2-ui(q - vl) ana -z-biq - tsf), wti.h are real.
-ITherefore, C and C are real orthogonal.

By proposirions (4.27b) and (4.49b), the reduction of an arblÈrary real
skew s¡zrmetric matríx Â to tt" canonical torr Âo, is equÍvalent to the re-
duction of a Fernlon dynanr.car matri x D, e n| 

"tn 
diagonal form

ÍP Ao P = diag. [olr.. . rr"rOr... rOr-oMr. . . r-ol] by a C.A.R. Bogoliubov

transforo'ation ? = pt cP. Diagonalization of quadratic Femion Hamiltonians
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ls posslble Ín the generar case, even tþough thls fs not true for the

quadratic Boson Eamíltonfans.
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Let å, ! be arbttrary elemenrs of n2N and let zr(t) be classfcal phase

varÍables. A generalfzed poisson bracket {., I{, .} defl.nes a bllinear
fo¡m

w(-E' 
-9.) {tu "u(o), w, tu zu(o)} (r t. 1)

u
f^I

uv

In the case that I,I ls skew-syrnmetric and non-singular, w is a synplectic

fom and (R2N, w) is a real synplectic space. For systems of finite
degrees of freedom, rüe may assume that w(g, E) = (!, G E), as in section 9.

In the case that [J is symetric and non-singular, rr is an inner product and

(n2Nr,o) 1s a real Hilbert space. Türen zu(t) are anti-conrmutÍng Fer-nionic

phase varÍables, wuu nay be taken to be ôuu, 
"" fn secËion r0, and w

reduces to,the lnner product on real Euclidean 
"pr"" E2N.

Fron (10.5) and (10.15), the Grassmannian ll¡niltonian

H=htt oz (11.2)

is the classicar analogue of the quadratic Ferrion Hamiltonían

tt=r¿otDzc,wirh Dz=íp+Âp. (11.3)

I'herefore, quantization should achleve a Fer-nion f,¡mif¡q¡{an of the fom
(11.3) from the classÍcal- dynanical ratrix Â. All nr:mber-changing te¡¡ns¡
++

"u "u and au av can be removed from (11.3) by a c.A.R. Bogoliubov trans-
for¡ation. I^Iith the llaniltonian in this form, single particle space, in
the Fock representation, is time-invaríant. rn the segar approach, one

begins trith a real- Hilbert Space U which is complexÍfied fn such a way

that the orthogonal dynanics, å(t) = "-At 5(0) on U, becomes the r.rnitary

dynamics on complex single partlcle space H(1). since quantlm statístLcs

is a many body concept, there should be no a-priori nethod for determinfng,

from the sÍngle particle dynami.cs alone, whether quantfzatÍon should

proceed accordi.ng to Bose etatistfcs or to Ferni-Dirac statl-stics. In the

case that u is finite dimensional, rüe can not even Ínvoke the spin-

e tu
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statietics theorem for non-trLvial (necessartly fnflnLte dinenslonal)

rePresentatlons of the LorenÈz group. Ttrerefore, if a real orthogonal

transformatfon Ls the correct Fernionlc analogue of a real synplectic

canonÍcal- trensfomation, then thg slngle partLcle dynamics resulting fron

a nrnber conserving HamÍltonlan (11.3), should be both o.rthogonal and

synplectic' so that quantlzation can proceed according to elther stat,istics.

Tle verify below that this is indeed the case.

A natrix A generates a one parameter group of transformations in
sp(2N,R) n 0(2N,R) rt Â is skew s¡rmerric and cÂ is syrnnerric. Thar Í.s,

,withKT=-KandLT=L. (11.4)

PropositÍon (11.5): If a quadratic Fernion Haniltonian or a quadratic

Boson llernífgsnian is nr¡mber-conserrring, then the correspondÍng classical

L
K

K
L

A

dynamiear matrix A = Í p(Dù or GH = G p(Dì, as'defÍned in (4.26),

generates a one paraneter subgroup of Sp(2N,R) n 0(2N,R)

Proof: (a) Let H be a nr¡mber-conserving quadratic Femion Eamiltonian.

E

with
Az

¡
P,

-Ai ; Lz= Atr

A

D2
0

2

ïhen the correspondÍng dynamicat rnatrix is

-TP D

'øsl oro,

l-

L

0

-r< t ^z- 
oT

-i(^2+^T)

i(A2+At)

^z- ^T

which conforms to (11.4), slnce Or= 4 .
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(b) Let H be a nr¡mber-conserfüing quadratic Boson Hs,niltonlan.

with

H

D

'cgr+ nro,

Ai

-GPrlP+

[;'

0

I

Then the corresponding generator of classical time evol_ution ls

-GH

-4i
or-oT
-r(AI+AT)

i(A1+AT)

(A1 - AT)

which conforms to (11.4), since AI

Given a one-Parameter continuous group of orthogonal transformations
ATC(t) = " , the unitarizing complex structure J nust satisfy

AÏ

2J = -I (J is antÍ-involutory) (11.6a)

JTJ = I (J is orrhogonal, fron (g.I4, l5)) (lf.6b)
and [.],À1 = 0 (unirary of c(r) or, fl(l)) (11.6c)

unlike the Boson case, fron (8.16b), the inner producÈ <.r.)l or, fl(l) i"
already positive definite. rt turns out that in order to specify J

uniquely, rüe can add a fourth conditÍon

.lÂ t g (posÍtívity of the single partlcle Hamilronian) (ll.6d)

To find the necessary and suffícient conditions on Â for Ëhe exlstence of

J, we shall first reduce Èhe problem to an exanination of conjugacy

classes for O(2N,R).

ProposÍtion (11.7): Suppose that J is a unítarizing complex structure

for exp(At) and that A, = c-l Âa, *r.f, C e 0(2N,R). Then J, = C-l JC is a

uniÈarizÍng complex structure for exp(Ârt).

Proof:

(1r.6).

rt is straightforward to show that Jr, as deflned, satisfies
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Proposition (1I.8): GÍven any real 2N x 2N skew-symmetric matrix A,

there exists J satlsfying (11.6). I,Ie may take J = CGC-1, where

G

2

0

-ûJM

where the real orthogonal matrix C, is given by

o-r
IO

c

c

0-1 0 0

-1 0

and C ís the orÈhogonal transformation, constructed

I
Aexplicitly Ín Section 10, which réduces A to the canonical form Ao

of (10.23) .

Proo5:. ltith A reduced to the form Ao, it ls easily verifÍed that J = G

is a solution to (10.23a-d). Then we apply proposition (11.7) to achieve

a soluËion J = CGC-l in Èhe general case.

In order to discuss the uniqueness of J, it is convenient to reduce

A to an alternative canonical form

I
-url 0

c c

(¡)0

0

-(¡)

ûJ

02

,M

0
ctÂó

Ic;
1

A

0
0

1 00
010

0

(11.e)

(11. 10)

0

0

-1

-1 0
-1

0II 0
I 0 0

I

I
I

; AHence, A c3' where C
3

c ct (rr. I r)



rn the orthonolmal basis in which Â = Â, , the dynanical gro,rp .Aa

deconposes accordlng to

Ar'
e

I ur, to, irM
@ ... 0 e 'o', r(2P)

tobe+

LL2.

(r1.12)

(r 1. r3)

-1
0

-iwhere
0

and P = lìf - M, so that 2p fs the nullity of A.

Henee, the original Grassmann d¡rnemtcal system has been reduced to a

collection of lndependent Fermi oscillators [100a] plus a subsystem on

whích the dynamics is triviar. rn thís iasÍs, the most generar conprex

structure sarÍsfylng (11.6a-c) is

J
(2)
I (2)

J
2

foo, = [t

J
1

where

.(2)uM

J(2P)

k = 1r..., M ,
,(2)tk 0-1

10+ ,

(2P)and J is any orthogonal conple>< structure of order 2p.

The unlqueness of J, follo¡¡s after we Ímpose trúo extra conditions,

flrstly that no non-trÍvíal time-invari.ant vectors exlst and secondly the

requlrement (f1.6d) that the single particle HamiltonÍan is positive

definite. rn (11.13), the first condition ensures that p = 0, so that
J(2P) Ís nor considered. The second conditton tot"." .f{2)

(o
l.r ,

as opposed to -

rn the orËhonormal basis {å,..., g2u} in which o = Ào and J = G,

the constructed complex Hilbert space í(1) r" (R2N, G), wlth inner product

defined as in (8. r6b). In the Fock-cook representation over fl(l), we have

0-1
10



a(5.) a*(5r) . .. ¿:t9,) to

n

I <5, -6.i>r (. n. a*(l¡)) üg" k+J

j+t

I t3.

(l 1. 14)

No¡¿ for all r = lr...rN, Gg, =åqf_

Therefore, a(ål+r) = a (c e,r)

= -i " G=) , using (11.14) and <.,G.tl = 1<.,.>l

In this way, the Segal procedure produces a vacuun representatj-on of the

C.A.R. fn whÍch there are defined N conplex linearly independent annihil-

ation oPeraÈors, thereby constructing a concret,e representation of the

Fermion systems discussed in Section 4, from their classÍcal counterparts.

I'rle shall nor¡ solve a cerÈain problem which is inverse to that of

proposition (11.8). Namely, gÍven a flnite dimensional complex Hilbert

space (H(t)r(','>1) whieh is obtaíned from a real Hilbert space v vra a

complex sÈructure J, whích classical quadratic Grassmann Harniltonians give

rise, in the Segal procedure, to a positive definite self-adjoint generator

of ti-me evolution o., H(I)z

(- 1)
j I

Lernma (11.15): Suppose that J is an orthogonal complex structure on

E2N. Then there exísts an orthogonar transfo:mation c such that

c-lJc = c = tg -11- tr oj

Proof: since J2 = -r and JT J = r, J is skew-s¡rmnetrÍc, JT = -J.

Therefore, as in Section 10, we nay explicitly construct an orthogonal

matrix C such that
u) I

c-1 (-J) c -(¡ I

-'N

,N
i ,j>0 (r1.16)
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However, since J2 =-Ir ,J=l forallj

-1Hence, (I1.16) becomes C JC G.

ProposiËfon (fl.17): Suppose that J is an orthogonal complex structure

or, E2N. rt.r, Â sarisfies condirÍons (11.6c) and (ll.6d)'if and onry if
; = a 

[-l kJa-t , r,riÈh c the orthogonal matrfx of ter'na (11.15) and L,K

the real and lmaginary parÈs of an arbitrary posÍtive defj-nite Hernitea¡r

maÈrix L + iK.

proof : From lenrm¡ (II. 15) ,

J = CGC-I , wiËh C e o(2N,R),

Then conditlon (f1.6c) becomes

-l,[ccc ^, A] = 0

[G, c-l Âcl 0<t

€ c 'Ac
t_l

Fr
[-r.

The additional positlvity condition (11.6d) i_s

forsomeK=-KT L=LT

-1c > 0 (ass"m'íng (11.18))

II
-íI iI

(1r.18)

(rr.1e)

lr
[ -r.

<Ð cG

JA>O

L
K

-1 -L
-K

L+ÍK O

O L-iK

L+iK > 0

?>0 (with P=2

>0€

e

G

P

L
K

K
L

ï

-L
-K

K
-L

>0

K

-L
-4

)

I.Iith J known, the Grassmann HaniltonÍan, discussed in section r0, must

have the fom \r ¿ Â,, , wirh Â having the ove srrucrure.
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The reader nay recall that our motl-vation for solving the exlstence

problen for J (Fe::rnlon) at thfs polnt lras that the solution extends readily

to lnfinfte degrees of freedom and this sheds light on the extensfon of

existence results for J (Boson) tg infinite degrees of freedom. According-

ly, we nor¡ recast proposition (1I.8) in a more suitable form.

i-tion (11.20): Suppose thaÈ A is a real 2N x 2N skew symetric

matrix. Then lf J is the orthogonal component in the polar decompositíon

of -4, J saÈísfies (11.6a-d).

Proof: Since -Â t" skew s¡rnrmetric, Èhe orthogonal factor in the polar

deconposiÈÍon of -Â t" a complex structure (e.g. Manuceau in tl06l). From

well--known results on the polar decompositíon, J satisfies all conditions
(11.6). Ii can be verífied that this agrees with out prevíous solution
(I1.8) for J.

_r4

J -rÂr Âl

-r-t2l
_r4

-t-c

A

;2
o c

A

-I l
_t4

c . with A as ín-o-1

-C diag.tlrrl-1,...,1 -1(¡) t

A
o

c

t... t

( 10. 23)

I(¡

(r1.21)

(1r.22)

c-1A
ol

m
-1,1

m

cGc-1 ín agreement rüith (11.8).

In the case that A is a skew s5nmetric operator on a real ltilbert space

(u,s), the polar decomposition is stilr well-defined through spectral

theory. The spectral theory ln real llilbert space follows from the more

familÍar spectral theory in conplex Hilbert space.

Theorem (11.23): Let M be a self adjolnt operator on a separable real
Hilbert space (Urs). Then there exist,s a unique spectral function E(À)

such that (1) for all À, E(À) ís a self-adjoint projecrion on u.

E(À)T=E(À)=E(À)2
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(2) E(À) E(u) = E(ntn{À,ü}), E(-) = I - n(--¡ = 1

@

(3) t'l = À d E(À) , convergtng f.n the strong topology

(4) llm E(t) = 81"¡+t+s'

I

Proof: Define a complo< structure ( =
o
I

-I
o

onUeU

The usual inner product ({,1,01) * @2,02) between elements v = út e ûz

and Õ = 0l @ 0, wíll be donoted (V,0). Defj-ne a K-sesquilinear form

<Yr 0> (v,0) - f(Y, KÞ) (r1.24)

Ís a K-conjugation, since

for all arb e R . (1 1. 2s)

Since <YrY> = (VrY), the elements of. V @ V, furnlshed wiÈh complex

structure K and inner producÈ (.¡.), constit.tt" å complex llilbert space Uc.

Uc fs egui.valent Ëo the extension of. V to the complex field by the fomal

root i of -1, wÍth S extended sesquilfnearly.

In the follorr1ng, Íf A is an operator on U, e[2] w:-tt denoÈe A e A.

Since u[2] r" self-adjoint on Uc, the spectraS- theory for complex ltilbert

sPace tells us that there e-ísts a uníque conpl-ex spectral functlon F(À)

0
-I

I
o

C(a+bK)Y=aCY-bKdY

such Èhat l dF(À).Mt2l

@ o

since crlzl c=M l2f À CdF(À)C = r d F(r)

Therefore, c F(À)c = F(À) , by uniqueness of the spectral function. That

1s, r(À) = [ttá^' nr?u J 
, witrr ,r,r{^) specËral functions on u.

However, rüe must have Er(À) = E2(À), othenríse F(À) could be replaced by

[n2 (r) o I
l-"d 

' rlir) J ' contradicting unlqueness of F'

,
t
)
4 -æ
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Therefore, !1

æ

E(À) nust be unique, othervise 1t would be easy to construct two different

epectral functlons ttrr{^) for the self-adjoint operator u[2] onuc .

Proposftion (LL,24>: Let C(t) - exp[-AtJ be a one parâmeter group of

orthogonal transformaÈions on a real separabre HÍrbert space (Urs). rf
zero does not belong to the point spectrum of Â, then C(t) ray be unitarízeð.,

with the complex structure J given by the orthogonal factor ín the polar

decomposition of -4.

Proof: fÂT Âl-L 1s r:nfquely defined as a real sel-f-adjoínt operaror,

via Èhe functional- calculus based on theorem (r1.23). Therefore,

tÂT Âl-L eT i" a real operaror which, by rhe werr-known rheory of rhe

polar deconposi-tíon, satisfies all condftíons (1I.6).

Since iA ís a sel-f-adjoint operator on Uc,

the rrnique spectral function for iÂ on Uc.

Then ; = -t-Â21
-,

-4

A

= it (iÂ)21 iA

iA À d E(À), where E(À) is

(1 1 .2s)

o

æ

.r-=tj
ñ 

dE(À)

J=i(I-2E(0))
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sBqtrqr t2 - @,ÍPLH STRIIGI'IIRES FOR BOSB qÛANTIZATTON OF CIÂSSrear. tr{rH¡Ds

rn this section, the classicar real elmplectic apace (MrB) will be

assuned t,o be of a special type. Nanely, M w11_1 be a real Eilbert space

wlth fnner product (grt) and rhe slmplecttc forn wil1 be

B(a,å) = G,cå) , (r2.I)

where G 1s a pre-detemined skew adjoint complex structure on lvl. As dis-
cussed Ín Sectlon 9, thÍs assumption can always be made for fínite degrees

of freedom. In addition, familiar infÍnite synplecËic systems such as the

Klein-Gordon system can be lntegrated into this framework t9Il.

The dynamics of a classical system may be víenred as a contlnuous one-

Parâmeter Ejoup of synplectic transfornatíons C(t). In the terminology of

Section 5, C(È) is a group of iG-unitary transformations. Itrerefore, if
c(t) is strongly continuous, c(t) = exp(-tcû), by an exÈension of stoners

theorem to indefinÍte inner produet space tl0gl.

In finite degrees of freedom and wlth û > 0 the d.ynamies is stable, by

theorpm (L.26). Proposition (9.6) then gives the unique solutlon for J.

rf we write the generator -cû of c(t) "" Â, rùe can verify that (LL.2z)

rem¡ins valid, as in Èhe Felrulon case.

J -t-e l A
2 -\

o

(t2.2)

l-cu e"l-å r"
ï-l ^ -lt-cc- E c ^

o

(r¡ith C and Ho as ln (t.26))

t-ccu c-I ccû c-1
+ -l (since C, CT e Sp(2N,R))CG

-A r-1 ^ -rGC*HC'

A
o

c diag.tl"r,...,l""l-t,l"tl-t,...,1"* tl

HCl

GC
T

o

1^
Ho c-tl

o

o

cGc -1
t in agreement wirh (9.0¡.

c-1
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Ïhe expressLon (L2.2) for J fs not .sl-rnp1y the orthogonal component fn

the polar decomposition of Â, 
"" 

ln the Femfon case, slnce

Âr Â = tcû>r cû = frrcrc; = û2 ,

which ls not necessarily equal to (Cn) 2 , sÍnce û ¿o"" not necessarfly com-

mute with G. However, IGH ls self-adjoint with respect Èo the lndefinite

metric (.,tG.). Therefore,

(GH)
+(i cH) iGH

rr,"." Â* denoÈes the adjoinÈ -G A
T G of A, wlth respect to the indefiníte

metric. Hence, rùe recover an expression similar to (lf.21).

J -rÂ+ (12.3)

J ls the (pseudo) orthogonal component in the polar deconposÍtfon of an

operator ori Krein space. To extend this resul-t to infinite degrees of

freedom, we shall use the spectral theory in Krein space, which r¡as

presented. in Section 5. In the applications to Ëlassical meehanics, we

are concerned wíth real synplectic transformations on a real classical

space. ÛJe need to modlfy the spectral theory for complex KreÍn space to

acco'r'modate a reaJ- synplectlc space. lhe followíng resulÈ achÍeves the

simultaneous canonical reducÈion of a strictly posíËive real- self-adjoint

operator H and a real skew-symetric conplex structure G.

ProposiÈion (L2.4): Let (fl,(.,.)) be a real separable Hílberr space,

G be a skew adjolnt complex structure on fl and û U" " self adjoint operator

on H such Èhat for some e > 0, H - eI is strictly positlve. Then there

exists a dense nuclear space N . fl , such Èhat the dual fil' of N conÈains

a basis {ûo; a e S} u {ú!; c e Si (S nay be considered to be a set of

2

^-14^A]A

specrral Lndices) in wtrich simul-raneousty @ = [? å] and

with D positive definite dÍagonal.

fl= o
D

D

0
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Proof: rn the foJ-lowtng, the complex structure K on H e fl, the K-

eesqufllnear form (.r.) onfl @ fl, the complex llflbert space tlc, the conJug-

atlon c arrd the operator R[2] = A @ A , wirl be defined as in the proof of

propositlon (1f.23)

The involurion n = Kc[2] = [: 
-S] is setf-adjornr on fl€. Derine a

strictly ¡-posltive operator M = nntzl. M satlsfÍes all requirements

given ln proposirion (5.L2).

Therefore, there exists ¡-orthogonal subspaces Hf such that

(1) <., t n.> ls positive definite on Hf

(2) There exist dense nuclear spaces ñt . ffÏ such that the dual

spaces ñl contain bases t-flt of eígendisÈriburions of M

satisfying

" 
-{=,ì = 

"(r,¿) 
vi,¿ wirh

In'lo

t . -ftì , r *li]U,' = ôk,k, ô(r, -rt),

,t'[iì=-cMY (+)
k'&

= _ nn*(k,&) c yfl .

(L2.5a)

( 12. sb)

(r2.5c)

Now

(12.6)

Hence, -f:ì is an eigendistribution of M corresponding ro specrral value m*

1f and only if C

J

value - m'

-fì is an eigendistriburion corresponding to specrral

In addition,

<CY, r1CÞ> = (CV, KG[2]

= -(v, KGt2l

co) + i(cv, cl2f cø)

o) - i(v, c[2]o)

- -çV, no> (12.7)
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) andTherefore, we may take the bases of eigendistrfbutlons to o" {d*l
tcv{]}r

From the basis distribuÈlons

e

and

and

expanded as

and

't,o ' '
whÍch fnplles

(úg,r' c

and
(Úg,t' G

r - ti,o

4QL,u * t*r, o,

LK(v¡,r, - tnç,n)

l2l 2)t',¿'t = .L,r ,
b ,L

t*L, 
o

úË, uún, t

ûn, o

v/ ='k, I

\,0

Fa,l

let us construct

tE,o t q

vË,r e q

Since ,t&,4, CVL,l) is a basÍs for Hc, every element v = ú e rpt belng

Ü e Vf = Y = ft",o,r, +b(E,s)rrn&,0 * ta, (&,å) +b r (k,Å)Krrnn,* do(&.,Å)

(arbratrbr e R)

I
= 

Jt 
{"*a') + (b +6')KJ!,Å+t(b -b') + (a -a')KJ3u,o ao

= 
It"ar,-n, 

+a' (E,r) Júk,g + tb, (E,¿) -b(k,¿)rui,r do

t 
JroG.,¿) 

+br (k,!,) Jtg,r + [a, (E,Å) -a(k,r)]vi,r do

{úu, r, rt, LI 1s evidently a basis for the real EÍIbert space fl.

Now

.*!r, , el2) EE, 
, t, 

> = tr o&,u, ol¿ - r') (12. 8)

(12.e)

t
G

ûit 
, r') (úÅ,0 , c û1,,s,)

'l,,Ë',[') t oE,r, ô(¿-s')

0

0 ,

(r2. 10)



AIso,

Ihls lnplfes

Sinilarly,

and

.t,r,ût2l t,,u,> =t4.-lÏ* n'd]), n"(*fÏ)r,+ cyll)r,)

= t r+(t,¿) on,n, ô(¿- r.')

0

L22.

(12.1r)

(12.12)

(tE,o , H û¡,,c,) L r+(t,¿) on,u, ô(Å-r')

(tË, o' ,L' L .+(t,¿)oE,n, ô(¿- r,')H I,l,i )

H

By (L2.9-L2), the basis of distributions { ú&, u] u {zk úË, o} satisf ies

tt ,o' Ú¡' ,lr ) (,1,i, 
r,, H )to'

2'

,L

all the properties required to verify propositíon (I2.4).

If H satlsfies the conditíons specified in proposition (L2.4), ít

follows thaÈ the synplectic dyn¡m{c.s g(t) = "*l[-.cûrl !(o) (12.13)

may be unitarized.

Proposition (L2.L4) z Let H be a self-adjoint operator on real Eilbert

space (Hr(.r.)), such that H = eI > 0, for some e > 0. Then there exisÈs

a complex structure J on ff, by which the synplecÈic dynamics (I2.5) nay be

unitarized.

Proof: As 1n the proof of (I2.4), let M = nût21, w-ith n = KG[2].

and E. (s) defÍned as in Èheoren (5.9), defÍne a li.near operatorwirh H.
J

,t2l o,
l2l (12. 1s)Hj'0*J 0 = - K[r - 2Er(0)]0 i i = 1,2

J

t2lAlthough J is an operator on the complex space H", the real space

fl o {O} - H is ¡[2]'io.r"tÍ"rrt. To see this, recall that proposÍtlon (L2.4)

establlshes a basis of eigendfstributions

tt,o = L(tÍ*ì . *f,Þ) u {Er,r = tK(vÍ+ì



for He{0}.

From the definltion of X and 3, it is easl.ly varffíed that

Jl2l

L23.

(r2. 16a)

(12. 16b)

(12.17>

(r2. r8)

\,¿ A'l t

and

J l2f

\',,,
.t2t -" a,u

l2lIrre may define J to be the restriction of J to ff e {0} = fl. Clearly,

J l2l2 t2l 2I , so that J T

is ¡-unitary, since
J-

Jlz)' Jt2l = [1-2Ej(o)lcr rL-28.(o)] = r

l2lHowever, <., KG -> restricted to H e 0 is sinply a nultíple of the

symplectic.forr on ff .

. 
[¿ ],"."'[H ]' = [[g ], [: s]ts]l.'[[g ], [s

(r2.1e)

lherefore, from (12.18), J Ís symplectic on fl. To show that - B(grJr,p) is
positive definite ,

l2l l2lJ >, by (I2.19)

Now

L L2l t2l t' ,¿'> = -l 'L, [' -k , ,L ,> , by (12.16)'t, r' KG J KG

(since (. r.) ís a K-sesquilínear forn)

= % 6g,k, ô(Å- [') , by (12.8)

sltsll

- B(o,Jü) = t .[B 
], KG 0

0

= 't'o' '

l2l

-k
l2l

LIt

SÍmilarly,

1<H- lk,t' Kct2l Jt2l F-k t ,Lt
>=k o&,n' ô(¿- ¿')
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(r2.20>

To show that J coÍ,mutes hrfth GH ,

Jt2l ct2l ât2l \,u * t,ul2l-J

\,s _ cl2l 
"t2l =r by (12.18)

(&,¿) ¡t2l t&,u' bY (12'6)

- r*(E,¿) \,u , by (12.16)

,L ,

KM

+-m

+
m

and

Similarly,

ct2r ût2l t2)J

L
?
lE,

cr2l ûr2l

_ ,+(t,¿) t,¿

(k,¿) "' L,u ,

!,!,

J t2l

_ Jt2l ct2t fit2l

Jt2l ct 2 l ût2l +=-m=trg î
3'9

t2f[,Ie have now verified that J , restricÈed to H e {0}, satísfies all the

properties of a r¡nitarizlng complex structure for the slmplectic dynamical

group exp[-cttt].

Ihe above solution for J generalizes that found in Section 9 for

finite dimensional systems, namely

J = l-qretl-%.". (L2.21>

The use of conplex structure K on H ø H is equivalent to the extensfon of

tl to the complex field by the fo:mal square root i of -1. If 91,92 , rr,r,

t-cûcnl-L cntg, s gi = l-u2f-4 iMtgl s gzt ,

(wheretq=nû,n=iG)
æcb

.l ¡ I
= - | I T:I 

dEr(r)Er e - i I Ei dlzl)lz
-@

(using spectral theory 1n Kreín space)
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(12.22)= - Í tI-2Er(0)lgr e -í [I-2Bz(0)fg2

1n agreement wÍrh (12.15).

since completing thls work, we have obtained a copy of paneit,zrs

publfcatlon [108], which achieves (12.2L) using a differenr method.

Paneitz notes that -Cû is skew syrnmetríc with respect to the positive inner

produet B(S,-cHr¡¡ = (O,H{l). The indefinite netric is thus avoided, sÍnce

J of. (12.2I) fs viernred as the orthogonal component of Gû with respecr to

polar decomposition in an ordinary real Hilbert space. The advantage of

using our approach, via spectral theory in Krein space, is that \üe are

working wiÈh a metric which is not û-aep.rrd"nt and this allows us to obtain

an exPression for J which is very sinilar to (LL.24), which we obtained in

the case of Ferti-Dirac statist.ics. The advantage of Paneitzts method Ís

that by avoiding the indefinite metric, the mathenatics is better estab-

l-Íshed and easÍer to follow.

Fron (I2.22), üre see that the existence of J follou¡s from the existence

of the projection operator E(o) = Er(o) e Er(o), whfch separates Èhe nega-

tive frequency states from the posltive frequency states in a dyn¡mically

Ínvariant fashion. hlhen such an unambiguous separation 1s noÈ possible, it
is saÍd that the K1ein paradox ís in vogue. The relatíonship between the

Klein paradox and dynamical instability has been díscussed by Fulling tl09i.

In fact' an e>rpression sinilar to (L2.2I) was first derived by Ashtekar

and Magnon [110] for an infÍnite dimensíonal system consistÍng of the Kleln

C'ordon eguation in stationary curved space-time. They arrlved at this
resul-t vía a different route, by i.mposing a condition which in the case of

finite degrees of freedom, would be

n = '<(Z,iZ) = .2, -Jeû¿>, (sínee -.lcû is rhe Hamilronian on H' -r
(l)

)

=cl -2 (z,Hz) * u-2 i(z,GJGHz) (bv (8. I6a) ) (12.23)
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Since (L2.23) nusr be rrue for aL]- z e M

a=õ

and (cJGH) = -(cJcû)T

= HGGJ (sínce, from (B.l6a), GJ is symetric)

= -HJ

= GGHJ

- IJ'GH] = 0 , a condíÈion which we formerly interpreted as

unítarity of time evolution on H(1).
(L2.23) does noÈ imply that every classÍcal value of the Hamiltonian H can

be attained as an expectation value on the quantun mechanÍcal single

ParËicle space. The right hand side is not an expectaÈion value until z

is normalized in H(1). For example, íf we take û = díag[orurl, wÍth o > 0,

H = r¿ u@rz) can take any non-negative val-ue. However, T¡Íe knor¡ from (IZ.2L)

that since the classical system executes single harmoníc motion, there is
only one sÍngle phonon energy o (assuningå = l). wt"r, û = or, we know

that the unÍque solution for J is J = G. Tirren <Z,Ztrl = ,z(2rzt) -4i(zrGgt)
(assuming o = ã) and <ZrZt>, = \(zrz)

Thereforet <Zt!, = L + (Z,Z) = 2

The restriction (Z,Z) = 2 implies ,e@,îg) = \ u(z,z) = r¡,

an expression which equates the classical HamilÈonian to the unique single
phonon energy.

In the case of finite degrees of freedom, r*e have shown that unless

iGH is similar to a Hermitean matrix, so that a1l frequencÍes are real, J

does not exist. It is not in¡mediately obvious that this result rùill
genetaLíze to infinite degrees of freedom. For example, one could envisage

a case where the spectrum of icû is real, except for a negligible set of
complex frequencies. The rernainder of Èhís section will be devoted to

proving that if the dynamics can be unitar ized, then ici Ís similar to a

self adjoint operator' so that not even one of the infinite classical
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degrees of freedom can exhLbit unstable.dynqm{cs.

Let G be a distingufshed real skew symetric complex structure on

real space (H,(.r.)). Ttris defines a symplectic for.m B(.r.) = (.,G.) on H.

In the Segal quantlzation procedure, complex single partlcle space fl"

is constructed from real synplectic space M = (HrB) by choosing a comprex

structure J on fl so that a prescribed one-parameter group Q(t) of slmplectic

transformations on M ís a strongly continuous group of unitary transform:

ations wíth rebpect to the complex ínner product <.r.>, of (g.16a).

Then, by sÈoners theorem, c(t) = exp(Â"a), where,Â" r" skew adjoint on fl..
A" wíll be denoted by A when considered as an operator on the real space fl.

Since -GJ ì 0 and -GJ has a bounded inverse -JG on fl, lt must be true that

-GJ > er for some e > 0. Hence, we may appry proposition (12.4) to -GJ.

There must exist a basis

P={ûoiqeS}u{ùj;ceS}

of distrfbuti,ons such that

(,1,o, -cJ úg) = (ú;, -GJ úi) =d(cr) ô(o-Ê) rfirh d > 0

(üo, -cJ rpf) =o ,

(12.24)

same cardinality as P,

pr = {0o;

(oå,0å) = (oa,

c úß) = ô(a-Ê)

c úß) = (új, c rli) = o

a e S) u

oe) ô(a - ß)

(,.1,(tt

and
(úo 

'

For the remainder of this section, it r¡Í11 be assuned that kernels of
operators are specified in a certaÍn chosen orthonormal basis pf of the

{0;;

(oo,oå) 0

c e SÌ
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end co0å=-0o

since P I f s an orthono¡mar basls r .Go ls the operator for wtrich

Let us define a llnear operetor Go by

Then

and

G

(oo 
' G 0 ) 0

ß

and

-(0

va

(0 0 )cl c o ß

One can deffne a lÍnear transfo:matlon C by

çoc = and cþJ

T
G (c fs the transpose of C) (L2.25)

basls Pr.

, with D posÍtive deflnfte diagonal in the

(r2.26)

Fxom (12.25),

cTG = Go

Substituting this in (I2.26),

(t2.27)

oå$='co

op)

D0
-cTc.lc. = D[2] -

(0å'
o

GG

cTcc

0å)Go

o

ì1,;

o

DO

-1c

-l-G C^o JC=D

o

= - I=à D2

121

lnplyÍng

Then

Now (12,26) inpLies

-lc JC=G Dì
oJ

Dt2l=?D=I and

D[2] =
0

'D

J2 =f

I l2l

-tt a-t (12.28)-GJ=C

-1Since GJ ls bounded, C Ls bor¡nded.

By (L2.25) ,

-lG=GC G
o

t¡hfch must also be bor¡nded.

I
t
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JC and wlth lnner

<@

Lenma (12.29): dom Â' = aor Âi
c

Thís fol-lows from <q/,{,>i = (ú,V)

Lenma (12.30) : úedomA eC'c
-l

This follows from <A

t(',') -'-ri (',co.)

-t
AC

as an operator on complex space flt

rf e dom At

úrl . æ <? - (Aü, GJ AV)

T

product

Let
At=C

Ar will denote Ar
c

Hernltean on fl.

<t 
")l

" 
û' Â"

€ (AV, C
-1 Â,¡¡ . -Ic

Ie (c 'Ac c { c AC C rl, ) <oI -l

Lemma (12.31), Aå is skew adjoÍnt o A" is skew adjolnt.

Proof: First note that
T

<0,4ú>l -1 -lc'Av)-i(0,cA{J)(0, c

-1 T
=<Ç 0, A' -1 -l(since G = C G c )

Then, using lenrme (12.30), it follows that the skew adjoÍntne"s of Â_
c

equlvalent to the skew adjointness of Ât
c

Lerr¡ma (I2.32) z

self adjoint on H.

Ar
c

is skew adjoint e Ar is skew adjoínt and Go Ar is

Proof (+ ): If Aå is skew adjoinr,

inaglnary parts of <0, A'úti, that Al

To prove that Ar Ís

o
-lC ',l,ti

l-s

it can be seen, after taking real aad

is skew Ee:mitean and G Â' i"
o

skew-adjoint on H, we nor¡ need only to

prove that don (Ar )
T Ç dom Ar.
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Suppose 0 e do¡n (et)T. According to the Frechet-Riesz theorem, this
is equfvalent to V + (ô, i',lr) beÍng contlnuous.

this lnplies thar

ú * (0, Go AtV) is continuous, since Go is b'ounded,

+ ü + (0, A'ú) - i(0, Arrl) is conËinuousG
o

t+

t
, sinee Ar Ís skew adjofnt, by assunption and

(12.2e).

However, don (Ai) = dom Ar
c

= dom Af , by lerrna

T Ê don Ar, as required, and so Ar must be skew

Now to prove that G

lontma:

o
Ís self adjoint, we,shall use the followÍng

Lernma (12.33): Assume that Ai Ís skew adjolnt. Then

rl¡ e don Ar + G tJ, € Ao

and AIG rl, -\t A' {,o o

Proof:

0 e aon (Ai)

Adom I
c

Iherefore, dom (Ar)

adJoint. 
.

A

dom

Assune that Al is skew adjoint.
c

This inplies, by taking real and inaginary parts of the inner product

in fl that for all Â,
cct g e domAr (

(,r, À'o) = -

= dom , by lenrma (L2.29)),

(Â',/,, O) (I2.34a)

and

(r1,, Go Â'O) = - (Â'r¡, Go 0) . (Lz.34b)

Sínce Go is a skew sSrrnmetric conplex structure and is therefore orthogonal

on f, (L2.34) may be replaced by

v 0 e do. Â', (Go ,r, Go Â' 0) (Go A rp, co ô)
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and

(c t|, 0)

since Â'
c

is skew adjoint,

G r1¡ e dôn Aå (= dom A')
o

and

-ArG-rf=-C-Â'Voo

Now we shall use lemma (12.33) to prove that

don (Go A') ^ s dorn (co A') ,

from whlch it follows Èhat the Herritean operutor Go .Â.' is self adjoint.

V û e dom Go Ar, (0, ao A' ,l) = - (co O, A' (l)

Suppose T0 e dorn (G A')
o

Ttrat is,

3 0', VV € don (G
o

A') , (0, Go Arü)=(0f,ú)

o

this lmplLes that

=+ 30' Vúedon(coAr), ( 0, A' rl.,) (o' , q,,)-G o

+1 0t, vt€domAr, (-Go 0,At ü) (0t, qr) (since don Go Ar ? don Ar)

*Go ú e dom Ar and 0t = - At (- Go 0) (since we have already proven Èhat

Ât is skew adjofnt)

0) e dom Ar (by lennna (12.33))

and 0 =Ar G
o

= Go A' 0 (bv lemna (12.33))

+0(= - Go Go

0

Therefore, don (Go At )

1s self adjoint.

T = dom (Go A ) and Go A' is He¡¡ritean, and therefore

We have now proved leroma (L2.32) (+). The converse is obvious.

Proposit Lon (L2.35): Suppose that there exists a complex structure J

for whích a given one parameter s)rmpl-ectic group C(t) fs a continuous one

parâmeter unitary group on fl" (H, J, ..,.t1). Then C(t) = exp[A tJ,
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r^dth Â similar to a skew adjofnt operator on H and C Â f" a self adJoint

operator on H.

Proof By Stoners theorem, C_(t) = exp[A" t], w'ith A" skew adJol-nt on

consfdered as an operator on H.H
a\

c. Let A denote A.r

-1Consider Ar = Ç A C, r.rith C as l-n (L2.28). By lemas (12.31) and

(L2.32>, Ât i" skew adjoint on H and c^ Â' is self adjoint on fl. Now
o

GA=GCAI C
-1

T -1- ^-1 G Afc by (L2.2s)
o

-1Slnce C is bounded, GA is seen to be self-adjoint.

Proposit,fon (12.35) esÈabl-íshes that unítarizable línear srmplect,ic

dynanics must be a ltaniltonian flow E(t) = e-GHt E(o), generated by the

phase function H = 'ø(E, H E), with H a real self adjoint operator and that

GII must be similar to a skew adjoint operaÈor. This highlights the

necessary stability of the classÍcaI dynanics. In Section 14, it will be

shown how this restricts the choice of gauge in the Bosonized version of

the Schwinger nodel.

Recently, the Segal quantization proeedure has been exËended to some

tlme dependent linear dynamícal systems and to some non-linear systens

which allow a unique characterization of an He:mitean structure on the real

synrplectic manifold t1111. Existence theorems ín these cases have been

proven only after imposing some conditions which ensure stabÍlíty of the

classical dyn¡mics. It seems that stability ls a necessary condition for

the existence of a canonical llernÍtean structure on the real solution meni-

folds of these more complicated dynanical systems.
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From SectLons 9 and 12, we know that unstable classlcal s¡mplectfc

dynanics can not be r.¡nltarLzed. Ttrat 1s, ff Gû ls noË sinilar to a skew

adjoint oPerator, there 1s no "orpt.* structure J whlch satisfies the

conditlons (9.2a-d) slmultaneously. It is therefore n"rato.oa to ask

whether the Segal scheme of quantization could be extended by relaxing one

of these four requirements. VarÍous attempts have already been made to

develop a quantr¡m mechanics in which the state space is not a llilbert space

but an indeflnite lnner product space. It was found long ago by Gupta and

Bleuler tff2l that a covariant formulation of quanÈun electrodyn¡mlss

required the introduction of a negative metric for the unphysical longi-

tudinal and time-like photons. St,rocchi tlf3l has shown ín general that

covariant local-ly gauge ínvariant fields musÈ be represented on an indefi-

nite lnner product space. In addition, a covariant wave eguatlon wiÈh

míninal- coupllng to an external fíeld leads to an instability which requires

fo¡mal mode space to be índefinite, ln the manner of Section 7

(see [ 114,115]).

In thts section, l-n order to Ínvestigate the possible Ín¡nersion of

lndefinlte metric theories 1n the algebralc quaûtizatlon scheme, rùe study

the exlstence of a couplex structure J satisfying (9.2arbrd) without the

positivity requirement (9.2c) and wíth finite degrees of freedom.

From proposition (9.8), íf -GJ is positive definÍte, the symplectic

complex stn¡cture J bel-ongs to a unique s¡¡mplectic coujugacy class. rt

has been proven by TolÍnieri [116] and by Rossi t1171 that for each signa-

ture of -GJ, there ls a separate unJ-que conJugacy class containing J. úJe

proved this independently tn [III], uslng the theory of synplectlc canonical

for:ms, presented ln SectÍon I of this thesLs.
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Every synplectlc complex etructure J 1ies fn the

same Sp(2NrR) conJugacy class as a matrix of the foro

s = t a(') ," * a(z) ... es t c(2) , wirh @" denoring a

slmplectic direct sr-m.

Proof : Slnce J2 = -I and JTGJ = G, GJ is syrnmetric.

Therefore, J belongs to the symprectic algebra sp(2NrR) as well as Èhe

group sp(2N,R). since J2 = -T., J has eigenvalues +í. Hence, by (r.16)

and (1.L7), J is conjugate to a slmplectic direct srn

S=S eI s

where for each r = lr...rm, S

orj=6andkeven.
-c(2k)^(2n) (o,t) with j = 5 and k odd

s
s

e@sz
s m

(13.2)

t

Since the syrnplectíc direct stm (13.2) is obtained from the ordinary

dírect srn by a re-orderÍng of the basis '

(9trPt ,92,þ,. '. ,9r,Pr) + (g1,. . .,9mrpr,. . .,Ih) ,

S (13.3)

and e ( 13.4)

= -f , since S ís conjugate to J. (13. s)

2Fron (13.3-5), S = -f for r = lr...rm .tî

Now if S .G 2
r S has lower left bl-ock of the fomr

-1

e" 52 = lt-l[st

r'=rle"s!e"

I

[rooo-l
rr,r wírh !r = lS î å St

loootJ
sze

s2
ms

K-
b

I

-2p

I

2so that sr can not be -I.

-1

-1



AlternatLvely, 1f S -G K5 , the upper left block of S
2 Ls

13s.

( 13.6)

r r
-1 0

-l
I
0

.r

..0
-1

2
= -c il2)(p,1), with p = tt.Therefore, S = -I only lf Srr

KÍ pr1) (here, the unft signifles unlt frequency) is nothing more than

-p

Hence, S, 0
I 0

for all r and proposition (13.1) is proven.-1

z)(

It
Io îl

t

A change of order ín Èhe syrnplectic basis in (13.2) then ensures that

Èhe components {€(2) appear first, folrowed by a string of eomponents -e(2)

As a result, Ëhere exists a symplectic transformation c such that

1 (2) (2) (2) (2)c JC=G @ o G e G e o -Gs s ss

0

0

0

00
00
r(") o

o -r 
(b)

0

r 
(b)

0

0

lhe canonical fom for J given Ín (13.6) wilr be signified by G(a,b)

with a f b = N. If a symplectic transformation C coÍmuÈes w"Íth G(a,b)

then C ís unitary on the complex lnner product space

fr(l) - (R2N, J, .. r.>l) , where J = G(a,b)

and <.,.t' = -(.,tr.) -i(.,c.) (13.7)

-cJ = -GG(a,b) = diag. tr(a), -r(b), t(a), -r(b)l (13.g)

I'Iith J = G(a,b), Èhe first N real basis vectors of lr,l spa the whole

'.r)complex space ff\t/ I ¡ g., for J = 1,...,a
F =J -Jå'I+j 

[-t "* for J = a*1,. . . ,N\FJ (13. e)
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In the general case that J is eonjugate .to G(arb),

c-l¡c = G(arb) and cTcc = c , ( r3. ro)

T=àc (-cJ)c = -GG(a,b) , by (1.14-15) (13.11)

Therefore, Íf -GJ has signature (2a,2b), J is conjugate Èö G(a,b) and by

(13.7-11)' the group of real synpleetic transformaÈÍons which conrmute wiÈh

J, ís isomorphic Ëo the group U(arb) which preserves a complex inner product

.','tl of signature (a,b). The subgroup Gr= U(N) of Sp(2N,R), which appears

in the chain (9.13)r mây be replaced more generall-y by u(a,b) Lrith atb = N.

Defínition (13.12): A one-parameter synplectic group C(t) = exp(-Cit)

has a pseudo-unítarizlng complex structure J Íf J is a symplectic conplex

structure and J commutes !¡ith GH.

Propositíon (13.13): C(t) = exp(-CUt) has a pseudo-unitarizing complex

structure J if and only Íf for some C e Sp(2N,R).

c ALK
-KL I(AK

rÊc =f, =o

wíth A=AT, L=-LTandK= diag.t-r("), r(b)lwrtna*b =N.

Proof: since J ls a synplectic conplex structure, by (13.6), there

exisrs c e sp(2N,R) such rhar c-l¡c = G(a,b) = [l ä], rr.n K defined as

above.

Now IJ'GH¡ = g n+ Icc(a,b) c

<) IG(a,b), C GHCI = 0

-I ,cil=o
-1

<) [G(a,b), G C

<Ð [G(arb), cT

T HCI=0

HCI = Q (since [G(a,b),G] = 0) (13. t4)

ABThe sYrmetric matrix C

A-AT=f-FÎ=0.

T
HC must have the structure gTF wirh
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ßhen (13.14) Ls equivalenr ro -BK = K ¡1 (= (BK)T) (I3.t5a)

and AK=KF (13.15b)

SLnce K ls an involutloD, F = KAK and B = LK, where L = BK ís skew sSmetric,

by (13.15a).

Conversely, if for some C e Sp(2NrR),

proposition (13.13),

tccTûc, G(a,b)l = o

cTfrc r,"" the fom gfven fn

+ -1IGH, CG(a,b) C l=0

CG(a,b) C-1 fs a pseudo-unitarizing complex structure

for C(t) = exp(-cûr).

Even åfter allowing fl(l) to have indefinite metric, it soon becomes

apparent that a pseudo-unltarizing compl-ex structure does not always exist.

For exanple, in one degree of freed.om every "1^pi."tfe complex structure J

ís conjugare ro c(r,o) = [l 
-åJ = c(2) or ro c(o,r) = -c(2). rherefore,

Ít is cJ-ear, -fron the argument used ín the proof of propositÍon (9.10),

that if [J, GH] = 0, H must either be trivial (H = 0) or must belong to

the hamonÍc osclllator class. NeiÈher the single repulsive oscillator

nor the single free parÈicle adrnit pseudo-unitarÍzat.íon. In fact, we

N,shall prove that each elementary divlsor (s - i "j) ' associated wÍth an

lmaginary ot zerro frequeney í s. must occur an even nr¡nber of times before

the symplectic dynamícs in N degrees of freedom can be pseudo-unitarized.

ProposÍÈion (f3. 16) : Suppose that a pseudo-ruritarizing complex structure

=

exisÈs for C(t) = exp(-GHt). Then, for any eigenvalue I s

"J e R, each elementary df.visor (s -f "j)*j, for fixed N'

even ntmber of tines.

of iGH withj'

must occur an
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Proposltion (13.16) wtIl b.e establfshed after a sequence of prel-lnin-

ary results. Since C(t) can be p"..rdo-,rrrltarized, û 
""r, 

be reduced, by a

symplectic change of basls, to the canonical for- û^ of proposl-tion (13.f3).

Since elementary divÍsors of iCi - sI are fnvarlant under synplectic

transfor¡ations, we need only estabtistr proposition (13.16) for the canon-

ical- fo::n H .
o

Theorem (13.17): (Jordan canonical form theorem).

For each complex N x N matrix F, there exists a uniquely determined

set of ordered triples ("j,*jrM5), such thaË the elementary divisors of

F - sI are (s - "j)*j, each occurrÍng M. times. For each elementary
N¡dívÍsor (s - sr)', there exisÈ tj tj linearly independent root vectors

gtr¿i k = 1r...rMj ', L = 1r...rN. sueh that

if
(a) (F - sjl)gt,,

9k,.1,+t N.
J

I
l.

o .C = N.
J

ifg<

and (b) å.,I t ran'(F "jt)

Now we shall consider F = ÍGHot with û^ specifÍed ín (13.13). Leto'
N,

(s - 1s,) J, with s,-J-'J e R, be an elementary dÍvÍsor of F - sI. There

exisÈs a set of M, N, root vectors %r0 ""tisfying the properties given in

(13.17). Let U be the root space spanned by the vectors frrl. Let I be

the conjugation operator on c2N defined by

T ll*
y* (K as in (13.13)) (13.18)

Lenma (13.19): f has no characteristic values o, e C such that

I !q = a g , wÍth r¡l a non-null vector in C2N.

Suppose I

0

-K
u
v ält

t

K

g
v

u
voProof:

+ \r:t 0u

withaeC.
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and -Ku*=cv

+ t
I*=aKu (sinceK'=I)

and u = -ç¡:t l( 1¡:t

=* 
= -lal 2

=à

+

+

v*

and

e-
-ftLerrma (I3.20): (i -l-s I)I

0 if f,=N
J

9" f 9t, r*t J
if,Q,<NGH

o

*
,[]

K
0

K
0

0u

g

9.

v

v

eL*ß0,eg

N.
J

o= ) oo
!,,=I u

j

Proof

Len¡ma (13.21):

älll(icH - i s.I)t SO,g = (iGHo - i s.I)

= [l ä]

0

-K

u {r å.,0}o=,
j )L=Lr...,Nj

4,u

(icH -1S r) 4,, (since GHojo

t (1cH -LS

0

-K

r)lc

conmutes with )

o j

0 if .C=N
J

if t<N

{q., 
o

ApplyÍng tr.ûo -, "jr)*j-l

linearly Í.ndependent vectors.

Proof: Suppose

r 9t, r*t j

)
l=1r...rN

, j.s a set of 2Nj

(Èemporaríly neglecting the suffix k). (L3.22)

to each slde of (L3.22), we obtain

q'j

Ê1

+ß,f
jtICI0

+ or=

q{

0 by lema (13.19).



Assumlng ol = ßl = 0, applying

(L3.22), we sirnllarly obtafn o2 = 82

lre can show cr' = B0 = 0 for all 1,.

are linearly independent.

(ic;o - r srr)
NJ-2

0 Contlnuing this recursive attack,

therefore, the vecÈors Go) ana {tfu}

r40.

to each sÍde of

Now leÈ ur = u n (9rrr,...rgr,Nj ; 1gr,r,..."å,I,
theorem (13.17), N, and M, are unlguely deterrÍned, lGHo

to uI, must have M.-2 elemenÈary dívisors (s - i ",)Nj.

Lemma (13.23) : u, ís l-invariant.

)I Since, by

I, restrícted-s j

Proof:

Now (lur, e, ")-L: L
(c(a,b) u*

r¿-

G

,1

, 9l,t) (with G(a,b) =

Since tly € u 1r g Ís orÈhogonal to errg "rd tglr, for all [.

Let trr = €

= -(

u
v Since w e V, lu e U, by lernrna (13.20).

0
0

.K
K

)

= -(g, t9l,o

=Q

(a,b)

lgt, 
o)

)*

SÍnilarly, (f ty, tgl,O) = 0

Therefore, I ut e (grrr,...,gl,Nj,' fgl,1,...,fgf

and sínce also fur e U, lol e u, .

Since ür was an arbitrary element of ul, u, is l-invariant.

Since u, is l-invariant, we can reapply lenmas (13.19-21) to extract two

sets of linearly independent Jordan root vectors 92rL ^od 
lg2rr, 

*.
L = Ir...rNj corresponding to a pair of elementary divisors (s - i sj)"j

g*
g*= -(

u
v

"l )Lt

*

,,, )
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I{e can recursively define llr = Ur-I n G-r1¡...rgtrNj; I9rrlr..., gtrNr)r

and at all lterations, ur ls elther empty or lt contains at least tlro 6ets

of linearl-y f-ndependent Jordan root vectors, corresponding to a pair of

elemenrary divÍsors (s - t s.,¡Nj. Thls establíshes propositlon (13.1ó).
J

For every dynamical group exp(-GHt) which Ís rendered pseudo-unftary

by sone compl-ex structure, we shal1 construct one sueh complex structure

explicitly. Un1lke Èhe positive metric case, Íf a unítarízing complex

structure exist.s, it can not be expected to be unÍque. For exarnple, if û

is the 2N x 2N unit moÈrix, -Cû = -Ç. For all a and b such that a fb = N,

the synplectic complex structure G(arb) corrrnutes with G. therefore, we

nay choose J = G(arb), resulting in the metric Ín fl(l) t"*rirrg any signature

(arb). This is a real detraction from allowing a¡r indefinite metrÍc to

enter algebraic quantization, since the representaÈion of the C.C.R. no

Ionger follows uniquely frorn the classical dynanlcs. Neverthelessr Ide are

able to explicitly construct one of the p".,rdo-,-ir,itarizing complex struc-

tures, whenever one exists. Once again, existence of J is a Property whfch

is deternined by the canonícal clas" of û and so the whole t,ask may be

cornpleted by recourse to a suíÈable set of canonical forms.

Proposltion (13.24): Suppose that J is a symplecÈic complex structure

which comutes with GH. rf El = cTûc, Ì,rith c e sP(2N,R), -lC ^JCthen J I

is a symplectlc complex structure ¡¡hich corÌmutes with GHt.

@!: As for proposition (9.5).

Llhen looking for the full set of Eamiltonians for which J exisËs, 1t

ls natural to enquire whether the condition given in proposition (13.16) i-s

sufficient as welL as necessary. The following result h'ill help to produce

couriter examples to this conjecture.
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Propositl.gn (13.25) : Suppose that a.pseudo-unitarizLng complex struc-

ture exÍsts for C(t) = "*n1-Cût). Then sfg.û = (O,O) (noduLo 2).

Proof: Suppose that a pseudo-unitarizing complex structure exists for

C(t) = exp(-eUt).

such that cTûc =

witha*b=N.

A I,K
-KL T(AK

Then, by proposlÈion (13.13), there eiiCsrs C e Sp(2N,R)

r^ríth A=AT, L=-LT and K=dfag.t-r("),r(b)l

crûc
( I

0

A-ÍL
0

0
A+iL

_r4

ll [¡
oì f A
*i l-'

o
K

(with P = 2
II

-iI iI

Since IO
OK is an involutíon, H must have the same signature as

L
A

This inplÍ-es that H has the same signature as

Il

t-1I AL
PP t-

I- )-L A

Therefore, sig.i = "tg. 
(A-iL) f sig. (A+it)

= sig. (A+iL)* * sig. (A+it)

= 2 sig. (A+it) (sinqe A*ÍL ís Hemitean).

Hence, both the positÍve and negative eígenspaces of lI must be even

dimensi-ona1.

As an application of proposition (13.25), we recall- from table 1.18

ar,ra r!2k) h." signature (k-l,k-l). ïherefore, if û b.lorrg" ro rhe sane

canonical class." rfzt), with k even, exp(-cût) can not be pseudo-

unltarized, even though the elementary divisors of iGfr - sI occur in pairs

"kr"k. This provides a cowrter example for the converse of (13.16).

However, fn rhe simplest case wirh k odd, k=1, *Í" = [: 3] r". -cKj2)

corîmutes rù-ith every symplectie conplex structure. I{íth k = 3, the

condltÍons J = -r, JT G J = G and [J, c*Íu), = 0 yield a general solurion

for the 6 x 6'netrix J:



rjztl with k odd:

gT
00
q:$
E-g
00
u-ß

lrirh ô#0

e = (t{c2)/ô

u = 2aßlô +\('+t.\162

crBryrôrErU e R.

-1
0

.-1

J

ô

0
0
0
0

0
ô

0
0

c
0
0
0
0
e

-c
0

0
o
0
0

-e
0

143.

(r3.26)

(r3.27)

-c

Ttre example

J

extends to a pseudo-r:nÍtarizing complex structure for the general case

1

0'i
0
I
0

1

0

:
0
0
1

0
I
0

I
0
I

0
I

I
0

-1
-1

I
-1

0
1

I
0

-:
T-

-1
10

requlred.

i
0
I

0
I

1

rr can be verÍfÍed rhar J2 = -T, JT6J = G and [J, G i{ztlJ = 0, as

As another exanple, let 
" 

= *;ztl (01) e" i(2k) (or). icu - sr has a

2k 2kpair of elementary divfsors s ,s but sig.E may be varled by varyÍng

p1 (= tl) and g, (= i1). since ker i(2k)(01) is one dl-mensional,

sig.iÍ2k)(01) = (o,r) or (lr0) (nodulo 2). I{e recall from Section I, that



^(2k)(-01) 
may be obtal.ned rtot i(2k) Gr) bv a slgnature - reversing

J 
KÍ2k) Gr) [¡ î] rhererore,(2k)

4
transfornatLon K (-ot) = -

L44.

(13.27a)

slg ifztl(-or) = (r,1) - "ig.Kf2k){or) (nodulo 2). rhis rupties that Lf

P2 = -9r

"ie. 
(iÍzk) {or) o" iÍ2k) Gr)) = (t,t) (nodulo 2).

Therefore, by propositÍon (13.25), if H belongs to the same canonical class

"" KÍ2k) (or) o" fr(zt¡ (or), exp(-cût) can not be pseudo-unitarized u¡rless

9L = 92. It is not good enough that the elementary divÍsors occur in pairs

The other invarÍants 0, and pZ orl Èhe associated prÍncipal sub-

spaces nust also be equal. lJhen gL = gZ, one solution for the unitarizing

conplex structure is

2k 2k
,s

J +

IO
0-r

(zt¡

0

0

c(2k)

G
ì

Up to this point, we have for,¡nd the most general symplectic d¡m¡rni cal

system which can not be pseudo-r:nitarized, n¡mely that generated by û

s
which conrai4s an odd tength chain i(2k) (aí) e" i(2k) (ai) e" *f 2k)<rtl

e

or KO(p) es ... es XO(o) in its canonícal forr. Conversely, the most

general possible criterlon for the e:dstence of J is given in the following:

Proposition (f3.28): If, 1n Èhe reduction of H to canonical form, the

only indecomposable canonical submatrices which correspond to frequencies

t "j 
("j e R) and r¡hich occur an odd number of times r." i{zt) r;iËh k odd,

then a pseudo-unit.arizíng complex structure exlsts for expl-Cût).

Proof: If E satisfies the conditlons of propositÍon (13.23), then û

can be reduced, by a slmplect.ic transfor:matlon, to a canonícal for.n K whfch

is a symprectic direct sr¡m of componenr" iÍ'u'(ai) e" i(2k) (ai), *jan){o*"t),

ij+tl e" ij4k), ij4t+zl, iÍrnr(p) es i(2k)(ol, ijak+r)(o,o) and iá4k)(p,b).

on a cû-invarÍanr subspace on which rhe resrricrion or û r" ijAt¡ (b+ai),



one solutlon for J ls
J = tdlag.[G (2 (2) (2)

G ,. . . tG)
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(13.2e)

(13. 30)

, l

rn fact, the """" û = rj+tl (b+ai), for wtrlch rci - sr has elementary

dlvfsors (s + b + ai)k, (s + u - ut)l, (s - b + ai)k and (s - b - "i)k,
reduces to the canonlcaL crass or â = i(zk) o" KÍ2k), whgn b = 0. The

canonical ro* rfak) ("t) t" *Íou) (ai) reduces dÍrectly to t(4k) t" iSou',

when a = 0. Therefore, the latter exanple adnlts a complex structure

J = tdiag.tc(4k),ç(4tt¡l deduced from (13.28). For the speciaL case

û = 
"5znl 

wfÈh k odd, a solution for J ís gíven in (13.27). For the case

" 
= *;znl (p) es i(2k) (p), a soluríon for J is given Ín (13 .27a). rn the

cases 
" 

= *¡+u*')(o,o) 
"rr¿ 

û - i(4k)(p,b), we have obtaÍned a solution for

J by first transforming H to the canonlcal fom of proposition (13. f3).

cÎûc=ûo;cTcc=c

I{ith H in this canonical forn Ho, a solutíon for J is G = +G(arb). Then,

afËer transfo:mtng back to the original basis, proposition (13.24) assures

us that a pseudo-unítarizing cornplex structure is given by

_lJ=+C'G(a,b)C

Our results are that with H = 4k+2) (p,b), one solution is

J

iÍ

-b
b

-b

b
-b

6-r.
_b-r

_b-i
6-l



and !ù-lth 
" 

= *;atl(p,u), one solutlon is

L46.

(13.31)

0-b
¡-l o

J
o-b

b-l o

-D
0

0
b

t

o -tri
b0

ff û i" a synplectic direct slm of canonical maÈrices of the type listed in

proposition (13.28), then J nay be taken to be a synplectic direct sum of

the solutlons, listed above, for each contributing Ci-tnvarfant subspace.

If H belongs to the same canonical class as such a spplect direct sr-m,

then a solution J may be constructed r^rÍth the assistance of propositíon

(13.24).

Given a complex (single partlcle) Ililbert space fl(r), the rigorous

construction of both Fock space f1¡1(t)) o.r". H(1) and the natural creation

and annlhÍlatíon oo F(H(l)) were devísed by Cook 1371. the Segal procedure

for quanÈi-zation of linear systêms, which we have now fully investigated,

involves fíndÍng a complex structure J on the classical real línear

synplectÍc space M so that the classical symplectic dynanÍcs C(t) on M, is

uniËary with respect to the associaÈed J-sesquilinear fom <.r.tl. Ihe

complex space (M, J, ..r.>1) then becot." fl(l) in Èhe Cook construction.

Recently, Mintchev Lll8l has extended Èhe Cook construction Èo the case

that fi(I) is an indefinite inner product space. The results which we have

presented so far in this section, may be regarded as rígorous constructíon

of a complex indefinite ínner product space fl(I) rittr pseudo-unLtary

dynamies, whích was the, starting point of M:intchevts work. Given an

Índefinite inner product <0,û>1 = (0, ¡rJr), wíth n a self-adjoínt contractlon

on complex Hilbert space (H, (.,.)), define H(1) - (H, ..,.r1). Fock

space f1¡1(t)) wÍth fndefiníte lnner product (.r.) is constructed as in (8.I).
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Annihllation operators a(0) and creatÍon operators 
"*(,/,) 

are defined as 1n

(8.2). Ffeld operators 0(þ) are defíned as in (8.9), excepÈ Èhat the symbol

"+(,r) 
is replaced by a+({r), which is the pseudo-adjoint, rather Èhan the

Hllbert space adjolnt of a({). }Ie write the flnÍte particle subspace as

Fo = {o e rq¡1(1)) ; I rt e z, 0 = (o("),0(1),...,0(t),...) $rrÈh o(t) = o

forallm>n)

Theorem (13.32): (Mintchev tfl8l)

(a) 0(0) is closable for all þ e H
(l)

(1)(b) Fo is a set of analytic vectors for O(O), for all 0 e fl

(c) If {Ok} . g(r) and s-Iim 0¡ = 0,
k-¡-

. 
then "-iï 0(0k)ü = 0(ö)rl for all ü . Fo .

(1)The vacuum vector üo is cyc1lc with respect to {0(0); 0 e H ]

For all X € Fo and g, ü e H(1), to(q),i<,¡llX =i rm<Q,rf>rx and

ta(0),"+(ü)lx = .ô,û>1x .

Since the ope¡ators O(rl) satisfy the C.C.R. on Fo, r+trich is a subspace of

the space of analytic vectors for 0({,), just as in the case of positive

netric díscussed at the beginning of Section 9,

+

"*(6r(t)) r*{4{.))üo = e-i(u+o)t "*(Er{o)) r+(go(0)),r,o,

(d)

(e)

where

a ='a z1Ãz
2N

I
v=1

t(gr) (Zu obel the C.C.R.)z
u uv

ís valÍd in the case that H is reduced to the canonical forn H

Íon (f3.13) and J = G(arb). In this case,

2N

I
Ll¡v=I

Hrl ,4 rg,) Yuu oq) úo '

G

( 13. 33)

(13.34)

o of proposiË-

and in (13.33) Ít is assumed Èhat E ûo = o úo wittr c e R. This assunptÍon

o

i=cTH I(AK
-BK

KB

A
where

o
\J- A=A T B=-B T

(13.3s)



K = dfag. [p',.. . rp¡J

1f
1f

Slnce a(J -å) -1 a(Ë) and J'= G(a,b), we have

".+**' = "(tå) = -i "Gj)
r(-tej) = i "Gj)

Conbining (13.36) wfth (8.9), we obtaÍn

-r+oQ)=2't"9)+a'q)r

.(q*", = z-\lr o: "G,) - I pj (ej) r

I -!-r I

if 1<J<a
if atl<JsN

r48.

(13.36)

( 13.37a)

(13.37b)

(13.3e)

wlth o, = {;l
J sa
J >a

forallj<N

Ile shall- 
îta. 

(13.37), in a condensed notatíon, as

(þ= Pr cr

with ct
+

j = ê(ê,) , a_J j+N=" q) 0 = 0(e )u Ïr't

+
a

o

+
1r. .. t

and P _.1

"úo 
taoTvo'¡o

I^

=r¿ A' Y O rl.¡

-'o

I
1K -1K

Substituting (13.37) ínto (13.35), we obtain

J-+^
=L4g'P|YPtgûo

(K(A-iB)K):n "g) a(q)+ vo

(sínce tÏ = . )Fon
u

= 4 (P'c¡+ Ylr'g) V^

I
(where a' (CT "il,or,...,0¡)),

(13.38)

P YPI K(A+iB)K
0

0
K(A-ÍB)K

+
Now

Therefore, from (13.38),

N

Hþo='¿ I' J rk=l
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N

I Jki rk=1

=aü o
( 13.40)

It w-ill becone evident that complex indefinite lnner product space H(1) f"

a rlgorous versíon of the heurlstic síngle mode space, which, by proposition

(7.33), must have indefinite inner product when the classical dynanics is

unstable. To clarify this point, we shall continue to consíder a classical

system with finite degrees of freedom. Proposition (13.13) then allows us

to assrme H = H and G = G(arb), which can always be achÍeved by a symplec-
o

tic transformaÈion, given that a pseudo-unitarizÍng complex structure

exists. The C.C.R. may then be expressed

_+_ta,, 11 = - pj ojo (fron (13.32c)

and tar, 1J = 0 , (13.41)

(here and in the following, a. is an abbrevÍation tor aQ)).

=4 (K(A-18)K) <e.
-

,9k>ù
1 'o

N

, where s, = -\. I P* A,* , = -'4 Tr(IG)
j=l 'l JJ

To find the single mode eigenstates for H, suppose that
Nr-

with r¡ < C and g = ), P, a: {,^
jltJ J o

E0=t¡0,

N

Ij
+Then [H, ß.

1J
a.

J
tú = (o - o)ô

o

I

- K(A+1L)Ê = (o - o)ß (since the single node states a'r
are linearly índependent)

By (13.41) and (13.38-39), this is equÍvalenÈ to
N+Nr
I . pr(A+il)." B" i úo = [, (' - ") ß, rf üo

rrs=I r=I

ë úo

(r3.42)

That is, the vector B wíth N components Ê. ls an eígenvector of -K(A+iL)

corresponding to eigenvalue ur - o. To relate these values to the classical

frequencies, notice that
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lGH
o

lICL
1A

-iIGK
lLK ,

I

I
I

I
IKíGH

o

-1
which ís siuil-ar to I

I

I
I

K(A-iL)
0

,iGH
o

0

-K(A+il)

-iK
iK

-fK
iK

-iK
ÍK

-iK=L4

Therefore, the classical frequencies include both the single mode

energies rrr - 0¡ which are eigenvalues of -K(A+it) and also the values

-(r¡-0t,,\*, which are eigenvalues of K(A-íL). In the most f¡mill¿¡ case,

H is positlve definite and by theorem (L.26), H can be reduced Ëo

diag.t"rr.. .,sNrslr.. . r"Nl. This confollns to the canonical matrfx û^ of
o

proposiÈíon (13.13). Ile nay take A = dí48.[s1,r..,"N], B = 0 and

K = diag.t-r(t),r(b)J, with a arbiÈrary. The choice arb * N and

J = G(arb) leads to an indefinite inner product sPace H(1). However, Ít

is custom^ty to construct a positive definite Ínner product space r¡heaever

possÍble. This choice, K - -I, leads to a set of single Particle energies

which includes the eigenval-ues s. of -K(A+it) but not the negative eigen-

values -s of 1GH.j

For the purposes of this section, rre are most interested in the

situatÍon ,oher H(1) nay have an indefíníte inner product but may not have a

deflnÍte inner product. For exarnple, consider the case that iCû nas sfnple

complex eigenvalues +b t a1. û b.loog" Ëo the same canonícal orbit as

*to' =

0
0

0
0
b

-a -bl
b -alo 0l
0 oJ

-a
-a-b



-4
10
0-1
0-1
t0
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( 13 .43a)

ål
-1 J

"ì-bJ

0

-1
I
0

i;o'rransrorms ro cr i(4) . = [å #)= ûo, wlth o = [-: =AT

By applytng the synplectlc transfo¡maÈion C = 2

ÌlE

and K = f-l 91. Then according to (13.42), reLarive ro rhe vacuum, rhe|. U L)
single mode energies are the eigenvalues of -KA, namely -b + ai. The most

general single mode st,ate correspondlng to E = -b + ai is

v(.f v. * t "l úo), wíth y € c.

The most general single mode state corresponding to E* = -þ - ai is

úEo= g(.T,r.-i4,¡o),withB e c. (13.43b)

From the conÌnutation relations (13.32e),

<V¡'tlg>=<ûp*'ú¡*)=0

and <ûg*,ú¡> = 2ß*"( . (13.44)

From our dfscussíon of heurlstic node spac", i-" Sectlon 7, we know

Èhat the lndefinite metríc blossorns not only when the classical frequencles

are complex, but also when real classical frequencÍes are non-simple. For

exaryle, if E belongs to the same canonical orbít as

-2
4) (1,b)

then H also belongs to the sâme canonical orbit as

rl

ål
2

0

-b
0
0

0

-lz
0Ii'.á

0A
0

H
o KAK

with A=k
-l2b+b ^

_b-1

_b-l
-l-2b+b '

-1 0
I

E
o

cr i(4) C, where

and (=
0

( 13.4s)



-\
bL

0

0

-b\

4

e Sp (4,R)
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(L3 .47 a)

( 13 .4 7b)

( 13. 49a)

( 13 .4eb)

( 13.49c)

c 2

0

b-\
-b-'4

0

0
t-

_b-2
L.'2

-D

0

b

0

0

b'

Then, according to (13.42), t}¡e sole eigenvalue b of -I(A fs the only

single rnode energy and the most general single mode sÈaËlonary st.ate is

ùb=yt.Tt.*4V.>,lriÈhy€c. (13.46)

I,le can find another single mode state rlo, which is a principal vector for

H-oandsatisfies

and

Fron (l3r4,O) and (13.45), the vacutûr energy u, ís equal to b. One solution

for (13.47) is +
tD (13.48)to)'^z

I(.i vo -yb

From the cornmutatlon rel-ations (13.32c) '

<ûbrüb> = 0 ,

<ÚOrÚO> = 0 
'

and

Because of (13.47a) and (13.49b), {O is often called the "dípole ghost'r.

So far, in thls secÈion, we have shom how a single mode space with

indefinite metric can be constructed rigorously by extending the mathe-

matics of algebraic quantization. Ttre physical lnterPretation of the

fndefinite metric is a separate problem. This lnterPretation probLem is

no dffferent from that which has prevailed over the last two decades, 1n

the context of heurLstic quantization [73]. It ls generally agreed

(e.g. t1191) that if the indefinite netric is to be given a probabilistic

inÈerpretaÈion, the dynamically lnvariant slngl-e mode space H(1), must be

decomposable into a dlrect "- H(t) = Hn * Hr, , r^r-lth each element Ûn of Hn
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having a non-negative norrn <rlnrrln>, . lle represents the physieal states

of the system and H' represents the non-physical states. Mathenatlcally,

there are nany ways J-n which an lndefiníte lnner product space can be

decomposed in this way. For exampte, it fl(l) is Èwo dimensional,

<V1rû1>1 = 1r<úl ,þZrL = 0 and <tþZrtþZ>l = -1, Hn could be.taken to be all

scalar rnultiples of Ul but could just as well be taken to be all scal-ar

multiples ot úl ¡'t ù2. Sínce .û1 * k \,r, út +'" ù2rL= /, , Hn would have

positive metric after either choice. In practice, fln is deÈermined by the

physics of the system which Ís represented. For example, in the Gupta-

Bleuler covariant fomulaÈion of quantum electrodynemics, Hn includes the

staËes representing Èransversely polarized photons, while Hr, íncludes any

state lnvolving logítudinal or tine-líke photons. According to AscolÍ and

Minardi t1191, the minimal requÍremenÈ for an indefinite inner product H(1),

wíth pseudo-unitary Hamiltonian dynanícs, to have a probabilístÍc inter-

pretation, is that if rl¡(o) belongs to Hn, then for all t,

û(r) = .=iHt ú(o) = ûn(t) + rl,o(t) , (13.50)

wlrh ún,o . flp,o "rd .tl,n(r),ûrr(t)r' = .úr,(r),tn(r)>l = 0 (13.51)

(13.51 ensures that úo(t) Ín no way contributes to the norm of {,(t).

Eowever, i.t can easily be checked that these condiÈions can not be met

either for the case of complex frequencies or for the dípole ghost which

we have just examined. In the former "a"., fl(I) is two dinensional, so

that fl- uust be one dimenslonal, spanned by a síngle staÈe vector
P

Ùl = E Úf * 6 Úg*, for some f, Ç e C. Assrning Ú(o) = Úl'

ú(t) = 6 e-iEt úu + r .-iEot üEo, wíth E = b t ai.

From (13.50), Vn(t) = ú(t) - u Vr (13.52)

slnce U tl, r,rith U e C, is an arbÍtrary e1-ement of Hn

,rrûo'l = 0 ÍmPlíesThe conditÍon <r|
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( 13. s3)o = (t + lu l2l<ú1,û1>, - 2 Re(u <ü(t) ,úr >)

<ún,tp>l = 0, <ü(t),Ûl>t - .u {trÚ1>, so that (13.53)

I

From the conditfon

becomes

(t-lul2><ûi,ú.r>r=o (13.s4)

Unless every physical state in Hn is to have zero norm' <rlr1'ú1>, # 0.

Therefore, (13.54) inplíes lul = t. (13.55)

However, the requirement <û = 0 implíes <{llrrl,otl = 0

so that by (f 3.52), <úl,rl,(t)tt - u.ül,rrr, = O

+ u=<Ü

= Re(28* y E* € e
-íbt at

e +2 ß^(x E E* e-ibÈ -ate

using (13.44) (13.s6)

This exponential increase in the amplitude'of u is impossíble to

reconcile wíth lul = l. This shows that Ín the case of slnple complex

frequenciesr- the usual requirements of physical interpretabíIÍty can not

be met.

In the dipole ghost situation of (13.47), H(1) is agaÍn two dimensÍon-

al, so that Hn must consist of scalar rnultíples of a single state

tl = 6 ü¡ + t {,O. Recallíng that in (1'3.47), d = b, we have

H Ub ,O tl,U

-lHr -zíbte-¡'L úb = "-'^"' üO (13.57a)

" 
rln tl' + 2b PO

7)H'VD oO úU + (2b)- ú¡

"nûo 
n(2¡)n-1 úo + (2u)n r¡o

-iHr -2lbt -2íbr,e-¡r¡L ûD = e-""' úo - Ít e '^"'úo (13.57b)

p'Úrt I

,,ú(t)t, /.úr,rl,ttl

) / .llr r ,,l,1t l



Assrning ù(o) = ü, and using (13.57.) ,

v(t) = t e-2rbtùb + ç e-2ibt ûo - it ç .-21bt ût

= ! Ûl + úo(t), slnce every elenent of Hn has the

' fo¡m U rlll rüÍth U e C.

Therefore, ûrr(t) = V(r) - x ûI = 1"-2iU¡ - u)r!, - ir t"-"Ot Vu

Hence, .ùrr(t),ün(t)t, = u1.2ttt - u*)<V1,û1>, + b'ült l
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(13.s8)

2ibruÍtç* " <{l

= zltlza?oc+ EE*) i 2 u it lc l2ly l2u.2tb.,

bv (13.4e).

Fron (13.49), the requfrement <úrr,ün> = 0 Ínplies Ç = 0. Therefore, an

arbitrary physical state U V, has the fo::m U tú0, which has vanishing norn,

by (f3.49a). Therefore, this norn could not be interpretable as a prob-

ability. In Helsenbergts tteatmenË of the Lee model t1201, the dlpole

ghost occurs in two degrees of freedon of an int.eracting field. The

Eaniltonian can be unambiguously partitioned into a free term and an

ínteraction term. Thís leads to the definitlon of an S-operator whlch

maps inconing physlcal states onto outgoing physical states of the same

norn. Thus, in Èhe words of Heisenberg, although a physical ínterpretation

of the local behaviour in te:ms of probabilities can not be glven, it is

concelvable that such a model night be adequate for a scattering experiment.

RecenÈly, a quadratlc Hamil-tonian with conplex frequencies rras con-

sidered by Englent [121], in connecÈÍon rsith the radiation-danped oscill-

ator. Classically, a charged ha::monfc oscillator is damped as it emÍts

electro-magnetic radiaÈion. The motion of the oscillator is then

descrÍbed by the Abraham-Lorentz equatÍon t12Il.

nä=-kq+mr'ä t
^2¿eT==.''.'-J mcJ

with e and m the charge and mâss.

( 13. s9)
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ltre general solutLon of (13.59) is glven by

q(t) - bre-Yt cosot + bre-it sinot + ot.t' (13.60)

where f,

equation

of the characÈerfstic

In fact, 1, ul and I are all positive. Usually, the general solution (13.60)

to (13.59) is resÈrÍcted by ass"ming b3 = 0, so that the classlcal stable

danped oscillator can be modelled. However, Englert was interested to see

whether the general unstable system (13.60) could be retained and then

restrícted after quantization. To this end, the corresponding negative

freguencies nere introduced by including an extra degree of freedom in

which the dynanics is that obtained from (13.59) by tÍne reversaL. The

sysÈem was then able to be descrlbed by a quadratic Boson Hamiltonlan with

complex fréquencies. Eowever, to Proceed further would be to walk on

shaky ground, since there 1s still considerable debate on whether dissí-

paÈive systems can be quantized using llamiltoniari technfques. The

Hamiltonian can be ínterpreted as the generator of the motíon but not as

the energy. Even for conserr¡ative systems, the classical equations of

motion can be generated by a Lagrangian which is noÈ of the form T - V,

lrith T and V the kinetic and potentlal energy respectively. It is known

that after such a choice of LagrangÍan, canonical quantizatÍon,leads to

inconsístencies IVIIr39brl22f. For example, the choice of Lagranglan
.n).1,t = '<ki - q;) - \Gi - C? for the isotropic 2-dimensional oscfllator

leads to the angular momeûtun Lz = qLg'z - nzir (= -erl, - q2pl) havlng a

continuous spectrr¡m lL23f .

In this sectÍon, we have erçosed the follot¡'ing dlsadvantages ín

allowlng the indefinite metric to enter algebraic quantizatlon:

I{hen the requirement of posÍtfve metric is discarded, the

unitarizing complex structure, when 1t exists, is no longer

uniquely determined by the classical dynamics and neither ls

(-1 t io) are the three solutlons nL,2r3

r02=-k*rntn3.

(A)
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the signature of the metric.

(B) Any advantage of allowing the metric to be indefinite is

linited by the facÈ that. certain slnple classical systems,

such as the free particle Ín one dimension, still can not

be (pseudo)-unitarized.

(c) tr{hen an unstable system can be pseudo-unítaxízeð., the local

behaviour can not be interpreted in terms of probabilities.

To this l1st, r¡/e may add another problem unearthed by Araki ll24fz

(D) In order to analyze a llaniltonian H on Fock space with

índefinite metric, we close H in the topology detennined by

some chosen constructed positive metric. Ilowever, Èhe spectrun

of the closure E depends, in a dramaÈic hlay, on the choice of

topology.

Sínce the free particle can already be handled quite easily in quantr-m

mechanics, regardless of problem (B), sone further coÍments must be m¡de on

the relatÍonship between algebraic and other techniques of quantization.

As discussed in Section 3, up to unit,ary equivalence, there is only one

Írreducible llilbert space representatíon of the c.c.R. wíth flnite degrees

of freedom and except for an additive constant, there ís a unique prescript-

ion for the quanttm mechanical analogue of a quadraÈic Haniltonian. From

theoren (3.16) and other resulÈs of Section 3, we have a clear indication

that the spectrum of a first quantized quadratic HamilÈonian 1s discrete

only when the Harniltonian belongs to the sane canonical class as a set of

índependent ha:monic oscillators. Ihe Segal procedure, applied to a

classical harmonic oscillator, produces a one-dimensional complex síngle

particle space fl(1). The single creation operator at(er) on Fock space_I

f1¡1(1)) is the ladder operator which effecÈs the elemenÈary excitatÍon
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between two nelghbours of the equalI-y spaced energy levels. If, on the

other hand, we rrere unarùare of proposition (9.10) and ¡¡e attempted to

apply the Segal procedure to a classÍcaI free particle, once again the

single classlcal degree of freedom r¡ould be expected to lead to a oûe

dfmensional complex single parÈicle space H(1). However, a stngle indepen-

dent creation operator could not be associated r¿ith the elemenÈary excit-

ations of the first quantized sysÈem, since Ëhe quantfzed free parÈ1cle

Ilarliltonian has a continuous spectrum. Therefore, proposltion (9.10)

guarantees thaÈ such interpreÈatfon problems do not arise and that the

Segal-Cook creaËioD operators always effect elenentary excitation of the

unitarized dynanical sysÈem. On the other hand, it ls conmon practÍce to

treat Schrödinger single particle wave functlons as belonging to the single

particle subspace of a field which has a mâny-particle interpretation.

This larg"i "p"". could be achieved by the Segal-Cook procedure applíed
a

to ['(R), considered as a real space, with each wave function decomposed

into its real and lmaginarj parts. The dynaml cs generated by

H=Þ.P2 = -hl| 4 "orrfa 
be considered to be an exanple of real synplectic

ðx¿

dyn¡mics which 1s trÍvially unltarízabLe. Given any one parâmeÈer strongly

êontinuous unitary group oo LZ(n), there is no nathenatical obstruction to

appLying the Segal procedure to achieve a second quantized systen. This

procedure has particular significance when the original cLassical system

is a free partlcle, since elementary parÈicle theory is a sub-branch of

elemenÈary field theory. H,owever, ít is not usual practice to apply second

quantization, for example, to a first quantized harmoníc oscÍl-l-ator,

achieving a collection of independent creation operator" rt(n) which create

oscillators ín the nrth excited state (n = 0r1r2r...).

Given a first quautized system, we have a well-defined second quanÈized

system, if reguired. Eowever, if we begin r,¡"ith an ínfinite dÍmensional

classical symplectic dyu¡míes, first quantizat,ion involves a choice of one

o.f a myriad of inequivalent representations of the C.C.R. If the dynamics

is unstable, unitarLzatíon is not possible and we can no longer use the

Segal procedure to select an appropriate representation.
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CHAPTER I I I APPLICATIONS AND OUTLOOK

sEcrroN 14 - r¡rvaRrâIfl navB EQUÀTIoNS

Perhaps the first indÍcation.that linear systems night be a source of

fnconsistency ln quantun mechanics wás the dl-fflculty of_.lnterpretation of

the Kleln-Gordon equation. Ilfthin the Fpace of solutlons of the classlcal

K1ein-Gordon equatLon, the subspace of positive energy soluti-ons Ís

dynamical-ly ínvariant. However, 1t was soon realized that if an lnnocuous-

looking scalar potentlal v(x) qrere allowed to act externally 1n the manner

ô(! + n2 - v(x)) O(x) = 0, (! = aua., = a? - v2), (I4.r)'-u"tf"
dynanical-ly invariant separation of negatíve energy solutíons from posltive

energy soluÈions may no longer be possíble. The Kleín paradox is that the

negative energy density then requíres an interpretation, even when the

scalar fiel'd is chárgeless, so that.the associated fndefínite energy norm

(see e.g. t1251) can not even be lnterpreted as a charge density.

Research on the exteroal field problem gained further impeÈus Ín 1940,

r¡ith Ëhe discovery by Schiff, Snyder and lJeinberg [126] that the scalar

fíeld is unstable r^rhen certaín external scalar potentials are introduced.

It seemed sÈ¡rarige at that time ÈhaË the instabíltty problem dÍd not occur for

the spin L¿ î.te]-.d.

Having applied the Fourier transfo:mation to the scalar fieLd

%(t) "iB':t in interaction with an external static scalar potentlal

vQ!,t) = v(ÄrO), Schroer and Swieca t33l found that the function 1(t) is

exponentially unstable for some values of k and that the heuristic Fock

Bpace necessarlly has an indefinite ínner produet.

The general resul-ts wtrich we have presented fn chapter two of this

thesls apply to general quadratic llamiltonians. A.s an illustration of the

utllÍty of these results as dfagnostÍc tools, we shall quickly deduce all

of the phenonena of the scalar field which we have mentÍoned above. When

0 )x( I
k
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v(x) ts allowed to exceed m2, ftaginary frequencies enter the frequency

spectrún of the 6ystem, Just as in the case of the l(lefn-Gordon field !ùlth

inaginary mass. Therefore,

G) sínce Èhe classical- Kleln-Gordon system may be viewed as a

classical E¡rnlltonian system, the frequencies must occur 1n

complex conjugate pairs. Therefore, the presence of imaginary

frequencles fnplies that the classÍcal dynamics is unstable.

(b) since the classÍcal dynanics is unstable, Èhe Segal'Cook

construction can not produce a Fock space with definite

meÈric and unltary dynamlcs (proposition (12.35)).

(c) a dynamically invariant separation of negaÈive energy solutions

from positive energy solutions is not possible. Otherwlse, we

could construct a unitarizíng couplex structure of the form

(L2.22) and the Segal-Cook construction would produce a Fock

space with positíve defÍnite neÈríc and unitary dyn¡mics.

(d) the heuristic mode space for fLnfte dimensional unstable sub-

systêms must have indefini.te metríc (propositÍon (7.33) ).

Since a quadraÈíc Fernlon HamíItonían can always be dÍagonalized by a

C.A.R. Bogoliubov transformaÈion, whÍch is a unitary transformation, the

corresponding classical dynamics, discussed ln Sections 8 and 10, is

always sËable. Therefore, the problems (a-d) above do not arise when an

external classical potential interacts with a spin % fieId.

Since the discovery by Velo and Zwanzíger that quantlzed fields of

spin greater than one are a-causal, causality has been an important con-

sideration ín the study of general invariant-lÍnear lrave equations lL27l.

The general ínvari-ant linear rüave equatíon can always be expressed as a

first order Gelrfand-Yaglon equation [128]:



It turns out that a-causality can be diagnosed at the classical l-evel,.

If Èhe equation (I4.2) leads to causaL propagaÈion, it must at least be

hyperbolic, so that there is an ,rpp"t bound to the speed. of propagatíon

tf28l. As pointed ouË by l,lightnan (see the discussion following ll27l),

Èhe hyperbolicity of (14.2) is equlvalent to the boundedness of the

imaginary part of Èhe frequency spectrum. If the free field defines an

integral representation of the Poincará group, Èhen the systen should be

quantized accordÍng to Bose stat.istics. IÈ ís then necessary to view tine

evolutíon of úB(ërt) as a one paraneter group of synplecÈíc transform-

ations. The synplectic time evolution defines a one parâmeter group of

BogolÍubov transforîtåtions a(,!ß(ë.,0)) * a(úU(x,t)). The generator of this

tßuau + nJ rfo(x) + y: ûU(x) = o .

group of Bögoliubov transformatíons may be

i ,, = [ -å- -i- ] , rù-ith A Hemitean and

161 .

(14.2)

and

represented by a rnatrix

B skew symnetríc on single
AO
0 -A*

part.icle space. Then I D, ís the sun of an lle::mítean tetrI

askewHermítean 
(o Bltern [-i* O ). 

In order

frequency spectrLm (i.e. the specÈt,rt of î

that the i'naginary part of Ëhe

D) is bounded, it ls sufficient

that B is bounded. In the case that B is bounded but not ín the llilbert-

Schnídt class, (14.1) is a hyperbolic equation but the corresponding

quantrm field dyn¡mics will not be unitarÍLy inplenentable in the Fock

representation.

Another major source of interest in the general quadratic Haniltonian

has been the higher order \rave equation. In the early l950fs, it was

proposed by several people that hígher order nave equations night resolve

some of the divergence difficulties of quantum field theory. If we begin,

as Pais and lJhlenbeck did, wlth a non-localized acÈion [32]:



'=f'u'
L(x) = J *,",

L62.

1r+. s)

-4

r(*-*1) o(*I) -1d4*

J 
t<-u'l exp(ituxu)doke (x) (2n) t

(k2'= kuku and F is a polynonial),

the princlple of stationary action leads to a hÍgher order equation

F(!) = Q (r4.4)

After reducing (14.4) to a set of first order equaÈions by the introduction

of subsidiary conditions, Pais and Uhlenbeck found that the finíte dimen-

sional dynamícal subsystens rrere often described by strange quadraÈic

Hamiltonians which do not belong to Èhe harmonic oscillator class. As

discussed in Sectíon 3, this typically leads to a quantum mechanical

Hamiltoniarl whÍch is unbounded from below. In addition, Pais and Uhlenbeck

showed that it was dífficul-t Èo reconcile non-localÍty with mi cro-causality

and since that time, the adjective ttnon-local" hås become synonymous ¡¡-Íth

I'a-causaltt. Nevertheless, several people have found good reasons to

persist wiÈh non-local models. Firstly¡ at the microscopic level, strongly

interacting particles are believed to be muÈually peneÈrating objects

(e.g. t1291). At the macroscopic level, BeIl t1301 reports on recent

experÍments which fndicate that the non-loca1 predietions of quantLm

mechanics, whÍch were unacceptable to Ei.nsteín, Podolski and Rosen, may be

a fact of life.

Perhaps one of the simplest examples of (I4.4) is the equation

!2q1*¡ = g G = al - a, with a the Laplacian operator a2¡

(14.s)

This is the equatíon satisfied, in the Landau gauge, by eaeh componenÈ of

the 4-potential for the free electromagnetic fieLd t1311. To see that

(14.5) is grossly non-local, note that ít is equívalent Èo

! 0(x) = j(x), (14.6)
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where the non-localized source tern j (x) fs an arbitrary solutlon of the

Klein-Gordon equatlon. The equation (14.5) is Dåcroscopically a-causal,

since its solutlons include not only the Klein-Gordon field, but also the

ha:monic field tf32l, which results 1n a llÍghtnan 2-poinË fr¡nction which 1s

proportfonal to (*-y)2 = (x-y)U(*-y)U, resultíng in non-.vaníshing conmut-

aÈors t0(x),Q(y)1, w'ith x-y space-Iike.

Serious ínterest has been shown in equation (14.5) as a model of the

sub-hadronic gluon fÍeld lI32rl33l. A fundamental Greenrs function for

the opera tor -L2 is r = (¿.*)t.

I
ÏI8

2 r = ô(x) (r4.7)

Therefore, (14.5) ís a very simple example of a systen with confining

sÈatíc potèntial- in Èhe presence of a point. source. Following the progranrme

of heurístic quantization for Èhe system (14.6), Narnhofer and Thirring

t1331 found the fomal llemil¡enian to be

with
1

(E) q (E)
.L&+

q' (k)' = (a, (k)',a^(k)',r, (k),a^(k))
I_L_I_L-

(14. 8)

H=-1 q.,
k

D(&)1L=äg+

with D, (k)
I_

-l(4ko)

ko+i (4ko)

-t(4ko) ¡

k -i(4k )o'o'
(4ko) -1

-i (4ko) -1

(4ko)

í (4ko)

(4ko)

i (4ko)

-1_ (4ko)

ko+i(4ko)

-1(4ko)

I

-1 1

-1

-1

-I

-1

-I -1-í (4ko) - (4ko) ko-i (4ko)

tar(r),rt(E')fl = oj, o(k-E')

-1

n-ith k k
o

In (14.8), the operators a (k) are ordinary Boson annihilation operators:j

( 14. e)

Therefore, according to the scheme of proposition (4.49), the corresponding

cl-assical HanilÈonl-an is
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k0 lzro)

lzto)

k

L64.

(14. ro)

lzto) -1

-1

o
-t

-I

H (k)
k

o

0

0

k

0

0

k

0

0

0

o

lzro) o

This Haniltonian can be classified accordíng to the scheme of SecÈion 1.

^,
lJith H = HG.), the elenentary dívisors of iGH - sI are (s !ko)-. Therefore,

H must belong to one of the Èrro canonical orbíts with cauonical fo:m

*[a)fo>, wirh p = tl. To detemine p¡ wê must fÍnd the signature of fr*,

given that

The matrix

-G\

\ l-s

is the nílpotenÈ part in the Jordan decomposition of -GH.

given by

4o = ut"r.t(2ko) 1,0,0,(2ko)-rl , (14.11)

whích Ís verified sinply by cheeking that -G\ iS nilpotent and that -G\

comutes wÍth -Gû. Therefore,4O t" positive semi-definite and I = *1.

The determinatlon of the canonical orbit of I!. immediately leads to further

info::maÈion on the quantun mechanical systen (14.5). The quadratic elemen-

tary dívisors and real frequencies ko lead to linear instability Ín the

evolution of field operators 0(:!,t). Since the elementary divisors are not

linear, algebraic unitarization of the classical dynanics is not possible.

Eowever, Èhere exists a complex structure which enables the classical

dynanics to be pseudo-unitary, since all frequencies are real and non-

vanishing. As pointed out by Narnhofer and Thirring, the one Parameter

group of Bogoliubov Èransformatíons generated by (14.8) is not unitarily

inplementable on Fock space. Equival-ently, the formal Haniltonian (14.8)

can not be closed and then extended to a self-adjoínt operator. Despite

all these diffÍcultíes, Thirring and Narnhofer have provided a novel

suggesÈion as to how consistency night be regained. Namely, íf (14.5) Ís

to be a gluon field, then other interaction te:ms must be introduced, since

Èhe gluon field is not isolaÈed. JusÈ as in the case of the external field
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problem, in whích a healthy free field develops fnstability uhen an

lnteracÈlon ls 1nÈroduced, a paÈhologfcal free field nay be stablllzed by

lntroducing an fnteractlon. An tnltial e:çIoratory model, in which the

extra fleld is represenÈed by a har:monic oscillator, has shorvu some success.

Since a fully interactlng llamiltor,f"r, H may be decomposed into a "freet'

term Ho of the foru (14.8) and an lnteractlon term, the S-operator may be

deflned from a counterPart of eiHt e-lllot and this can be unitary' even

though the origínal Fock space has indefÍnite netric. The process of

extractlng a unitary S-matrix out of a pseudo-uniÈary dynanical system has

recently been further developed by Denuth t1341.

The system (14.5) may be nodified by inserÈíng a Boson nass'

o2([+*') {(x)=0 (14.12)
J

This was one of the earliest higher order wave equaËions, originally

proposed by Bhabha tf35l. The static potential.rs then ProPortional to

tmr
e

fhe neihod of quadratic canonical forms also applies to some models

involvÍng both Bose and Fermi fields in fnteracÈion. For exqrle, in the

Schwinger model for quantr¡m electrodynem{cs wíth massless Fernions in I*1

dlmensions, the Ferui field contributes to the interaction telÐ in the

Haniltonian vÍa a current jU(*). I,Ie mây exPress ju(x) as OUO(=) for some

scalar massless Boson fiel-d $ and thereafter express the Eamíltonían purely

in teros of Boson operators, in accordance wíth Krönigts ídentity for the

neutrino theory of light 1n I * I dimenslons [136]. The forn of the IIanLil-

tonlan partly depends on the initial choice of gauge. In the Fermi a¡rd

Landau gauges, the Lagranglans provided by llurst and Carey tß71 lead to

the IlanilÈonlans

(Fe::ni)

@

. ,.(r - t(no)-)
æ

(14. 13a)ItF

I-(Landau) t, Kdx I'

dx I

(14.13b)



where

with the varfables

8 = eL/n

au(*)

nu (x)

(zn)-4 I .tEI Âu(o) uu
J_

L67.

(Ao

and Q respeetfvely and

(r4. r4)

K = L[n + (no

trt conjugate to Ao, A

)2 + (0,, - BA)
2

I )21 t
2oèglo 2

I
Tnot

0

Now apply the Fourier decomposition (for t = x0 = 0)

_r4 ikx
0 (x) (2r) e

-æ
@

_r4

0G) dk

u

0
no

-æ
@

æ

(2r) l

il

-ikx

-ikx
o

I.

e dt(

dk

(Ð

G)(x) (2r)_r4

It is well known that in the quantr-m theory, the Fourier transformed

generalised operators maintain the canonical commuËation relations,

Íncluding

rÂ,g1, fru(t')J = i ô,v 6(k - k')
I¡- F -

In the correspondíng classical theory, the Fourier Èransfo:ms of conjugate

variables remaín conjugate. In the classical theory, all variables are

real so that

(k)'k and so on for 0, no' IT (14. 1s)

From (14.I4-f5), H¡, *y be expressed as
@

@

Â'(-u) = Âu
u

H-(k) dk
T_\

0

(r4.16)
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trhere = - lîotgl12 + lîr@ 12 *'r¡"rel12

+ e2 lÂo<gl 12 * e2 lÂlq> l' * u2 lô<t) 12

- 2e neti^rrl Â0(k)l + trntî(tl Âo(t)l

^* krm[n^trl Â1(k)] + te rntÂ2(k) Â1o

the Hamiltonian is given by \ z'HT(E) z, with HTG)

(k) l

H-(k) nay be expressed in terms of six real variables, the real and imagin-
-c-

^r r

ary parÈs of A*, Q and their conjugate variables. Hence, the Schwinger

model may be analysed in terms of subsystems of degree síx. On each sub-

a symmetri.csystem,

maÈrix. However, it turns out thaÈ in thecase of Femi gauge, t,he eigen-

values of i GHïß) are not all- rea1. Indeed, explicit solutíon of the

classical dynarnics t1371 uncovers an exponential insÈability. Due Èo the

presence of non-real frequencíes, by proposítion (f2.35), unitarizaBíon of

the classítal dynamics is not possible. On the other hand, after choosing

the Landau gauge, the classical dynamics is stable. This supPorts the sur-

prising result of Carey and Hurst t1371 that the existence of a Èírne invari-

anÈ vacuLm representatÍon, exhibiting unitary time evolutíon for the

Schwinger model, depends on the choice of gauge. There are three main

phllosophical viewpoinÈs that can be taken, foJ,Iow'ing this result. The

first viewpoinË is that BosonízatÍon is possible only in I + 1 dimensions,

so that this apparent violaÈion of gauge invariance is only an artifact of

an artificial situation. Indeed, there are obstructions in extending

Krönigts identity to four dlnensional space-time t1381. Therefore, there

ís no Bosonízed Schwinger-type model which threaÈens gauge invariance in

3 + I dímensions. The second viewpoinÈ is that there are as yet undeter-

mined preferred non-Fock representations for the C.C.R. which will a1low

algebraic quantization to cover unstable classical dynemícs, thereby

allowing quanÈization in any gauge. The third, more radical viewpoint is

thaÈ the electromagnetic 4 potential ís a signíficanÈ observable and that

Èhere is a preferred gauge in nature, which will eventually be deÈernined,

along with the fine structure constant, by consistency and boundedness

requirements [139].
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SECTION 15 - ME ISING I{ODEL

Ttre two dimensÍonal Ising model of ferro-magnetfc materials with

nearest neighbour interactions on a toroidal Lattlce, is Èhe simplest

example 1n cl-assical sÈatistical mechanics of a model which exhibíts a

phase transitlon. Ttre properËies of thÍs model result from a Èransfer

matrix which may be viewed as a quadratÍc element of a Clifford algebra.

Hence, we make contact with the theory of quadratic Fer"mlon HamÍltonians,

as discussed in Section 10. The ideas behind the algebraíc approach to the

Ising model, due originally to Onsager and Kaufmann tl40l, can be found in

the revíew article by Schultz, Mattis and Lieb t1411, which is now widely

recognized as a standard reference.

Lattiçe points are labelled (irj); i = 1,...,L and j = 1r...,N. To

each point (irj), there ís associaËed a value o(irj) = +1 for the classÍcal

spÍn. Neíghbouring pairs contribute energie" -Ji o(i,j) o(i+1,j) or

-J_- o(i,j) o(í,j+L). To wrap the lattice on a torus Ís equivalent to
v

enforcing the boundary conditions o(Í+L,j) = o(í,j) = o(irj+N). ClassÍcal

obsen¡ables f are functions f of all the values o(1,j). The Gibbs sÈate

is a linear functional that maps cl-assical obsen¡ables f to their exPect-

ation values <f>.

<f> z-L I t(o(i,j)) exp
o(i,5¡=11
i-=lr...rL
j=lr... rN

B H(o(i,j)) (Is.1)

where ß = l/kt, with k the Boltzmann constant and T the absolute temPer-

aÈure. In the case of toroldal boundary condiËions,

i
i=l ,...rL
j=lr. . . ,N

J* o(i,J) o(i+1,j) +Jy o(i,j) o(i,j+1) (15.2)

The partiÈion function Z is gíven by

t= I "*p-gH(o(i,j))o(í'j)= 1

i=lr...rL
J=lr " ' tN

H

(1s. 3)
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It is fruitful to re-e)rpress the Pêrtftlon functlon as

I = Tr vN , (f5.4)

where the transfer natrix V is of order 2L , 2L. V may be modifl-ed by an

arbitrary sinilarity transformaÈion and varÍous closely.related cholces may

be found Ín the literature. An irnportant step in the algebraie approach is

to expand V ln ter.ms of the usual matrix representatÍves of the generators

ona of the Paulion algebra \ .

okq'= I Br I ... 8I8oco ro ... I r fork= l'...rl'
+

kr th place

oo b.írrg the Pauli spin matrices with d = x:Y ot z a¡.d (oo)2 = r' For

exanple, in Èhe formulatÍon of schultz, Mattis and Lieb [141],

,4 Lutuí (rs. s)

(rs.8)

V=V
2

= exp (-2 ß Jx)*with J-- defined by tanh ß Jx

¡¡here (1s.6)

z (1s.7)and V2 = .*p(ß Jy ok+1 )
þ=

In (15.5), V is chosen to be an Hemitean matrix rather Ëhan a non-Eeltitean

m¡trÍx Vt VZ or V, Vr. To íllustraËe how the matrix V effects a transfer,

we note that the two point correlation functions are given by (e.g. t1421):

vl = (2 sinh z B J*)4 exp(ß .l*o jroo"l ,

*
x
L
I z

ok
1

<o(i,j) o(í'lr,j-fs)> = lfr rfl) tr (vN v-r o1 VT ;1

â. = co"h(ß JI)o.x - i sinh(ß J])ojt .

1

) ,ts

rfith

Accordíng to Lewis and Sisson [143], for any F e \' there exists a classi-

cal observable f such that

<f) = X(F) = (rr YN¡-I rr rfl ¡' (15.9)

Fron (15.8), Èhe cl-assical obsen¡abIes o(irj) o(i+rrj+s) correspond to

u-t â, vr âr*". \ (Is'ro)
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Alternatively, we mây view classlcal observables as correspondlng to

elenenÈs of a Clífford algebra, obtalned by applying the Jordan-I{igner

trans f o::mation n def ined by (e. g. t 1411) :

n(o,x) = z(e,) ,I_I

n(orY) = Z(=.t+1,) ,

and

n(or*) = ,n, (-i z(zl zg*")) zGk) ,
.l =r

k-I
n{"iy¡ = (-i zq) ,9*rr) z(er+l) for k = 2,...'L .

k-l

]I
j=1

tz(å) , z(e

(ls.11)

(1s. 12))l =2ô I for Þrv = Lr. . . rzl-+ uv

The set 
Q, Sn*rÌ is a basis for a real- space U e [/ of dÍnension 2L. I^Iith

V @ V equipped r¡íth the EucLidean inner product, the set {ZQ)}U=',...rZL

generates the Clifford algebra U([/ e U) over [/ e. U. For an infinite

latÈÍce, the relations (15.12) are defined as in (10.2), except that i-n

this section it is more convenient to consider generators Z(a> which,

compared to those used in Section 10, have been scaled up by a factor of

f+lO. wirhg=ue vandg'=s'e v' ,l¿)

lz(!-), z(þ' )l+ = 2 s(g,ur> + 2 s(v,vf ) (15.13)

for all llrllrllt ,It e V (a real Hilbert space with inner product S).

It wÍIl later be convenient Èo abbreviaÈe Èhe right hand side of (15.13)

to 2 S(,r,ù').

In the algebraic treatment of Onsager and Kaufmann t1401, log V, and

log V, ¡¡ere shonrn to be quadratíc elements of the Clifford algebra. How-

ever, rrrith V defined as ín (I5.5), as a producÈ of non-conrmuting matrÍces

of large order, the calculation of 1og V by the Baker-Campbell-Hausdorff

technique appeared to be a daunting task. Fortunately, by inspecÈÍon, a

canonical transformation was found whÍch simultaneously reduced V, and V,
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to a dírect sunr of quadratic conbinaÈfons of only four ClÍfford generators.

Next, lt was observed that log V, and LogY, are llnear combinations of

matrÍces which generate a faithful representation of the Lie algebra su(2).

Log V, as an element of su(2), could. Èhen be deter:míned in a simpler

represenËatlon, for example that generated by the Pauli.spin matrices.

After transformíng back to the original rePresentation, 1og V 1s given

explicitly as a quadratic element of the Clifford algebra. For example,

from the description by Hurst and Green lI44), we could replace Vt V, bf
!Á,

Vl'V2 Vl' and qbtain

z=Tx(v-)N+tr(v+)N, (15.14)

where

and

with

v_ exp A-

L
eAr

r=1
A-

T
Ar- = '¿ i r -(r) er- r(r)

-b

(ls. ls)

(1s. r6)

(rs.18)

( 1s. 1e)

t'<r¡ = trÇ), r(å-r), rq+L), r9r-r)l , ( 15. 17)

¡sith IÇ) obeVing the same relations as those obeyed Uy ZÇ), namely

(ls. r2) ,

Ar-

0

b2

-bl
0

0

b1

bz

0

= 1og (a+(a2-t)%)

2 1

0

0

-b -b

b

0

0

a = cosh % Ol]{"o"h kBJ* cosh ÊJx eos 0, sinh ßJ* sinh "rglT)

f sinh % Ol|{sinir '¿glo cosh $J"-cos 0, sinh ßJ* cosh kgJ;)

I 2

L sinhßJ sinh %ßJ

b, = cosh %Blo(-sinh'zgl* cosh ßJ**cos 0, sính BJ* cosh %BJi)

* sính lrBJ*(-cosh'¿g ¡* cosh BJ**cos 0. sinh ßJ* sinh '4BJi)
( 1s. 20)

b, = cosh t¿Blx(sin 0, sinhßJ* cosh '4BJ;)

*
)

and

- sinh % ÊJ
v
(sin 0 t x v

(rs.21)
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Expllctt solutlon of the Islng model anounts to diagonalizatlon of V- .

V* can then be diagonallzed ln the eame way and (15.4) can be evaluated.

Dl-agonalÍ zatlo¡ of V- is readlly achleved usl-ng the explicit reduction of

the quadratic Cllfford operator Ai to canonical form by the technique of

Section I0. (10-31b) gfves an orthogonal matrix C such that

c-IÂt- s = 1a2.:)k toe|o+@z-t)L¿) (r5.22)

Since every otthogonal transformation C in finiÈe dimensions ís unitarily

Ímplementable as an automorphisrn of the clifford algebra, IT

unitarily equivalena ao fT Âtt- f . In terms of Femion annihÍlation

operators a, = 4(r (å) * I r(er,r)), f Â't- t i"

(^z-t)h tog(a+(a2 -t)k)("*r, - .rtl * 4-r"1,-, - "r-r4-r) , which has er-gen-

values (^z-t)h log(a+(a2 -t)h)(11 11).

0
0
0
I

0
0

-1
0

0
I
0
0

1

0
0
0

rA

Ar- f is

The Gibbs state <f> roay be equated wiÈh a sÈate (I) on \r according to

qf>=X(F)=o(n(F)), (15.23)

wÍrh X(f) and n defíned in (15.9) and (f5.11) respectively. Pirogov [145]

and Lewis and SÍsson t1431 have emphasized that in the the:modynaníc limit

(N,tæ¡, o is a quasi-free state on the Clifford C* algebra II. That ls, trt

is even, vanishing on odd elements of U, whilst on the even subalgebra of U,

,r(Z(9t)...z(!ZJ ) is thePfaffian dete:minant of the artay of two-point

functions ur(Z(r|l1) Z(Û.j)). The absÈract theory of quasi-free states has

been cemented by the Marseilles group t1061 and from this, the Ising

model- can be seen Ín a ne\^r light. The quasi-free two-point functions must

have the foru (e.g. t1461):

ür(z(u)z(y') =s(L,[')-1s(ìl,Jgt), (15.24)

r¡here J is a skew-adjoint contracÈion operator, kno¡¡n as the covariance

operator. To each inverse temperature ß, there corresponds a guasi-free

state opr detemined by covailance operator JU. Pirogov tf45l showed that
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, the covariance operator is aabove the critical ÈemperaÈore T" = (k Ê")

conplex structure , J 2 = -f. tttren the covariance operator ís a complex

structure, the corresPonding quasí-free state is said to be Fock-type. In

the Fock-Cook representatlon, the fundamenÈal Fock state ls realízed as

r,ro(z(9) z(g')) =.Ûo,0!ü.) 0(,1.,') Úo> ,

where 0(¡[) are the Segal operators

a(g) = a(L) + .+([) ,

+
Lrith a(¡[) and r-(Ð Fermion consÈruction operators on Fock space fll(l),

o.r.r H(1). H(r) r" the space V I V, considered as a complex space with

complex structure c = [l ä] on U e U and inner product

iü.,g'rl = S(,1,,U') - i S(L,G!-'), whiLe rfo is the vacuum such that aQ[rlo = 0.
2L

By applyÍng a canonical transformation t'(å.,) = 
ul, 

cuu ole ), or

-lO'(-U-) = O(C-'g), with ¡[ contravariant vectors and C orthogonal, we xeal-ize

a ner^r Foek-type staÈe o'(Z(V) Z(V')) ='Úo, 0'(Ð ç'(-Ú.') Úo' , which has

covariance operator CGC-I. Since any skew-s1'meiric complex structure must

have this form, ít is now evident that every Fock-type state can be achieved

from the Fock staËe uro by a canonical transfomation, a facÈ known by

Manuceau and Verbeure IL47f. Ilowever, the canonical transformation C may

be quite general and therefore, as discussed in Section 6, in the thermo-

d¡memlc, linit, with U inftnite dímensi-onal, it need not necessarily be

unitarily implementable. In fact, it was demonsÈrated by Lewis and Sísson

[143] that trr'r is obtained from rß by a non-implementable canonical

transformation, whenever g + gt .

-1In [I43], it is shown that JB = CGC ,w-ithG=J (the infinÍte
o

tenperature solution) and C Èhe transfomation of (I5.22) which reduces the

¡emperaÈure dependent matrl* et- to canonical fom. We see that Jß is the

very object obtained ín proposition (11.8) as the uníque unitarizíng

conplex structure for the classical orthogonal dynarnícs generated by Ât- .

This musÈ come as no surprise to one who reeognises the sinilarity Ín the
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nâthematical strucÈures of Euclidean quantr-m field theory and classical

statlstical mechanics. There 1s a popular notion that the transformaÈlon

ß -+t changes the Ising model to a Euclidean lattice field theory and that a

further transformation t +it changes the Euclidean Lattice model to a

space-tÍme lattice model. The combined effect would be.to change the

quadraÈíc logarithrn A of the transfer matrix V from an Hermitean matrix to

a skew Hermitean matrix which can be considered as the generator of unitary

time evolution in Èhe corresponding quantrm mechanical lattice system.

Lebowitz t148l,has shown that above the critical temperature, there is a

unique translation-invariant classical equilibriun state. Thís must

determine a unique state ul on the Clifford algebra[, via the scheme (15.23).

T'he translation invariance of t¡ is expressed, from (15.10) ' as

uJ(V-rFVr) = o(F). Ttris corresponds very closely to the time-ínvariance

of Segalrs unique vacuum state, which was discussed in Section 8. From

-1proposítion (ll .20), l¡e know Èhat the complex structure JU = CGC ^ may be

alternatively characterized as the orthogonal component in Èhe polar

decomposition of Â - (= e Âr-). rf ne use the operators lÇ) ot (15.17)
r

as the generators of '[, Èhen the coh:mns of Ar- are already rnutually

orthogonal and each coLmn has nor:rn 1a2-t) log(a+(a2 -t)\), whÍch ís verified

by naking use of the identíty 
^2-L = Oî * bl, whích follows fron (Ls.lg.LL).

Therefore, J is gíven sínply as the dírect "t- I J., with

J, = [ (^2-t) loe(a+(a2-r)Ll-1 Ât- G5.24)

The orthogonal component J, in the polar decomposÍtion of Ar- will be

a complex slructure provided Âr- t" non-singular. lJhen the system develops

a soft node, one of the frequencies vanÍshes, Ât- becomes singular and J,

can no longer be used in the construcÈion of a covaríance oPerator for a

Fock-type state. From (15.18), Ar- becomes singular only if b, = 0 or

0
2

b



BY (15 .2L), bZ = O fnPlles

sin 0 slnh B J cosh ßJ*=o
tr x v

By (15.20), bt = 0 implies

cos 0 = coth ÊJ tanh Ê Jr

2
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which is not satisfied for any finite

temPerature.

* (1s.2s)
v

2
ß J sinh 2BJzBJ = 4 sinh cosh

v v

-4gJ-4
coth2 ß Jx

>oç"4BJY-2+" v)
( 1-coth 2 2ßJ )x'

8ßJ 4gJ
e Y-2" Y+I

x

In the thernodynamic l-imit, the varíable 0, = + becomes conÈinuous.

Therefore, (15.25) will first have a solution when coth ßJ* tanh BJ*

reduces Èo l. dince tanh BJ* = e-2ßJY, ahi" condiËion may be r.rritten
v

tanhßJ* = e
_zßJy

Therefore , si-rntzz I J* sinh 2
ßJ

2
xx

(t-e4gJY12

I (15.26)

Hence, rre recover the Kramers-I{annier result t1491 for the critÍcal

temperaÈure ß.

Ifuik t1501 has shown that bel-oÌr the crltical temperaÈure, the quasí-

free state trr' is no longer a Fock-type state. Kuikrs direct calculation

has shown that Èhe covariance operator JU has a kernel of odd dlmension

when ß t Ê". From a result of Manuceau and Verbeure t1511, thís is

equivalenÈ to the state ul' being non-primary. The G.N.S. representation

of [, cousÈructed from o'r is reducible. The covariance operaÈor JU can

not be constructed from V- using the fore-going theory of quadratÍ-c

Hamiltonians. Instead, urB is irow a mixture of two states

I

,B=\ rrl''+%ur ß (L5.2s)

+-
Èhat o^' do not vanish on odd elenents of Ll.

Þ
and it is evident from [150]
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Ttre two-fold mfxture (15.25) corresponds to the two pure themodynanic

phases whlch can occur below Èhe criÈical temperature.
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sEcTrotr 16 - sTArrslrcÀr- sYslElls oF BosoNs

The correspondence between mixed quasi-free staÈes and mixtures of

ther:nodynamic phases, whlch was discussed at the end of Sectlon 15, also

appltes to Boson systems. In faetr'the concePt of the quasi-free state

was first introduced by Robinson [152:J, 1n connection with the free Boson

gas. As noted by Lewis and Sisson [I43], it is apparent fron the structure

of the quasi-free gauge-invariant equilibrirm state for the free Boson gas

[153,154] that it can be decomposed into non-gauge Ínvariant prínary states

below the criËical tetperature.

In Section 15, we showed that the critical Èemperature of the Ising

model is just the temperature at which a soft mode first appears. The soft

mode theoqy of phase transitions also applies to system,s of Bosons, for

example in the theory of crystal vibratíons [155]. For those systems which

can be described by a quadratíc self-adjoínt conbínation H of Boson creation

and annihilation operaËors, the frequencies may be defined as in (4.S+).

If It is bor¡nded from below, then H can be transformed linearly to a system

of índependent hamonic oscillators and free partÍcles.

(16. r)

with H.
J

o.'l

P j

,4 u) e R (possibly zero) (16.2>

I

N

IJ

H H.
J

+

c

2
(.{) ,

J

+

e?
J

(c

j

2-, )j

¡
r¡ith C, and Ci Boson construction operators obtained by a Bogoliubov Èrans-

JJ
fo¡matlon. llhen one of the frequencies to. becones zero, H adopts a higher

symetry group t1561 and the corresponding classical motion becomes un-

bounded.

olr

+
j

= -2-\i(c3 - .T)

t
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In Section 14, we dfscussed the quadratlc Boson H¡nlltonians whlch

arlse from Bosonizatlon of the Schwinger model, which consists of a Fermion

field lnteracÈing with a Boson fiel-d. Sinilarly, the purely Femionic

Bardeen-Cooper-schrieffer E¡ni ltonian for a suPerconducting fluid may be

effectively Bosonized. The B.C.S. Hemíltonian is quarÈic in a set of

Feruion operarors aoß) ana aj(k), with o labeLling charge and spin and k

labelling 3-tot.rrtrrl'. Uot".r.l, the phonon-mediated forces result in the

fourth order terms being constructed purely from operators which create

and anníhil-ate.Cooper pairs. Kato and Mugibayashi [47] showed that ff the

Cooper pairs are replaced by Bosons, then the resulting quadratic Boson

H¡miltonian has, in the thernodyna'níc limiÈ, the same sPectl:ltm es that of

the B.C.S. TI¡mif¡s¡{an, so that the qualitattve explanation of supercon-

ductivity can still be given. However, we should not forget that the

B.C.S. nodel is qr:alitatíve in nature, since lt neglects the Coulombic

force and even then, ít retains only the ínteraction betseen Cooper pairs.

Kato and Mugibayashl argued that some minor adjirstnent of the equivalent

quadratic Boson tlnrnil¡enian could result in a finite ntober of the

frequencies-in (L6.2) vanÍshing, thereby contributing a continuous Part

Èo the spectrum, which also has a discrete part with a gaP structure' which

can be calculated after diagonalizfng the dfscrete part of E by a Bogolíubov

transfo:matÍotr.

Follow'ing the success of the B.C.S. model, considerable effort went

into ÍnvesÈigating the applicatÍon of similar techniques to rnany-body

nuclear sysÈems. In the Paper of lhouless [S4]r an aPProxim¡te ground

staËe was chosen to be the solution to the llartree-Fock equations t¡hÍch

minlmized the expectatÍon value of the energy. Then, using the lndependent

par¡icle model, low-lying excited states were viewed as Fernion-hole paÍrs.

The Greenrs fgnctíon for the sysÈem lras calculated as the kernel of a time

evol-ution operator r¡hich connected Ïemion-hole pairs as if they were

elementary objecÈs. The underlying structure of the single Fermion proP-
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agator rilas t.o some exÈent neglected. This corresponds to adoPtlng cooper

pairs as Èhe elementary objects in the B.C.S. model. From Èhe approxim-

ations used by Thouless, the energy eigenvalues Eo were soluÈions to

AB

B¡t A*It
xn

Yn
(equation 13 of t54l)

(16. 3)

wÍth A HermiÈean and B synrmetric'

lle note that
(n
Iro

Bì
A*J

has the structure of a Boson dynanical matrix D,

IO
and that (16.3,) gives E' as an eigenvalue of I Dy with I = o-r
Hence, each excitaËion energy Eo is a frequency for a system with quadratic

Boson HamiltonÍan H = 4 o+ D, o. For such a system' the frequencíes are
I-

identical to the single quasi-Boson energies, since with D.l ¡ 0, there

exisÈs a Bogoliubov transformation which reduces U to ) f* C1 C' * scalar'jr r r

This giveå us insight into Ëhe riature of rhoul-ess's approximations. These

approxinatÍons lead to Èhe equation (16.3) which could have been obËained

by repl-acing Fernion-hole pairs by Bosons. Srrppo"e that a,* annihilates a

Fe:oion of type -j and thaÈ aï- annihilates a hole of type k. Then

++
["k- "j*, "j* fu-] = t * i- %- - "j* "j* (16'4)

Sínce rhe charge operaror {- fu- - t]* "¡* vanishes on all states obtained

from the ground state by pair produetion, the right hand side of (16'4)

reduces to I, as iÈ should Íf "t_ tj* t" to be replaced by a Boson con-

struction operator. FurÈher problems arise when the conmutatoÏ

["t- rj*, rl* .l-, is considered in the genera]- case when it may occur that

exactly one of the differences k-rn and j-1, vanishes. For exarople, if k#n

andj=lr then

["r- rj*, rl* 4-, = .k- ".- (16'5)

The replacement of each different Fermion-hole pair by a differenÈ Boson

would involve the neglect of the right hand side of (16.5). To attempt to

rectify the construction of the Boson oPerators' one would, Ín effect,
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confront rhe problems of the neuÈrino theory of llght [I38]. In the B.C.S.

model, the replacement of each Cooper paÍr by a Boson leads, in the thermo-

dynamic linit, to the correct spectrrD of the Hamlltonian for a suPercon-

ducting fluid. However, the the:modynanic lÍmit will not be realfstíc ín

nucl-ear calculations, since natural nuclei contain no more than 200

nucleons.

Thoulessrs paper has a specíal place in the history of the generalized

Bogoliubov tranFformaÈion, since, to Èhe best of our knowledge, ít contained

Èhe first proof, aÈ least in the physieal- liÈerature, Ëhat (16'3) has a

complete set of eigen-soluÈions when D, is positive definíte' Hence' even

though Èhis resulÈ was not at first specífically related to quadraÈic

Boson HamiltonÍans, it contaíned all the mathenatics necessary to convínce

one that atl positive definíte quadratic Boson Hamiltonians can be diagon-

aLlzeð,. The condÍtion D, 2 0 was inÈerpreted by Thouless to be the

condition that a chosen solution of the ltartr"ejFock equations mínimized

the energy exPectation value and was Ëherefore a good approximatíon to

the ground s-tate wave function. The possibility of a frequency being zero

was interpreted as a possible ambiguity in the choice of the trial gror:nd

state. The convergence of a non-zeto teaL frequeney o. to zelo at some

parÈicular set of values of the systemrs parameters htas viewed as a type of

phase transition occurring at Èhe point where the trial grotmd state wave

function became Ínadequate and no longer minimízed the energy functional'
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sEcrrol{ 17 - ællcLusrfis aND OIru.ooK

It is norù conmon knowl-edge ÈhaÈ although any quadratf c Femion llam{ 1-

Èonian can be reduced to a linear combination of quasi-Particle ntmber

operators by a BogolÍubov transformetion, the sane is not true of an

arbitrary quadratíc Boson llaniltonían. Nevertheless, there ls a one to

one correspondence between quadratic Boson Hamiltonians and quadratic

functions on cLassÍcal phase space. The full set of equivalence classes

of the former can be deduced from that of the laËter. The diagonaLiz-

abillty of a positive definite guadratic Boson Haniltonian follows from a

much older equivalent result in classical mechanics. In turn' these

results can be extended to infinite degrees of freedon by usÍng spectral

theory in Krein space.

I^Ie have shown that the ful-l set of invariants which determ'ines the

canonical foru of an arbitrary classical quadratíc llamiltonian is a valu-

able diagnostic Èoo1. We have been able to relate stability, unitariz-

ability and pseudo-unitarizabíLLly of a cl-assical sympl-ectic dynamíeal

systen wiÈh the causal properties of the corresponding heuristíeally

quantized system, togethel with the spectral type of the canonically

quantized Hamiltonian. Itith finíte degrees of freedom, the frequencies of

the systen (i.e. the eigenvalues of the dynanical generator iCi) rnay take

any complex value and iCi may have any (possíbLy non-dtagonal) Jordan

canonical form. Assuning a fomal mode expansion (7.lb), we have shor¡n

that the Boson comutaÈion relations, among an independent set of mode

operators, are inconpatible with the canonícal conrnutaËion relations amoîB

canonícal variables, unless iCû fs similar to an Eermitean matrix. tJe

have proven an analogous result in rigorous algebraic quantizati.on, namely

thar Segal unitari zatíon of the dynanics is possible 1f and only if iCû is

similar to an Heruitean m¡trix. This nay be interpreted as saying thaÈ a

quantun mechanical particle picÈure can not be drawn fron finíte dimension-
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al classical- dynamics r¡nless the guantízed Eaniltonlan has dÍscrete

spectrlr, the Particle picture then beÍng related to the elementary

excltatfons of the quantized systen. The latter interpretaÈlon 1s valld'

provided it can be shown that the. quantlzed llanl-ltonian has conÈlnuous

spectrum unless fCû fs slmí|¿a to ¿rn Ee:mitean matrix. .In fact, we have

demonstrated that the spectrr-m in questlon is contÍnuous whenever tci has

a non-real eigenvalue. In the case of multiple real resonant frequencies,

it is known that an aLgebraic nultiplfelty of two leads to a conËínuous

spectrrn and it. remains a conjecture that the same is true for higher

nultiplicities. If rùe were to Prove this conJecture, we would establish

that the Segal quantízation procedure is consistent for the widest possible

class of fínite dimensíona! linear systens for which the quantized Hamil-

tonian has a purely discrete sPectrum. In this sense, the Segal quantiz-

ation prodedure is uníversally applicable as it couLd not be expected to

produce a quantlp mechanical ltantltonian ¡¿Íth contínuous sPectrum' excePt

by taking a direct integral-, in the case of infinite degrees of freedom'

If the -classical dynanics ís taken to be a one paraneter group of

orthogonal transfortratÍons on a real Hllbert space U, then there wi'll

always exist a complex structure J on V whích will enable the dynamics to

be unitarlzed. If there are no non-trivial dyuemlcally invariant vectors

in t/, then -J is given uniquely as the orthogonal component ín the polar

decomposÍtlon of the dyn¡mi cal gener"ao. Â. A símilar result holds for

symplectic dynanícs. I,lhen the classical Eamíltonian is positive definíÈe'

J Ís given uniquely as the pseudo-ortho8onal component Ín the polar

decompositlon of the dynnmical generator' usíng spectral theory in Kreín

space wlth lndefínlte metric tB('r'), B being the real s¡rnplectic fo:m'

Ttris result extends to infinlte degrees of freedom. J can be identifíed

with -1(I'2E(O)), E(0) being the projection onto the maximal dynemlcally

ínvarÍant subspace on which feû fs negati-ve definite.
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In Èhe case Èhat the classical- dynanics on V 1s unstable, even in one

of an infinlte number of subsystems' there does not exist a compl-ex

structure J on U which enables the dynanícs to be unitarLzed. However,

there may exist a complex structure which enables the dynanics to be pseudo-

unitary with respect to an lndefinite conplex inner product. ÍIe have shown

hoÌ{ to test whether a dynamical system of fÍnite degrees of freedom can be

pseudo-unitarízed.. Some dynanricaL sysÈems can not even be pseudo-unilaxízed

and even then, when this Èask can be achieved, the interpretability of the

indefinÍte meÈrÍc is problematical.

In this thesis, a number of gaps in the theory of quadraÈic Haníl-

toníans have been identified and repaired. It is hoped Èhat the reader will

recognize some approximaËion Ëo completeness in thís task. However' to

clai-m ÈhaÈ this is the end of Ëhe story would be either naive or dishonest.

As in any area of mathemaÈical physics, it ís easy for the author to

ídentify some problems r¡hich are stilI outstanding, at least in his own

mind and which deserve more of his attenËion in the future. Firstlyr we

are still- a long way short of a ful-l set of canonical foms for ínfinite

dimensional dynanícal systems under the action of the group of unitarily

implenentable canonical transfo::mations. Some relevant results, known at

this time, include

(a) If a Boson dynamical natrix D, is strictly positíver then D,

can be diagonallzed by a possibly non-ímplementable Bogoliubov

transformaÈion.

There are extra conditions on D, given by Kuliev and Dadashev

174-751 whích are sufficient to ensure that the diagonalizing

transformation is lmplementable.

(b)

There are conditions given in proposition (6.23) which are

necessary for a dynamical matríx to be reducible Èo that of a

free field by a unitarily implementable Bogoliubov transfornation.

(c)
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If we begin wl-th the Fock representatlon of the C.C.R. or C.A.R. and apply

a non-impl-ementable Bogoliubov transfornatlon, we obtain an f-nequivalent

Fock-type quasi-free representatlon ll47f. However, there cari noÈ, in the

same lrreducible representative space, be a vacurt vector for each of the

two ineguivalent sets of annihl-lattoo op.tttors [38 ,77).. Ile can construct

a reducible represenÈation 1n which both .r"",ra exisÈ. Next' !üe consíder a

one parameËer group of non-implementable Bogolíubov transformations, such

as that generated by the formal Haniltonían of Thirring and Narnhofer [133].

So that the vaqurn üo(t) exists at each È1me È, a direct 1nÈegral represen-

tatlon wouLd be necessary. Ttre types of reduclble representations which

could arise from a general non-impleoentable dynanical flor+ have not yet

been cl-assified.

In Section 6, we quoted the result of Carey, Hurst and OrBrien [81]

that rüithin Èhe group of charge conserving implement,able C.A.R. Bogoliubov

transformations T, the connected comporients are dístinguíshed by vacur:m

charge, which ls gíven by din ker S, - dÍm ker S' S, and S, defined as ín

T=
T2

TT

r1
Tä

S1

0t T
0l
s2)I

For a strongly, but not unifo:ml-y, continuous one parameter group of

lmplementable C.A.R. Bogoliubov transformations T(t), Èhe charge of the

vacuum may change discontlnuously in time. It is not yet kno!ün whether

this phenomenon has a physical applicatfon. On the other hand, even íf the

generation of vacurn charge may be ruled outr one may still consider

spontaneous pair production, whích conserves charge. In the case of simple

Boson fiel-ds, for example, the Klein C'ordon field, the insertlon of a

background space-time metric appropriate to the existence of singularities

or to an open universe, seems to lead to the same difficultíes which we

previously discussed r¡nder the heading of the external field problem. The

generation of particles in a cosmological vacuum has now become an accepted

topic in physics [157].
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An example of a one-parameter group of fmplenentable C.C.R. Bogoliubov

transformatlons, whose generator has Lnfl-nite Hllbert-Schnidt norm 1n the

nunber-lncreasing block, was glven by l(lein fn renarkS of t1581. In the

case of the C.A.R., such ¡¡¿¡sferuatfons bridged the distincÈ connected

components of the group of ímplemenÈable charge-conservíng Bogoliubov

transfor:matlons i811. Klelnrs exâmple now provldes some motlvatfon for

studying the topologlcal- structure of the group of implementable charge-

conserving C.C.R. Bogoliubov transformations, approprlate to, for exanple,

a charged Klein-Gordon field. In Èhe case of the C.C.R., dfuker St -

dim ker S, could not be a useful topological- lndex, since, as díscussed 1n

Section 6, TI must be non-singular.

This thesis has concenÈrated on linear systems but effort.s are no\Í

being made to extend rigorous a1-gebraic quantÍzation to non-llnear sym-

plectic manifolds. So far, the Sega1 method has been extended to non-

linear dynarnícal systems which are locally staUfe t1111. Quantization

must eventually incorporate locally unstable systems which are cornmonly

observed in -nature. As this is achieved, we must clarify the relat,lonship

betr¡een the algebralc approach and other rlgorous techniques of quantiz-

aÈion, most notably geonetrfc quantizatíon (e.g. t1591), the fr¡ncÈional

integral- approach (e.g. t1601) and homological technÍques (e.9. t1611).

There 1s an ancient phllosophical question, which, in the authorrs

opinion, is still not ansrilered by physics. That question is l¡hether the

corpuscular description can be universally applied to physical fíelds or

whether there are physícal phenomena whích can be described only at the

continutm level. If the latter is true, for example in the descriptlon of

non-localized hadronlc structure, then we must ask whether there is an

appropriate algebraic scheme which generalizes the C.C.R. (e.g. [VIII). If

the C.C.R. rem¡in appropriate, then the questlon remains whether the Segal

algebraic scheme may be extended to locall-y unstable systêms, by selecting
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as yet unfanlllar representations of the C.C.R. It has not yet been shown

that none of the representations of the C.C.R. rvhich lack a Particle

picture can have an alternaÈfve physical lnterpretation.
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